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Abstract
Landslides and slope instabilities represent one of the most important problems in geotechnics causing significant damages around the world every year. Understanding the mechanics of the whole deformation process is of particular importance for risk assessment. First,
it is important to determine what areas may be susceptible to landsliding. In addition,
it is essential to estimate the travelled distance and the velocity of the unstable mass in
order to prevent severe damage. The need to develop solution schemes capable of simulating failure initiation as well as post-failure dynamics is also required in most geotechnical
analyses. For instance the design of dams, tunnels, pipes or foundations.
The numerical modelling of such events presents several challenges due to the complexity
of simulating large deformations and real soil behaviour. In addition, coupled formulations
are needed to model solid-fluid interaction in saturated and unsaturated soils.
Traditional geotechnical analysis, such as Limit Equilibrium Methods (LEM) and the
well-known standard lagrangian Finite Element Methods (FEM) are very useful to study
the failure initiation, but they provide limited information on the post-failure behaviour.
In order to overcome such difficulties, modern numerical approaches are being developed.
This is the case of the Material Point Method (MPM), which offers an interesting alternative. MPM discretises the media into a set of lagrangian material points which move
attached to the material carrying the soil properties. Governing equations are solved
incrementally at the nodes of a computational grid that remains fixed through the calculation. This dual description of the media is capable of modelling large deformations and
prevents mesh tangling.
This thesis focusses on studying brittle failures and slope instabilities, from static conditions to run-out by means of the MPM framework. It is proved to be a very useful tool
to analyse relevant aspects for the interpretation of landslides such as the development of
progressive failure mechanism, the role played by internal shearing in compound slides,
and the effect of brittleness on the onset of failure and run-out. The MPM is successfully
applied to solve several slope instability problems caused by pore pressure changes. First,
the Selborne slope experiment is simulated. This case, well identified with laboratory
data, has been an opportunity to perform a validation of the MPM formulation, since a
good agreement is obtained between numerical results and experimental data. In a second
example, a simplified geometry of the Vajont landslide is analysed. It has shown that a
kinematically admissible failure mechanism requires internal degradation of the mobilised
vii

mass controlled by the geometry of the basal sliding surface. In a third analysis, a parametric study varying peak and residual strength is presented, and run-out is found to be
directly related with brittleness index.
Moreover, a step forward in the application of MPM to solve multi-phase problems in
porous media has been achieved. A coupled 3-phase 1-point MPM formulation is derived and implemented in a software code in order to model problems involving large
deformations in unsaturated soils. In this way, the interaction of three different phases
(solid, liquid and gas) is taken into account within each material point. This approach
is validated with a benchmark problem and it is applied to study the behaviour of an
embankment slope instability induced by heavy rain.
Finally, two constitutive models are derived and implemented: a brittle model with strain
softening for saturated soils, and a Mohr-Coulomb elastoplastic model for unsaturated
materials formulated in terms of net stress and suction.
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Resum
Les esllavissades representen un dels problemes més destacats en el camp de la geotècnia
ja que cada any causen danys importants arreu. L’estudi d’aquests procesos és fonamental
per l’avaluació de riscos. En primer lloc, és important determinar les zones susceptibles
a lliscaments o inestabilitats, i per altra banda, és essencial estimar la velocitat i la
distància recorreguda per la massa desestabilitzada. El desenvolupament de tècniques
numèriques amb la capacitat de simular de forma unificada des de l’inici de la trencada
fins a l’estabilització final són claus en problemes d’estabilitat de talussos, així com també
en altres anàlisis geotècnics, com per exemple, en estudis d’estabilitat de preses, túnels,
canalitzacions o fonamentacions.
La predicció d’aquest tipus d’episodis catastròfics presenta diversos reptes a causa de la
dificultat de modelar problemes que impliquen grans deformacions del terreny. A més,
el comportament real del sòl és complex i, en molts casos, es requereix la implementació
de formulacions hidro-mecàniques per tal de tenir en compte l’efecte de fluids (líquid i/o
gas) en terrenys saturats i parcialment saturats.
Les tècniques més tradicionals, com ara els Mètodes d’Equilibri Límit (LEM) i la formulació clàssica del Mètode dels Elements Finits (FEM), són molt útils per estudiar l’inici de
la trencada, però proporcionen informació molt limitada del comportament de la massa
involucrada un cop ha trencat.
Actualment, s’estan desenvolupant eines numèriques per tal de de simular tot el procés
(trencament i post-trencada), com per exemple el Mètode del Punt Material (MPM) el
qual ofereix una alternativa interessant. El MPM discretitza el medi continu mitjançant
un conjunt de punts lagrangians (punts materials) que es mouen units al material i transporten les seves propietats. Per altra banda, les equacions de govern es resolen de forma
incremental als nodes d’una malla computacional que roman fix durant tot el càlcul.
Aquesta doble discretització permet la simulació de grans deformacions i evita problemes
de distorsió de malla, típics en el FEM.
Aquesta Tesi es centra en la simulació d’inestabilitats de talussos mitjançant el MPM. Es
demostra que el MPM és una eina molt potent per analizar tant les condicions estàtiques
inicials, com la formació del mecanisme de trencament i el comportament post-trencada.
A més, es descriuen diferents aspectes rellevants per a la interpretació de les esllavissades:
el desenvolupament del mecanisme de trencada progressiva, l’efecte de la fragilitat i la
ix

degradació interna del material. El MPM s’ha aplicat amb èxit en diferents problemes
d’estabilitat de talussos causats per canvis de la pressió intersticial. En primer lloc, es
presenta l’experiment de Selborne. Aquest exemple ha servit per validar la formulació del
MPM ja que s’ha aconseguit un bon ajust entre resultats numèrics i dades experimentals.
En un segon model, s’analitza una geometria simplificada de l’esllavissada de Vajont, amb
la qual es demostra que un mecanisme de trencada cinemàticament admissible requereix
de la degradació interna de la massa mobilitzada depenent de la geometria de la superfície
basal de lliscament. En tercer lloc, per mitjà d’un estudi paramètric variant les resistències
pic i residual, s’ha determinat que l’abast està directament relacionat amb la fragilitat
del terreny.
Un objectiu important de la tesis ha estat donar un pas endavant en l’aplicació del MPM
per tal de resoldre problemes multi-fàsics en medis porosos. Es presenta un esquema
hidro-mecànic acoplat per simular el comportament de sòls no saturats que té en compte
la interacció de sòlid, líquid i gas en cada punt material. Aquest formulació s’ha validat mitjançant un problema d’infiltració, i s’ha aplicat per estudiar la inestabilitat d’un
terraplè induïda per fortes pluges.
Finalment, s’han presentat i implementat dos models constitutius: un model amb reblaniment per sòls saturats, i un model elastoplàstic Mohr-Coulomb per a sòls no saturats
formulat en termes de tensió neta i succió.
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Resumen
Los deslizamientos constituyen una de las amenazas naturales más relevantes en el campo
de la geotecnia ya que cada año causan daños importantes en todo el planeta. El
conocimiento de la mecánica del proceso de inestabilidad del deslizamiento es fundamental en la evaluación de riesgos. En primer lugar, es importante determinar las zonas
que pueden ser susceptibles a estos fenómenos. Además, es esencial estimar la velocidad y
la distancia recorrida por la masa inestable. El desarrollo de técnicas numéricas capaces
de simular de forma unificada desde el inicio de la rotura hasta el equilibrio final son claves
en problemas de estabilidad de taludes así como también en otros análisis geotécnicos,
tales como estudios de estabilidad de presas, túneles, canalizaciones o cimentaciones.
La predicción de este tipo de episodios catastróficos presenta varios retos debido a la
dificultad de modelar grandes deformaciones. Además, el comportamiento real del suelo
es complejo y la implementación de formulaciones hidro-mecánicas es determinante para
tener en cuenta el efecto de fluidos (líquido y/o gas) en terrenos saturados y parcialmente
saturados.
Los análisis geotécnicos tradicionales, tales como los Métodos de Equilibrio Límite (LEM)
y la formulación clásica del Método de los Elementos Finitos (FEM) son muy útiles para
estudiar el inicio de la rotura. Sin embargo, estos métodos proporcionan información muy
limitada de la post-rotura y del comportamiento de la masa movilizada.
Actualmente, se están desarrollando herramientas numéricas capaces de simular de forma
unificada todo el proceso (rotura y post-rotura), como por ejemplo el Método del Punto
Material (MPM) que ofrece una alternativa interesante. El MPM discretiza el medio
continuo mediante un conjunto de puntos lagrangianos (puntos materiales) que se mueven
unidos al material y transportan sus propiedades. Por otra parte, las ecuaciones de
gobierno se resuelven de forma incremental en los nodos de una malla computacional que
permanece fija durante todo el cálculo. Esta doble discretización permite simular grandes
deformaciones y evita los problemas de distorsión de malla típicos en el FEM.
Esta Tesis se centra en la simulación de inestabilidades de taludes mediante el MPM. Se ha
demostrado que el MPM es una herramienta muy útil para analizar tanto las condiciones
estáticas iniciales, como la formación del mecanismo de rotura y el comportamiento postrotura. Además, se describen diferentes aspectos relevantes para la interpretación de
los deslizamientos: el mecanismo de rotura progresiva, el efecto de la fragilidad y la
xi

degradación interna del material. El MPM se ha aplicado con éxito para resolver diversos
problemas de inestabilidad de taludes causados por cambios de presión intersticial. En
primer lugar, se simula el experimento de Selborne. Este ejemplo ha servido para llevar a
cabo la validación de la formulación MPM ya que se ha conseguido un buen ajuste entre
resultados numéricos y los datos experimentales. En un segundo modelo, se considera una
geometría simplificada del deslizamiento de Vajont en el que se analiza la degradación
interna de la roca movilizada debido a esfuerzos cortantes. En tercer lugar, por medio de
un estudio paramétrico variando las resistencias pico y residual, se determina la relación
entre el alcance del deslizamiento y la fragilidad del material.
Uno de los objetivos de la Tesis ha sido dar un paso adelante en la aplicación del MPM
para resolver problemas multi-fásicos en medios porosos. Se presenta un esquema hidromecánico acoplado para simular el comportamiento de suelos no saturados que tiene en
cuenta la interacción de sólido, líquido y gas en cada punto material. Esta formulación
se ha validado mediante un problema de infiltración, y se ha aplicado para estudiar la
inestabilidad de un terraplén causada por fuertes lluvias.
Finalmente, se han presentado e implementado dos modelos constitutivos: un modelo con
reblandecimiento para suelos saturados, y un modelo elastoplástico Mohr-Coulomb para
suelos no saturados formulado en términos de tensión neta y succión.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this first Chapter, the motivation of this work is presented in order to justify its raison
d’être. Then, the main goal as well as several specific objectives are stated. Finally, the
organisation of the document is also outlined.

1.1

Motivation

Landsliding represents one of the most important problems in geotechnics causing significant damages around the world every year (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2). Understanding
the mechanics of the whole process is of particular importance for risk assessment. First,
it is important to determine what areas may be susceptible to landsliding. Second, it
is essential to estimate the travelled distance and the velocity of the unstable mass in
order to prevent severe damage. For instance, when reservoirs, lakes or fjords are potentially affected by landslides on their margins, the calculation of tsunami effects require
information on the soil/rock mass run-out and its expected velocity.
The need to develop solution schemes capable of simulating failure initiation as well as
post-failure dynamics is also required in most geotechnical analyses. For instance the
design of dams, tunnels, pipes, foundations or embankments. Ensuring the stability of
these constructions is the most important issue. Despite the probability of failure at
the initiation stage is often small, soil and rock as natural geological materials exhibit
spatial variability and the uncertainty is always existent. Therefore, in these cases, it is
1
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Figure 1.1: La Conchita landslide, coastal area of southern California. Occurred in the
spring of 1995. People were evacuated and the houses nearest the slide were completely
destroyed. Photo by R.L. Schuster, U.S. Geological Survey.

Figure 1.2: Cecil Lake road landslide, Peace River. Photo by R. Couture, Geological Survey
of Canada.
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also important to understand the post-failure behaviour so that the risk of catastrophic
damage can be minimised.
The prediction of such catastrophic episodes presents several challenges due to the complexities of real soil behaviour. In addition, since many geotechnical problems often
involve seepage forces, the consideration of the coupled behaviour of soil and pore fluids
is essential by means coupled hydromechanical formulations.
Rain-induced instabilities are very common especially in partially saturated soils. Natural
or cut slopes may remain stable for long times under unsaturated conditions due to the
positive effect of the suction on the strenght, and then they fail during heavy rainstorms
or after a long period of rain. Often, they are shallow failures that involve large deformations of the mobilised mass. Other applications associated with unsaturated soils involve
large deformations in history-dependent constitutive models. This is the case of swelling
problems in expansive clays or collapse behaviour of low density materials.
There is much to learn about the evolution of failure in landslide systems, and in particular
about the ways in which fracture initiation allows the development of the final failure
surface. When examined in detail, one of the factors causing the acceleration of landslides
is the loss of strength of the soil involved in a potential unstable mechanism. This typically
occurs in brittle materials such as overconsolidated plastic clays and cemented soils, which
are characterised with a strain softening behaviour. In these cases, a progressive failure
mechanism is developed. During the failure process, slope deformations tend to be small
because of the stiff nature of brittle clays. However, the subsequent motion, controlled by
Newton law, can involve rapid movements. The consequences of the instability depend on
many aspects, typically related to the strength of the failure surface and to the geometry
of the site at a larger scale.
Except for simple sliding motions, the stability of a slope not only depends on the resistance of the basal failure surface. For instance, it is also affected by the distortion of
the moving mass in compound slides. Internal shearing plays an important role on the
stability and post-failure behaviour of a landslide (Fell et al., 2007; Glastonbury and Fell,
2010).
Traditional geotechnical analysis, such as Limit Equilibrium Methods (LEM), are very
useful to estimate the failure initiation, but these simple solutions can not provide information on movements and are unable of simulating real soil (or rock) behaviour. The
well-known lagrangian Finite Element Methods (FEM) can model complex geometries
and they are well suited to integrate advanced constitutive models. However FEM provides limited information on the post-failure behaviour due to mesh tangling problems
when large displacements are involved.
Modern numerical algorithms are being developed in order to provide an integrated tool
capable of simulating the entire instability process in a unified calculation: the static stability associated to small deformations, the failure triggering and the large displacements
during the subsequent run-out. This is the case of the Material Point Method (MPM).
3
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MPM has been applied to a number of geotechnical problems and it has been extended
to solve coupled flow-deformation problems in saturated conditions. It is considered as
a Particle-based method with some features from Finite Element analysis. It uses two
different spatial discretisation schemes to describe the continuum: a set of lagrangian
material points that move with the material and carry all the information, and a fixed
computational mesh in which the governing equations are solved. The dynamic formulation and the dual description of the media provide the MPM the capabilities of handling
problems involving large displacements and deformations.

1.2

Objectives

This Thesis focuses on developing the Material Point Method with the aim of modelling
geotechnical problems involving large deformations, such as the whole instability process
of a landslide, in brittle and unsaturated soils. In order to achieve such general purpose,
the following specific objectives are formulated.
Regarding numerical improvements:
• To extend MPM to analyse problems in unsaturated soils by means a 3-phase (solid,
liquid and gas) dynamic coupled hydromechanic formulation
• To implement elastoplastic constitutive models capable of simulating brittle soil
behaviour and effects in strength due to suction changes
• To study the numerical stability of explicit schemes and to propose a criterion to
calculate critical time step increments
Regarding geotechnical knowledge:
• To test the capability of MPM to model large deformations by simulating a real
slope instability case, from initiation and failure propagation to final geometry and
run-outs.
• To understand the development of progressive failure mechanisms in brittle materials
• To determine the influence of brittleness in landslide run-out and kinematics of the
motion
• To examine the effect of internal shearing in the stability conditions and the postfailure behaviour of compound landslides
4
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• To model unsaturated soil behaviour under rainfall conditions

1.3

Thesis layout

The Thesis is organised in 8 chapters. The main contents are introduced here:
In Chapter 2, a general review of the most important numerical methods used in geotechnics is presented. These are divided in Mesh-based and Particle-based methods. MPM
is briefly described, and the main reasons why it has been preferred against others are
outlined.
Chapter 3 begins with a literature review regarding the origins and applications of MPM.
Then, the basis of the method are presented in a general framework of mechanical problems. The 1-phase MPM formulation and its explicit numerical implementation are detailed. The dynamic formulation is validated through the analysis of a wave propagation
problem and a blasting example is presented.
In Chapter 4, the 2-phase 1-point MPM formulation is describedfor fully saturated soil
and several numerical issues are discussed. A stability analysis of the integration scheme
is carried out and a practical criterion to determine the critical time step size is proposed.
The damping of the solution and boundary conditions are also outlined. This approach
is validated by means of the one-dimensional consolidation problem.
Chapter 5 focuses on modelling landslide initiation and post-failure evolution in brittle
materials. The progressive failure phenomenon is described and the non-associated MohrCoulomb is extended by introducing strain softening plasticity. Afterwards, three slope
instabilities triggered by the increase of pore water pressure are analysed. First, the Selborne failure experiment is modelled. Then, the effect of internal shearing in a compound
slide based on Vajont landslide is discussed. Remarkable consistent and accurate results
are achieved. Additionally, the influence of the brittleness is evaluated on the triggering
of instability and run-out for a typical slope geometry by means a parametric study.
In Chapter 6, the MPM formulation is extended to model problems involving unsaturated
soil. From a computational point of view, the soil is understood as a unique medium
integrated by three distinct phases (solid, liquid and gas). After a short discussion of
which are the possible MPM strategies capable of simulating such solid-fluid interaction
problems, a 3-phase 1-point MPM formulation is presented. The implementation of this
approach is validated with a benchmark problem against an analytical solution.
In Chapter 7 the instability of an unsaturated slope subjected to rain infiltration is solved
and discussed. A suction-dependent elastoplastic Mohr-Coulomb model is presented in
order to simulate strength changes due to wetting effects. The development of the initial
failure surface, the evolution of stress and suction states, and the dynamics of the motion
5
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are presented.
Finally, in Chapter 8, the general conclusions are summarised and future works are outlined.
To give a complete understanding of this work, additional Appendices are included.

6
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Chapter 2

Introduction to
Computational Mechanics
The purpose of this Chapter 2 is to present an outline of the existing numerical methods
in geotechnics (Sec.2.1). These are divided into Mesh-based and Particle-based methods,
depending on the discretisation approach. Each technique is briefly described and the
main features are introduced. The capability of modelling large displacements is discussed.
Finally, in Section 2.2, the main reasons why the Material Point Method is the preferred
tool in this Thesis are presented.

2.1

Numerical methods in soil and fluid mechanics

Analytical solutions are very useful to understand the behaviour of simple mathematical
models. However, most of real processes involved in many engineering areas and applied
sciences are much more complex. To find analytical expressions capable of describing
such problems is practically impossible. Since 50 years ago, the exponential improvement
of computer technologies allowed the development of numerical methods and advanced
techniques capable of modelling wide range of problems. Such methods apply numerical approximations in order to convert mathematical problems into systems of discrete
equations that can be solved with sufficient accuracy. Because the type of problems in
the engineering field involve a large variety of mathematical phenomena, many numerical
approaches are also being developed.
7
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The geotechnical field comprises all applications concerning the study of earth materials.
Many problems involve the ground in some way, for example cut slopes, earth embankments, tunnels, dikes and offshore constructions. In all cases, understanding the soil (or
rock) behaviour is essential to establish the functionality of such structures. Many investigations also include the assessment of the risk from natural hazards such as landslides,
soil liquefaction and debris flows.
Traditionally, simplified models and empirical approaches have been used to determine the
ultimate conditions that ensures the stability of a problem. For instance, in slope stability,
Limit Equilibrium analysis (LEM) assume an arbitrary failure surface and the equilibrium
is considered imposing that the ultimate strength criterion holds everywhere along the
failure. Only the global equilibrium of the mobilised blocks between failure surfaces is
considered. Because of their simplicity and ease of use, these kind of methods have been
widely applied (Cascini et al., 2010; Cooper et al., 1998; Cuomo et al., 2013; Ling et al.,
2009) and they are very useful to obtain first estimations at early stages of the design.
However, these simple solutions can not provide information on movements. Moreover,
geotechnical problems in reality are much more complicated due to nonlinearities that
characterise the constitutive behaviour of soil (and rock), and the difficulty of determining
stress field conditions, interaction between different phases (solid, liquid and gas) and
heterogeneities at micro and macro scales. Several numerical methods are being developed
to analyse and predict the behaviour of complex field situations, simulating realistic soil
constitutive models and boundary conditions. The most important limitation of these
full numerical analysis is their high computational cost.
There are different numerical approaches to describe the soil. Most of them consider the
material as a continuum, but in other cases, such as in granular flows, it can be analysed
as a discontinuous medium formed by a set of particles. Moreover, often, soils consist of
a heterogeneous mixture of solid (such as particles of clay, silt or sand) with fluids (liquid
and gas), hence soil mechanics and fluid mechanics are closely related in the geotechnical
field.
In the literature there exist many different numerical methods. Each one has its own
features, with advantages and limitations. Taking into account the large variability of
problems, it is very important to chose what kind of method is more convenient depending
on the expected results. Thereby, a better numerical approximation will lead to a better
understanding of the problem.
The purpose of this Thesis is the analysis of problems that involve large deformations such
landslides. Therefore, a numerical tool capable to achieve a realistic transition between
static and dynamic conditions is required in order to provide, in a unified calculation,
the entire instability process (the static stability, the failure triggering and the subsequent run-out). In addition, it is also important to have the capability of including the
hydromechanical coupling.
In the following sections, an outline of the existing numerical methods in geotechnics is
presented. These are divided into Mesh-based and Particle-based methods, depending on
8
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the discretisation approach.

2.1.1

Mesh-based methods

Mesh-based methods have been the starting point for most of the advanced numerical
techniques, generally based in continuum mechanics. They have been used in many fields
for over thirty years. Its main feature is that they divide the domain of the problem into
a collection of subdomains, so-called elements, thus forming a mesh. Each element has
several nodes, with a fixed number of predefined neighbours. This connectivity is used to
define mathematical operators like the derivative and to ensure compatibility of numerical
interpolation. In this way, the required equations describing the boundary value problem
can be discretised and solved.
The relationship between the deforming continuum and the mesh determines the ability
of the numerical method to deal with large distortions and provide an accurate resolution
of material interfaces and mobile boundaries. The algorithms of continuum mechanics
usually make use of two classical descriptions of motion: the lagrangian description and
the eulerian description (Malvern, 1969).
Lagrangian algorithms, in which each individual node of the computational mesh follows
the associated material particle during motion, are mainly used in geotechnical engineering
(see Figure 2.1). The lagrangian description allows an easy tracking of free surfaces
and interfaces between different materials. It also facilitates the treatment of materials
with history dependent constitutive relations. Its weakness is its inability to follow large
distortions of the computational domain (Armero and Love, 2003).
Eulerian algorithms are widely used in fluid dynamics. Here, as shown in Figure 2.1, the
computational mesh is fixed and the continuum moves with respect to the grid. In the
eulerian description large distortions in the continuum motion can be handled with relative
ease, but generally at the expense of precise interface definition. Numerical difficulties
arise to calculate convective terms, which appear due to the relative motion between
the deforming material and the computational grid. In addition, serious limitations are
now found in following deforming material interfaces and mobile boundaries (Armero and
Love, 2003).
The three classical mesh-based methods are the Finite Difference Method, the Finite
Element Method, and the Finite Volume Method.
The Finite Difference Method (FDM) is the oldest numerical analysis of partial differential equations. Standard references on finite difference methods are the textbooks of
Collatz (1955), Forsyth and Wasow (1960) and Richtmyer and Morton (1967). It uses a
square network of lines to construct the discretisation of the strong form of the governing
equations. The lack of flexibility in determining the shape of the network is the bottleneck
of the method when handling complex geometries.
9
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Figure 2.1: Spatial discretisation scheme of lagrangian and eulerian mesh-based methods.

The Finite Element Method (FEM) originated in the engineering literature and it is
the most used technique in geotechnics for finding approximate solutions to boundary
value problems (Zienkiewicz, 1977). The material geometry is replaced by an equivalent
lagrangian finite element mesh. The shape of the elements can be very diverse and even
can have curved edges depending on the integration order. State variables are determined
at the nodes of the mesh by interpolation functions. This method is well suited to solve
couped hydromechanical problems, however, despite being a valuable tool in the field of
modelling, the standard lagrangian FEM has serious limitations in problems involving
large deformations of the material. This is due to distortions suffered by the mesh and
that in some cases they lead to large inaccuracies (Armero and Love, 2003).
In the field of computational fluid dynamics, the Finite Volume Method (FVM) is used
(Eymard et al., 2000). Typically, it uses an eulerian description to describe the continuum.
Each element of the computational grid represents a control volume in which the balance
equations are solved in it, hence conservation principles are imposed element by element.
The determination of input and output flows through the contour of each cell is the main
purpose of the calculation.
One attempt to modelling large deformations maintaining well defined the boundaries
arises from the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods (Donea et al., 1977, 2004).
These make use of the two classical kinematical descriptions of motion, lagrangian and
eluerian, by taking the advantages of both. Here, the nodes of the computational mesh
may be moved with the continuum, or be held fixed. Therefore, to keep the computational mesh as regular as possible and to avoid mesh entanglement during the calculation,
remeshing algorithms are used. However, this requires greater computational time.

10
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2.1.2

Particle-based methods

In order to avoid the difficulties of mesh-based methods, during recent years the particlebased methods, also called meshless or mesh-free methods, have been developed. According to Li and Liu (2002), these are the new generation of computational methods. They
do not require the definition of a mesh connecting points storing data. On the contrary,
they are based on the generation of free particles, without given relationships one to each
other, that move attached with the domain (lagrangian description). Within this framework, continuum and also discrete domains, such as granular materials, can be modelled
(see Figure 2.2). Some of the most common techniques used in the field of soil mechanics
and fluid dynamics are presented below.

Figure 2.2: Spatial discretisation of particle-based methods, representing discrete or continuum media.

One of the most accepted particle-based methods, is the Discrete Element Method (DEM)
proposed by Cundall and Strack (1979). DEM assumes the soil as a discontinuous medium
and takes into account the individual existence of each discrete grain forming the medium.
Therefore, it consists on computing the motion of a large number of particles that interact
one with each other through the calculation of forces in their contacts. One feature of
the method is that it incorporates the concept of friction and bounding so that slip and
breakage can occur between two particles when the contact forces between them exceeds
a critical value. DEM is a very useful tool in the study of granular materials (Radjaı̈
and Dubais, 2011). However, it is difficult to jump from contact properties to a common
understanding of constitutive behaviour. Despite some limitations, the applications of
DEM have been proven successful in simulating landslides with high movement speed
and long travel distance (Li et al., 2012, 2011; Liu and Koyi, 2012; Okura et al., 2000;
Zhao et al., 2015).
The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is the oldest particle-based method.
It was developed by Lucy (1977) and Gingold and Monaghan (1977) and initially was ap11
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plied to astrophysical problems. More recently, it is increasingly used for modelling in fluid
dynamics. The considered domain is divided into a set of particles that move attached
to the material and carry the most fundamental characteristics of the material portion
that represent. Each particle has a spatial distance, known as the smoothing length, over
which the properties are smoothed by a kernel function. SPH is well adapted to solve
flow problems, but they struggle apply boundary conditions. SPH has been applied in
geomechanics for solving large deformations problems, such as Bui and Fukagawa (2008,
2013); Bui et al. (2011).
The most modern particle-based methods take advantage of the experience gained during
more that 30 years form FEM by using a support finite element mesh. These methods
are computationally more expensive. One of these is the Particle Finite Element Method
(PFEM) (Aubry et al., 2005). It discretises the media by means a cloud of nodes. After
recognising the distribution of these points, the boundaries are detected and a computational mesh is constructed by connecting the nodes belonging to the same material
domain. As in FEM, the governing equations are solved at the nodes of the computational grid and the nodes move fixed to the material carrying all properties. In problems
involving large deformations, a frequent re-meshing effort is required. PFEM is being
developed for the study of fluid-structure interaction (Oñate et al., 2011).
The Material Point Method (MPM) was developed by Sulsky et al. (1994). This method
is based on the Particle-In-Cell method (PIC) (Harlow, 1964). The state variables are
carried by a set of lagrangian material points that move with the material and carry all
the information. The governing equations are solved at the nodes of a computational
background grid that remains fixed through the calculation and covers the whole domain
(Figure 2.3). This dual description of the media provides to MPM the capabilities of handling problems involving large displacements without remeshing requirements, moreover,
contact between different bodies is automatically solved. The computational effort of this
method lies in transferring information from both discretisations. Recently, it has been
applied to a number of geotechnical problems (see Section 3.2) and it has been extended
to coupled flow-deformation formulations.

Figure 2.3: Discretisation scheme of MPM.

Finally, FEM Lagrangian Interpolation Points (FEMLIP) was originally formulated by
Dufour et al. (2001) and Moresi et al. (2001). It is also based on the PIC method and
its formulation is very close to the MPM. Typically it has been used for geophysical
12
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modelling and simulation of viscous flows (Moresi et al., 2003). It has been applied on
slope stability analysis and mudflow analysis in Cuomo et al. (2013) and Prime et al.
(2014) respectively.

2.2

Why MPM?

Most of the methods described above present some attractive features. In this Thesis,
MPM has been the chosen for modelling problems involving large deformations within
the geotechnical framework. The main reasons for this decision are the following:
• It is well suited to simulate large deformation problems without mesh tangling.
• The soil is modelled as a continuum and a common understanding of constitutive
behaviour can be implemented.
• A lagrangian description of the motion, by means a set of material points, allows
the incorporation of advanced history-dependent constitutive models.
• The definition of a background computational mesh, totally detached from the material domain, allows applying the boundary conditions relatively easily.
• Contact between different bodies is automatically solved when these share elements
of the mesh.
• MPM resembles classical FEM in many aspects, because governing equations are
solved at the nodes of the computational mesh. Therefore, much of the knowledge
and research of FEM can be directly transferred to MPM.
• Coupled hydromechanical formulations are well suited within the MPM framework.
• The implementation is intuitive for users familiarised with the FEM.
• Transferring information from material points to the nodes of the grid increases the
computational cost of the method, but remeshing is not required.

13
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Chapter 3

Basis of the Material
Point Method

As it has been mentioned, the aim of this work is to solve geotechnical problems by means
the Material Point Method (MPM). Taking into account that the soil is formed by a solid
skeleton and a set of connected pores (voids), a mechanical 1-phase formulation is very
useful whether the voids are totally empty (for dried conditions), or fully filled with fluid
for undrained conditions (in which fluid and solid skeleton move attached one to each
other). In both cases, one single velocity field is enough to describe the entire problem.
In this Chapter 3, the basis of the method are presented in a general framework of mechanical problems. In Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the origins of MPM and its applications in
multiple fields are presented. Afterwards, the most general 1-phase MPM formulation is
widely explained in Section 3.3. This approach consists of considering the material as a
continuum comprised of one single phase. Governing equations of the problem are presented as well as its discretisation in space and time. Here, the numerical implementation
is described in detail and the stability of the method is discussed. Finally, the dynamic
formulation is validated through the analysis of a wave propagation problem (Sec.3.4).
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3.1

Origin of MPM

The origin of MPM was the work developed by Harlow et al. (1964) in Los Alamos National
Laboratory. The basis of that method, called initially Particle-In-Cell method (PIC), was
to represent fluid flow by a set of material points moving through a background fixed
mesh. Later, in 1994 in the New Mexico University, Sulsky and Schreyer (Sulsky et al.,
1994; Sulsky and Schreyer, 1996; Sulsky et al., 1995) extended the approach for modelling
problems of solid mechanics, where basically the equation of dynamic momentum balance
is discretised.
MPM is considered as a method in between the particle-based methods and the Finite
Element Method (FEM) because it discretises the media in two different frames. First,
the continuum is divided into a set of material points. Each material point represents a
portion of the domain and the mass of such subdomain, assumed to be fixed during all
the calculation (to ensure mass conservation). In the classical MPM, it is considered to
be concentrated at the corresponding material point. Other quantities such as velocities,
strains and stresses, are also initialised and carried by the material points. Each material
point moves attached with the solid skeleton and these provide the lagrangian description
of the media.
The second frame is a computational mesh. It is the same as the one used in the conventional FEM and it is built to cover the full domain of the problem. In the nodes of
the mesh is where the discrete governing equations are solved. The variables required
to solve the equations in the mesh at any step of the analysis are transferred from the
material points to the nodes of the mesh by using mapping functions. For instance, the
typical linear shape functions used in the FEM. Boundary conditions can be imposed at
the mesh nodes or at the material points and the governing equations are solved by using
an incremental scheme. Then the quantities carried by the material points are updated
through the interpolation of the mesh results, using the same mapping functions. The
information associated with the mesh is not required for the next step of the analysis;
therefore it can be discarded avoiding any mesh distortion.
Figure 3.1 is a typical problem setup. The material domain is represented by a set of
material points. The computational mesh covers all the computational domain.

3.2

Applications of MPM

Since MPM was developed by Sulsky et al. (1994) considering the basis of PIC method
Harlow et al. (1964), it has been extended to deal with advanced features and many
engineering problems. A literature review of that published works have been carried
out and the most significant developments and applications of the method are presented
below. In order to be as clear as possible, the references are grouped by topics and are
presented trying to keep a chronological order.
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Figure 3.1: Space discretisation. Nodes of the computational mesh and material points

3.2.1

Thin membranes

York II (1997) presented the modifications necessary to simulate thin membranes. Each
membrane is discretised by a collection of unconnected material points and a projection of
the strains onto a local normal-tangential coordinate system is required for each material
point. In this work, the MPM formulation is also extended to simulate interaction between
thin membranes and compressible fluids, and the non-slip contact is handled naturally by
the classic MPM formulation. Some simulations of the interaction of an impacting probe
with an inflated airbag were also performed.

3.2.2

Contact problems

In 1999, York II et al. (1999) presented the modelling of several engineering problems
involving contact. They showed that two bodies stick together nonphysically when they
should separate. In this work, a first contact-release algorithm is presented. The velocity
of each body is calculated separately at grid nodes. The contact may occur if the material
points of different bodies are projected on to the same nodes of the background mesh.
The contact force is associated with the velocity of the centre of mass. At the same time,
Wieckowski et al. (1999) studied the flow of a granular material during the process of
discharging a silo. The formulation of a frictional contact algorithm is developed in order
to simulate the relative movement between grains and fixed boundaries.
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Later on, Bardenhagen et al. (2000) extend the MPM formulation with a contact algorithm that allows separation, sliding and rolling with friction between different solid
bodies. This approach was improved in Bardenhagen et al. (2001) in order to apply the
MPM to stress propagation in granular material. Hu and Chen (2003) proposed a multimesh mapping scheme to simulate contact between spur gears, where each material lies in
an individual background mesh rather than in the common one. In 2008, Xiao-Fei et al.
(2008) presented a contact algorithm in which the criterion of contact condition is similar to BardenhagenŠs but the multi-mesh is used to calculate the normal and tangential
velocities of different bodies. More recently, Huang et al. (2011) presented two methods
to implement the contact algorithm to solve problems involving penetration.

3.2.3

Decohesion and delamination

In 2002 and 2004, an extension of the MPM to solve problems with decohesion and delamination where presented by Schreyer et al. (2002) and Sulsky and Schreyer (2004)
respectively. The material failure is approached as a strong discontinuity in displacement. This type of failure can occur in layered composites and the definition of discrete
constitutive equations is required.

3.2.4

Explicit cracks

Conventional MPM is not capable of handling explicit cracks due to the nature of a single
velocity field on the background. In 2003, Nairn (2003) and Guo and Nairn (2004) derived
a modified MPM labelled as CRAMP for ”CRAcks” with ”Material Points” that extended
MPM to handle two-dimensional dynamic explicit cracks. Multiple velocity fields represent velocities above and below cracks that enable representation of discontinuities which
are necessary for description of explicit cracks. Several calculations, including crack propagation, are presented in Nairn and Guo (2005). Later, Guo and Nairn (2006) adapted
the dynamic fracture algorithms to three-dimensional cracks and three-dimensional crackfront parameter calculations. In 2009, it was extended to include cohesive zones to model
fracture process zones behind the crack tip (Nairn and Matsumoto, 2009). This work was
focused on modelling static fracture processes for cracks with bridging zones, particularly
useful in the modelling of materials such as wood. Finally, in 2011, Bardenhagen et al.
(2011) presented an extension of the CRAMP algorithm in the MPM framework simulating dynamic fracture processes, which allows fracture propagation in arbitrary directions
and in three dimensions.

3.2.5

Engineering problems in geomechanics

Several geotechnical problems have been solved using MPM formulation. In 1999, Wieckowski et al. (1999) presented some simulations of granular flow. The entire process of
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discharging a silo is analysed and some results are compared with experimental ones.
Other problems such as silo filling, retaining wall failures, and cutting processes are analysed in Wieckowski (2004), Vermeer et al. (2008) and Beuth (2012). Coetzee et al. (2005)
presented a modelling of anchors placed in soil. Coetzee et al. (2007) and MackenzieHelnwein et al. (2010) studied excavation procedures and dragging interactions. Simulation of landslides and slopes have also been carried out by several authors, in which the
development of shear bands within the soil can be observed (Andersen and Andersen,
2008, 2010; Andersen, 2009; Vermeer et al., 2008; Yerro et al., 2013). Simulations of cone
penetration testing are presented in Beuth (2012) and Ceccato (2014). In 2013, Al-Kafaji
(2013) showed the capabilities of MPM to simulate the dynamic collapse of tunnel face,
an slope instability case, the installation of dynamic anchor and a pile driving in dry
sand. The modelling of avalanches and its interactions with structures have been recently
presented by Mast (2013). It is important to highlight that in most of the geotechnical
problems the soil is considered as a single-phase material.

3.2.6

Saturated porous media

More recently, the interaction between solid skeleton and pore fluid has been taken into
account. For coupled hydro-mechanical saturated problems the continuum can be considered as a saturated soil-fluid mixture. Two different formulations have been recently
developed.
In the first one, it is assumed that material points carry the pore pressure as an associated
variable (Al-Kafaji, 2013; Jassim et al., 2013; Zabala and Alonso, 2011; Zhang et al.,
2009). Therefore, 2 phases are represented in each material point (2-Phase 1-Point MPM
formulation). In 2009, Zhang et al. (2009) studied the dynamic analysis of saturated
soil in three different examples: a shallow foundation, a retaining wall and an impact
problem between saturated porous media and solid bodies. In Zabala (2010); Zabala and
Alonso (2011, 2012) the MPM is applied to the simulation of the historical failure case
of Aznalcóllar dam and two other dams that are under high seismic hazard. In 2013
Jassim et al. (2013) studied the wave attack on sea dike. More recently, the progressive
failure mechanism in slopes and post-failure analysis of run-out and velocities has been
studied by Yerro et al. (2014a,b). Finally, Muller and Vargas (2014) modelled openings
and impact problems in saturated porous media.
The second approximation to solve coupled fluid-mechanical problems with the MPM is a
multi-point formulation (2-Phase 2-Point MPM formulation). In this case, the solid-fluid
mixture is modelled by using two distinct layers of lagrangian material points, one for
each phase. Different approaches have been published in Abe et al. (2014); Bandara and
Soga (2015); Bandara (2013). The deformation of a river levee embankment after seepage
failure is simulated and the numerical results are compared with experimental ones.
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3.2.7

Other applications

MPM has been applied to many different fields. For instance, Mostazo (2004) modelled
grain growth in polycrystalline materials with an Hybride Montecarlo algorithm, and
Zou and Zhang (2004) simulated the penetration of multi-bodies such as a weapon-target
interaction. In 2005, Ionescu et al. (2005) simulated biological soft tissues subjected to
penetrating trauma using the membrane MPM formulation (York II, 1997). Brydon et al.
(2005) studied the densification of real open-celled foam microstructures. In 2006, Hu
and Chen (2006) presented some examples of fragmentation on concrete walls. Schreyer
et al. (2006), Sulsky et al. (2007) and Peterson (2008) modelled sea ice dynamics based
on the representative research on decohesion models. Guilkey et al. (2007) developed a
multi-material hydrodynamic MPM code which has been applied in Banerjee (2004) for
the simulation of the deformation and failure of a steel container that expands under
the effect of gases produced by an explosively reacting high energy material contained
inside. In 2010 Tran et al. (2010) undertook MPM in the context of model problems
from gas dynamics. More recently, Lian et al. (2011) and Banerjee et al. (2012) present
some simulations of impact, penetration, and fragmentation of metals; Wang et al. (2012)
studied the mechanical behaviour of composites; Zhou et al. (2013) simulated human head
impacts. Finally, Stomakhin et al. (2013) used the method in the graphics community
for the animation of snow dynamics.

3.2.8

Implicit integration algorithms

Most of the MPM developments consider the dynamics in the formulation and use an
explicit integration scheme to discretise the time (Al-Kafaji, 2013; Bardenhagen et al.,
2000; Coetzee et al., 2007; Nairn, 2003; Schreyer et al., 2002; Sulsky and Schreyer, 1996;
Wieckowski et al., 1999; Zabala, 2010; Zhang et al., 2009). However, when problems to
be solved involve very slow processes, an implicit time integration scheme has been used
by some authors in order to reduce the computational cost. Guilkey and Weiss (2001,
2003) used an incremental iterative solution strategy based on Newton method to solve
the equations of motion, and Newmark integration to update the kinematic variables.
Cummins and Brackbill (2002) describe an implicit algorithm for granular materials under
low strain rates which incorporates a model for contact among grains with friction. It
considers a Newton−Krylov equation solver in order to improve energy conservation. A
similar implicit algorithm is also presented by Sulsky and Kaul (2004), which proves
that it can be made unconditionally stable, thus the time step is only restricted by the
desired accuracy of the computed results. Other authors have examined the implicit
MPM formulation, such as Love and Sulsky (2006a,b).
Moreover, some quasi-static MPM codes with an implicit solver have been presented in
order to study static and low-rate dynamic loading conditions. Guilkey et al. (2006)
were the first authors who applied the quasi-static formulation to model multicellular
constructs, followed by Beuth et al. (2007).
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3.2.9

MPM variations

Different studies have been carried out in order to identify the caveats and to improve
the accuracy and efficiency of the MPM.
The Material Point Method for solid mechanics conserves mass and momentum by construction, but energy conservation is not explicitly enforced. In 2002, Bardenhagen (2002)
found that the energy conservation on the material points strongly depends on whether
updating strain and stress rates first (USF) or later (USL) within a numerical time step.
Meanwhile USL algorithm is dissipative, the USF algorithm is conservative. It suggested
that the dissipative algorithm is a better choice in general, as the damping is consistent
with the accuracy of the solution.
In 2004, Bardenhagen and Kober (2004) presented the generalised MPM procedure for
computational solid mechanics by using a variational form and a Petrov-Galerkin discretisation scheme. This results in a family of methods named the Generalised Interpolation
Material Point (GIMP) methods. To avoid some computational instabilities (cell crossing
noise) inherent to the original method (MPM), the interpolation functions are in C 1 (as
opposed to MPM, for which they are in C 0 ). Wallstedt and Guilkey (2008) studied the
stability and accuracy of the method and several time integration schemes were compared.
In 2008, Buzzi et al. (2008) posed some caveats during the implementation of both MPM
and GIMP algorithms. For instance, the setting up of boundary conditions and the
steps for the computation of values at nodes and material points were discussed. Steffen
et al. (2008a) presented an analysis of the quadrature errors found in the computation of
internal force in MPM and proposed some improvements, such as the use of a quadratic
B-spline basis for representing solutions on the grid.
In 2010, Shin et al. (2010) proposed strategies for dynamically creating, managing and
removing mesh cells during computations. It was developed to model problems involving
motion of a finite size body in unbounded domains in which the extent of material travel
and deformation is unknown a priory, such as in landslides and debris flows. The key
idea is to initialise the mesh efficiently and to search only that cells containing material
points, thereby avoiding unneeded storage and computation.
Other extensions of the MPM are the convected particle domain interpolation methods
(CPDI1 and CPDI2) (Kamojjala et al., 2013; Sadeghirad et al., 2011, 2013). These
are capable of tracking material point domains more accurately, especially for problems
involving extremely large tensile deformations and rotations.
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3.3

Single-phase MPM formulation

The MPM formulation for mechanical problems (1-phase MPM formulation) is presented
in this Section. It is based on Sulsky et al. (1995), in which only a single phase is
considered. Because the MPM can be viewed as an extension of the FEM procedure,
is important to note that they have much in common. For instance, the weak form of
the governing equations as well as the final system of equations posed at the nodes of
the computational mesh are identical in both schemes. The most distinguishing feature
between them is the calculation of the numerical integrations over the volume of a finite
element. Meanwhile in FEM the integrations are carried out using Gaussian quadrature,
in MPM they are calculated at the corresponding material points.
The domains are three-dimensional in any case. Vectors and tensors are identified with
bold type.

3.3.1

Governing equations

From a mathematical point of view, the continuum can be described by a set of differential governing equations. This includes conservation of mass, conservation of momentum,
balance of energy and the corresponding boundary conditions. Furthermore, constitutive equations such as stress-strain relationship, which are characteristic of the material
forming the continuum, are needed.
One of the features of the MPM formulation for a 1-phase material is that the mass of
each material point mp remains constant during all calculation. This fact implies that
mass conservation is automatically satisfied. Moreover, it has been assumed that thermal
effects are very small hence they have been neglected in all the document.

3.3.1.1

Momentum balance equation

The momentum conservation of the continuum can be written with the differential equation (3.1). A dynamic formulation is considered, which means that the acceleration therm
is taken into account.
ρa = ∇ · σ + ρb
(3.1)
The density of the continuum is represented by ρ, a is the acceleration, σ is the Cauchy
stress tensor, and b is the body force vector.
Two kind of boundary conditions are defined: prescribed traction (Eq.3.2) and prescribed
displacements (Eq.3.3). Each one is applied on the corresponding domain, ∂Ωt and ∂Ωu
respectively.
σ(x, t) · n = b
t(t)
(3.2)
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b (t)
u(x, t) = u

(3.3)

x is the position vector, u is the displacement vector and t is time.

3.3.1.2

Constitutive equation

The constitutive equation of a mechanical problem defines the relationship between stress
and strain. The stress tensor and the strain tensor both can be represented in a vector
form, respectively as follows,
σ = (σxx , σyy , σzz , σxy , σyz , σxz )T
ε = (εxx , εyy , εzz , 2εxy , 2εyz , 2εxz )T
being x, y and z the Cartesian coordinates. Taking into account the stress and strain
rate vectors (Eq.3.4 and Eq.3.5), the general form of a suitable stress-strain relationship
is written incrementally as equation (3.6), in which D is the tangent matrix defined by
means of the constitutive model.
σ̇(x, t) =

d
σ(x, t)
dt

d
ε(x, t)
dt
σ̇ = D · ε̇

ε̇(x, t) =

3.3.2

(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)

Numerical implementation

The differential form of the governing equation (3.1) must be integrated and discretised
in space and time. In the current Section, the spatial discretisation, to the nodes and to
the material points, is described. Finally, the explicit time algorithm is outlined.
Hereinafter, note that subscripts i and j are refereed to the nodal index, the subscript or
superscript p corresponds to the material point index, and the superscript k is refereed
to the time step.

3.3.2.1

Spatial Discretisation

The computational mesh that uses MPM is the same as the one in the conventional
FEM, composed by nodes and elements (Fig.3.1). The standard nodal shape functions
Nj provide the relationship between the nodes and any point of the computational domain.
In this thesis 4-nodded tetrahedral elements (Fig.3.2) with linear shape functions have
been used. The displacement at any point of the computational domain is approximated
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Figure 3.2: Used element: 4-nodded tetrahedral element

considering the nodal values as
u(x, t) =

Nn
X

uj (t)Nj (x, t)

(3.7)

j=1

in which Nn is the number of active nodes in the mesh, uj (t) is the displacement vector
of node j. The shape functions Nj are packed in the matrix Nj , defined below, because
of three dimensions of the domain.


Nj 0
0
Nj (x, t) =  0 Nj 0 
(3.8)
0
0 Nj
Until this point, both the MPM and the FEM procedures are identical. The main difference is from now on, that MPM divides the continuum into a finite number of subdomains
called material points (Fig.3.1). Each one moves attached with the solid skeleton of the
continuum that represents, providing a lagrangian description of the motion and carrying
all the information (displacement, velocity, stresses, etc.). From a numerical point of
view, the material points can be compared with the Gaussian integration points in FEM,
but in this case they can move through the computational mesh instead of being fixed
within the elements. As we consider low order shape functions, only a single integration
point per each finite element is the minimum to perform the numerical integration over
the volume of a tetrahedra element.
Assuming the whole mass of a subdomain represented by a material point is concentrated
at the corresponding material point, the density of the continuum can be expressed as
ρ(x, t) =

Np
X

mp δ(x − xp )

(3.9)

p=1

where mp and xp are the mass and the position of the p material point, δ(x) is the Dirac
delta function, and Np is the total number of material points.
Finally, the displacement of a material point can be obtained as function of the nodal
displacements, particularising equation (3.7) in the corresponding material point position
xp as follows.
Nn
X
up (xp , t) =
uj (t)Nj (xp , t)
(3.10)
j=1
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The same expression can be adopted for the velocity and acceleration of a material point.

3.3.2.2

Discretised momentum balance equation

The Weighted Residuals method (Finlayson, 1972; Finlayson and Scriven, 1966) can be
applied to obtain the weak form of the linear momentum equation over the domain Ω.
This is given by
Z
Z
Z
Z
δu · ρadΩ =
δu · b
td∂Ωt − ∇δu : σdΩ + δu · ρbdΩ
(3.11)
δΩt

Ω

Ω

Ω

δu is a test function which is zero on the boundary where displacements are prescribed
∂Ωu .
Using the spatial discretisations (Eq.3.7, 3.9, and 3.10) and the constitutive equation (3.6),
the weak form of the linear momentum equation (3.11) can be written as the following
system of equations.
Z
Np
Np
Np
Nn  X

X
X
X
p p
pb
p
t
mp Ni Nj aj =
Ni td∂Ω −
Bi · σ p Vp +
mp Nip b
(3.12)
j=1

p=1

p=1

∂Ωt

p=1

Nip

Vp is the volume associated with each material point and
= Ni (xp , t). Bpi is the nodal
matrix Bi (x, t) particularised for a material point, which includes the spatial derivatives
of the nodal shape functions as follows.

 ∂Ni
0
0
∂x
∂Ni
 0
0 


∂y
 0
∂Ni 
0

∂z 
(3.13)
Bi (x, t) =  ∂Ni ∂Ni

0 
 ∂y
∂x

 ∂Ni
∂Ni 
 ∂z
0
∂x
∂Ni
∂Ni
0
∂z
∂y
Then, the final discretised system of equations results as
M · a = Fext − Fint
where a is the nodal acceleration vector, M is the mass matrix, F
vector and Fext is the external force vector. These are given by
M=

Np
X

mp Np T · Np

(3.14)
int

is the internal force

(3.15)

p=1

Fint =

Np
X

Bp · σ p Vp

(3.16)

p=1

F

ext

Z
=

p

N ·b
td∂Ωt +

Np
X
p=1

∂Ωt
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3.3.2.3

Mass matrix

To solve the system of equations (3.14), the mass matrix has to be inverted. In practise,
to simplify computations, a lumped mass matrix may be used instead of the consistent
mass matrix given by equation (3.15). The lumped mass matrix is a diagonal matrix in
which each entry mi is obtained by summing over the corresponding row of the consistent
mass matrix. Matrix inversions become trivial, although the result of using a lumped
mass matrix is some dissipation of kinetic energy that has been quantified by Brackbill
N
Pn p
Nj = 1 it becomes
et al. (1988). Using the property
j=1

L

M =

Np
X

mp Np

(3.18)

p=1

Hereinafter, the subscript L is removed from the lumped mass matrix ML to simplify the
notation, and mass matrix always will refer to a lumped matrix.
In each time step, nodal velocity gradients are needed in order to calculate the strain
increment at the material points. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the nodal velocities vi from the velocities at the material points vp . The following equation must be
solved.
Np
X
mp Nip vp
(3.19)
mi vi =
p=1

Then, taking advantage that the lumped mass matrix is diagonal, the nodal velocities are
calculated as
Np
1 X
vi =
mp Nip vp
(3.20)
mi p=1

3.3.2.4

Time discretisation

The time has been discretised into different instants (k). Considering ∆t the time step
size, the time discretisation approach is tk+1 = tk + ∆t.
If the general system of equations (3.14) is posed at time tk , it can be rewritten as equation
(3.21), where the acceleration ak is the unknown.
k

Mk · ak = Fint + Fext

k

(3.21)

An explicit Euler time integration scheme is used to update the velocity (Eq.3.22). This is
a first-order numerical procedure for solving ordinary differential equations (ODEs) with
a given initial value. Being vk the velocity at time tk , the velocity at the next time step
tk+1 is calculated using the acceleration at time tk as follows.
vk+1 = vk + 4tak
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On the other hand, the displacements at time tk+1 are calculated using the updated
velocity vk+1 as indicated in equation (3.23).
uk+1 = uk + 4tvk+1

3.3.3

(3.23)

Computational cycle

The algorithm presented here is based on the work presented by Sulsky et al. (1995),
which was improved respected the original one Sulsky et al. (1994). The key point is to
work with momentum instead of velocity as much as possible, thus avoiding divisions by
nodal masses. In each time step, the MPM computational cycle can be listed as follows.
1. The nodal mass is calculated using the shape functions and the lumped mass matrix
at time tk is formed (Eq.3.18). The internal and external forces are evaluated in
the nodes (Eq.3.16 and Eq.3.17).
2. The momentum balance equation (3.21) is solved and the nodal accelerations aki
are determined.
3. The velocity at the material points is updated considering equation (3.22) as
vk+1
= vkp + ∆t
p

Nn
X

k

Njp akj

(3.24)

j=1

4. Updated nodal velocities are calculated taking into account equation (3.20) as
vk+1
=
j

Np
k
1 X
mp Njp vk+1
p
k
mj p=1

(3.25)

5. Particle positions are updated considering equation (3.23) as
xk+1
= xkp + ∆t
p

Nn
X

k

Njp vk+1
j

(3.26)

j=1

6. The strain increment of a material points can be expressed in function of the nodal
velocity as
Nn
X

k
k+1
∆εp =
Bpj · vk+1
∆t
(3.27)
j
j=1

7. The constitutive stresses are updated using a material constitutive model (Eq.3.6).
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8. The material properties are updated in the material points, such as volume and
density, which are updated considering the increment of volumetric strain.
9. The computational grid is initialised for the next step, nodal values are discarded
and the material points carry all the updated information.

3.3.4

Minimum time step criterion

A numerical algorithm is stable and well posed when the numerical solution is maintained
close to the exact one throughout the calculation, which means that the errors stay
bounded. The stability of a numerical algorithm depends on the integration scheme.
Explicit time integration schemes, such as the one presented above, are conditionally
stable. In order to determine the stability condition, an stability analysis based on the
matrix method has been carried out. In this case, the stability criterion will provide the
maximum time step value required to ensure the stability of the solution.
bk+1 the solution of a general scheme at time tk+1 , this can be expressed as
Being x
bk+1 = |A|b
x
xk

(3.28)

with |A| the determinant of the amplification matrix of the scheme.
The stability of the scheme is obtained if the spectral radius of the matrix A verifies
%(A) ≤ 1

(3.29)

where %(A) = max(λe ) and λe are the eigenvalues of A. Taking the previous condition
i
equal to 1, the critical time step criterion can be established assuming that the characteristic polynomial of the amplification matrix is zero for |λe | = 1.
Pc [A − λe I]

|λe |=1

=0

(3.30)

In order to study the solution stability of the 1-phase formulation presented in this Chapter, the above criteria has to be imposed to the explicit scheme described in Section
3.3.2.4.
The main governing equation solved at the nodes of the computational mesh is the dynamic momentum equation (Eq.3.21). Taking into account an elastic material, and considering the homogeneous form, equation (3.21) can be rewritten for a single node i per
unit volume at time tk as follows,
ρaki + κuki = 0

(3.31)

where κ is the stiffness of the node per unit volume.
κ=

Ec
(Li )2
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Here, Li is a characteristic length of the node i. Ec is the constrained elastic modulus
which is function of the bulk modulus of the material K, and the shear modulus G as
Ec = K + 34 G.
Taking into account the time discretisation scheme proposed in (3.22) and (3.23), the
second-order ordinary differential equation (ODE) (Eq.3.31) is rewritten as a system of
two first-order ODEs.
(
= (1 − κρ )uki ∆t2 + vki ∆t
uk+1
i
(3.33)
= − κρ uki ∆t + vki
vk+1
i
Therefore, the amplification matrix is given by

1 − κρ ∆t2
A=
− κρ ∆t

∆t
1


(3.34)

Finally, applying equation (3.30), the following critical time step criterion comes out,
2
ω
where ω is the natural frequency of the system which can be written as
s
1 Ec
ω=
Li
ρ
∆tcrit =

(3.35)

(3.36)

In this Thesis, the well-known Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition (CFL) (Courant et al.
(1967)) is taken into account. It considers that the maximum time step in discrete systems
L
is based on the fastest material wave speed and it must be below a critical value ∆tCF
crit .
L
∆tCF
crit =

Le
cp

(3.37)

Le is the element length and cp is the speed of the compression wave through the continuum. Considering an elastic material cp is given by
s
Ec
(3.38)
cp =
ρ
Comparing the critical step criterion (Eq.3.35) and the CFL condition (Eq.3.37), it is clear
that both equations are equivalent when Li = L2e . This is exactly true when considering
the stability of a two-nodded linear finite element.
The characteristic element length Li depends on the shape of the elements. Usually,
to be conservative, the shortest distance of the element is considered. In this work the
elements of the computational mesh are tetrahedrons, and it is assumed that Le can be
approximated as the minimum altitude of the tetrahedra hmin .
The time step criterion ∆t used in the calculations, sometimes, is a bit a more conservative to ensure computational stability. It is considered a factor αC smaller than one
multiplying the Courant limit as
∆t = αC ∆tcrit
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3.3.5

Cell-crossing instability

The classical MPM approach suffers from a ”cell-crossing instability” for problems involving large displacements. Whenever material points cross boundaries of any element in the
computational background grid, an unphysical unbalance force appears at the nodes that
are shared between previous and new elements of that crossing points. The explanation
for that is the lack of smoothness of the nodal shape functions used in the interpolation of
information between grid and material points. The shape functions are linear C 0 , which
means that the gradients of the shape functions within the element are constant but
they are discontinuous at the element borders (they change the sign). These gradients
are used in the calculation of the nodal internal forces according to (3.16). Therefore,
when one material point crosses a border, the internal forces of those involved nodes suffer an unphysical instability due to a jump discontinuity in the gradient of linear shape
functions.
This numerical difficulty was initially described by Zhou et al. (1999), and since then,
several authors attempted to reduce this error. Bardenhagen and Kober (2004) proposed
a particle characteristic function instead of a Dirac delta function (Eq.3.9), in this way
the mass of the material point is distributed along a delimited domain instead of being
concentrated in a point. This results in a family of methods known as Generalised Interpolation Material Point (GIMP) methods, such as uniform GIMP (uGIMP) and the
contiguous-particle GIMP (cpGIMP), in which the particle characteristic function associated with each material points is constant or time-dependent respectively (Steffen et al.,
2008b).
Other extensions of the MPM are the convected particle domain interpolation methods
(CPDI1 and CPDI2) which are capable of tracking material point domains more accurately, especially for problems involving massive deformations (Kamojjala et al., 2013;
Sadeghirad et al., 2011, 2013). These techniques typically increase the computational
cost compared with the standard MPM. Although these approaches reduce the instability associated with the cell-crossing problem, higher computational time is needed since
each material point involves its neighbouring cells due to the spread of the interpolation
functions. Moreover, the application of boundary conditions is not trivial.
In this Thesis another procedure has been considered to mitigate the cell-crossing instability. This is a simple technique that was used previously by Zabala (2010) and Al-Kafaji
(2013). It arises from calculating the stress of each element as a constant value that corresponds to the average of the stresses of the material points that at time tk are located
within the element. Based on that, Gauss integration is adopted to determine the internal
forces (as in FEM), in which a single point with an averaged stress σ av is considered in
each element. The stress averaging is calculated according to the following expression
(3.40), where Np is the number of material points within the element, and σ p and Vp are
the stress and the volume of a material point, respectively.
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Np
P

σ av =

σ p Vp

p=1
Np
P

(3.40)
Vp

p=1

The calculation of the internal forces by means of the Gauss point integration is only
considered in the elements located in the interior of the continuum. On the contrary,
elements located on a boundary of a body are integrated with the classic MPM procedure.

3.3.6

Volumetric locking

The formulation of the MPM is very close to the FEM in many aspects. At some point,
this similarity is beneficial because most of the existing knowledge can be transferred to
the MPM. However, several shortcomings associated with the FEM have been inherited
by the MPM. Probably one of the most important limitation is the kinematic locking
that can occur due to the linearity of the traditional shape functions constructed on
the computational mesh. Difficulties arise when determining the displacement field for a
nearly incompressible solid.
As a simple example of this phenomenon, consider Figure 3.3. Element e1 , in Figure
3.3a, is defined by nodes 1 and 2 on the x axis, and node 3 on the y axis. The area of
the triangular element must remain constant if it is incompressible. If nodes 1 and 2 are
fixed, y3 must remain constant and u3y = 0. Therefore, the remaining degree of freedom
is the horizontal displacement u3x . Similarly, the only remaining degree of freedom in
the element e2 (Fig. 3.3b) defined by nodes 4, 5, and 6, is the vertical displacement
u5y . Two triangles may be assembled, see Figure 3.3c. Since incompressibility for element
e1 requires u3y = 0 and incompressibility for element e2 requires u3x = 0, node 3 cannot
move, and both elements are completely locked up. With nodes 1 through 4 locked up,
the nodes for elements 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 will also be locked (Fig. 3.3c). Such locking
usually propagates throughout the entire mesh yielding an unrealistic stiff response and
an erroneous velocity field.
Several anti-locking approaches have been presented by different authors to mitigate this
numerical problem associated with the linear shape functions (Detournay and Dzik, 2006;
Mast et al., 2012). In this work, the Nodal Mixed Discretisation (NMD) technique for
linear tetrahedra elements presented by Detournay and Dzik (2006) has been used to
mitigate the over-stiff behaviour. This procedure has showed effectiveness in mitigating
the locking associated with (near) incompressible deformations Al-Kafaji (2013). In this
technique, the element volumetric behaviour is averaged over the elements sharing its
nodes via a least squares smoothing process. The effect of applying the NMD scheme
is to increase the number of degrees of freedom per element. Being ε̇ the strain rate
of an element calculated from nodal velocities, it can be divided into deviatoric ė and
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Figure 3.3: A pathological case of volumetric locking in triangular elements. Degrees of
freedom are indicated.

volumetric ε̇vol components as
ε̇ = ė + ε̇vol m

(3.41)

where m = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)T .
The volumetric strain rate for a node i, can be defined as weighted average of the surrounding element values ε̇vol,e with the following equation:
Ne
P

ε̇vol,i =

ε̇vol,e Ve
e=1
Ne
P

(3.42)

Ve

e=1

where Ne are the elements surrounding the node n, and Ve is the volume of the element
e.
Then, a mean value for the element, ε̇vol is calculated by taking the average of nodal
quantities as
ε̇vol =

Nen
1 X
ε̇vol,i
Nen i=1

(3.43)

where Nen is the number of nodes in an element.
Finally, the element strain rates is redefined by superposition of the deviatoric part and
the volumetric average as
ε̇ = ė + ε̇vol I
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3.3.7

Artificial damping

Having a dynamic formulation is very useful to study those engineering problems where
the inertia plays an important role in its development. However, some problems in the
geotechnical field involve very slow processes in which the steady state solution is of
interest rather than the dynamic analysis of wave propagation. It can not be forgotten
that the algorithm presented in this Section is explicit and the calculation progress is
limited to small time increments. Then, the modelling of long periods of time has a high
computational cost.
In order to converge to the quasi-static equilibrium as fast as possible, an artificial damping should be included in the formulation in order to introduce energy dissipation in the
dynamic momentum conservation. In this work, a so-called local non-viscous damping
Cundall (1987) has been considered. It assumes that the damping force on a node is
proportional to the magnitude of the unbalanced force. The direction of the damping
force is taken in such a way that energy is always dissipating (opposite to the velocity).
Then, equation (3.14) is replaced with the following equation.
M · aj = F + Fdamp

(3.45)

F corresponds to the unbalanced force (F = Fext − Fint ).
Because the damping force can be understood as a frictional force, it is written as follows.
Fdamp = −sign(v)|F|α
in which sign(v) =

3.3.8

v
|v|

(3.46)

and α is a dimensionless parameter that ranges between 0 and 1.

Mass scaling

Another numerical technique to deal with calculation of large periods of time, is the massscaling procedure. It consists of applying an artificial uniform increase of the density
considered in the mass matrix M as it is shown in equation (3.47).
(1 + αms )M · a = F

(3.47)

Such increase is represented by αms , which is a dimensionless parameter higher than 1
(smaller values would lead to a mass decrease).
This consideration reduces the speed of compression stress waves (see Eq.(3.38)) travelling
through the continuum according to the following expression,
√
(3.48)
cms
p = cp 1 + αms
in which cms
is the wave speed if the mass scaling is taken into account and cp is the
p
same without mass scaling.
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Therefore, the critical time step with mass scaling results as
∆tms
crit =

3.3.9

√
Le √
1 + αms = ∆tcrit 1 + αms
cp

(3.49)

Virtual material points

In a calculation, the continuum can experience large displacements and large deformations. During this process, material points move through the computational mesh and
eventually, one element may remain empty during a few time steps until the next material point goes into it. This fact creates unrealistic small holes within the continuum
and produces discontinuities of the strain and stress fields. The frequency of the problem
depends on the spatial discretisation and gets worse when the initial number of material
points per element is small or the computational mesh is very fine.
This numerical difficulty can be easily overcome by adding virtual materials points which
are used as integration points in those empty elements. Despite increasing the number
of material points, the total mass of the system must remain constant, thus the mass of
virtual points should be negligible. The remaining properties, such as current stresses,
can be obtained by averaging those values of the surrounding ”true” material points. Each
virtual material point is deleted from the calculation as soon as a material point moves
into the element.
It is important to take into account that the continuum can deform, expand, fold on itself
but also it can split or even real holes may appear in it. A simple criterion is considered
in order to determine whether an empty element is part of a real opening or not. If
the number of elements forming a hole is less than a threshold, it is considered that the
opening is unrealistic and virtual particles should be created in it. On the contrary, the
hole remains empty.

3.3.10

Boundary conditions

The application of boundary conditions is a subject rarely discussed in the literature of
the Material Point Method. In this Section the different types of boundary conditions
that can be found in a mechanical problem are presented.
From a numerical point of view, two kinds of boundary conditions can be distinguished:
natural and essential. On the one hand, essential boundary conditions are imposed directly on the solution. In this way, degrees of freedom are directly eliminated from the
system of equations. Dirichlet conditions are an example. On the other hand, natural
boundary conditions are imposed on a secondary variable, such as in Newman or Newton
(Robin) conditions.
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The boundary conditions required in a mechanical problem are summarised in Table 3.1.
Those are prescribed traction (Eq.3.2) and prescribed velocity (Eq.3.3), which correspond
to natural and essential conditions respectively. In the numerical implementation, prescribed traction is included in the weak form of the governing equations, while calculated
velocities are directly overwritten by the prescribed values.
Table 3.1: Types of boundary conditions in a mechanical problem.

Essential
Prescribed solid velocity (Eq.3.3)

Natural
Prescribed traction (Eq.3.2)

It is commonly accepted that boundary conditions are specified at the nodes of the mesh
(Love and Sulsky, 2006b; Zabala, 2010). This idea makes sense considering that the
governing equations are solved in the computational grid, and consequently the MPM
formulation persists almost identical to that used in the FEM.
The problem of applying the boundary conditions at the nodes appears when a moving
boundary is considered. In these cases, the boundary condition has to move attached to
the body. However, in the standard MPM formulation, the computational mesh remains
constant. Therefore, in such cases, the boundary condition should be carried by the
material points.
This way of handling the boundary conditions to solve the issue of movement leads to
some inaccuracies, specially in natural conditions. If the boundary condition is applied on
a material point, this condition has to be distributed all over the nodes of the element to
solve the system (3.14). If a material point is affected by a moving boundary condition,
the element containing the point becomes part of the contour. Then, the contour has
an equivalent thickness of the size of the element and the boundary condition is spread
affecting all material points within the cell, even those which are not at the boundary.
To minimise numerical errors, it is recommended to use a fine mesh.
Another difficulty of moving boundaries appears when external traction has not a prescribed direction. This means that if the shape of the contour changes, the direction of
the applied condition has to be updated during the calculation. This is an expensive
procedure, in which the normal vector must be calculated at every time step.
In Figure 3.4 a very simple problem is presented. It shows the movement of a beam that
is fixed at one end and subjected to a vertical force F at the opposite end. In this example
the fixity can be understood as an essential boundary condition in which the prescribed
velocity is zero. Because it remain motionless, it can be applied at the nodes. On the
other hand, the vertical force is a natural boundary condition which moves attached to
the beam, therefore it should be carried by the material points.
In many problems, the computational domain can not be determined by a physical boundary. For instance, in a footing problem, while the ground surface or the contact between
the footing and the ground are well-known realistic boundaries, the domain is unlimited
downwards and a half space can be assumed (Fig.3.5a). Therefore, when such problem is
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Figure 3.4: Problem of a beam subjected to a vertical force at one end and embedded at
the other one. (a) Initial discretisation; (b) final discretisation. The boundary conditions are
carried in those nodes and material points coloured in red. Yellow nodes are affected by the
moving boundary condition although it is not stored in them.

discretised unphysical boundaries have to be defined in order to delimit the computational
domain. Those numerical boundaries are indicated in Figure 3.5b (nodes in yellow). Because the MPM formulation is dynamic, when a load is applied, it propagates through the
material domain. In the field, the wave spreads out. However, in the numerical simulation
it reaches the numerical boundary and automatically it is reflected. This dynamic effect
can modify the solution and unrealistic oscillations are originated.

Figure 3.5: (a) Scheme of a shallow footing. (b) Distribution of material points and
computational mesh. (c) Wave propagation: (1) incident wave, (2) reflected wave.

This effect is reduced by placing the mesh contours far enough from the origin of the
loading. Hence the wave can be dissipated before reaching the boundary. The limitation
here is the required computational time.
In order to attenuate the reflection of waves in artificial boundaries, Lysmer and Kuhlmeyer
(1969) proposed to support such contours on dampers, including an external viscous force
acting to such boundary nodes. Regarding the MPM, Al-Kafaji (2013) extended this concept by using Kelvin-Voigt elements, which considers the combination in parallel of one
spring and one dashpot as shown in Figure 3.6. The spring and dashpot are connected to
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the boundary nodes and its characteristics are chosen to provide a virtual layer beyond
the real boundary of the numerical mesh capable of absorbing unphysical wave reflections. An additional external force has to be included in the dynamic momentum balance
(Eq.3.21). Mechanically, this kind of boundary can be considered as in between a free
boundary and a fixed one.

Figure 3.6: Detail of the Kelvin-Voigt element. In yellow those nodes affected by the
viscous boundary.

3.3.11

Contact algorithm

The basic MPM formulation is capable to detect contact between different bodies. When
two bodies approach enough to share one or more nodes of the computational mesh, a
contact area is automatically created because a unique velocity field is calculated. In
this way, special predefined element interfaces are not required and interpenetration of
different bodies is naturally avoided (Sulsky et al., 1994). However, this is a non-slip
contact which means that relative motion at the contact interfaces is not allowed.
In order to simulate more realistic contacts, several algorithms have been proposed (see
Sec.3.2.2). They are straight to implement because they only effect the computational
grid. The most accepted one was presented by Bardenhagen et al. (2000, 2001), and later
on it was extended in Al-Kafaji (2013). It is capable of modelling sliding controlled by a
frictional Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion, and separation controlled by an adhesive law.
Assuming a system formed by several bodies (see Figure 3.7), the proposed algorithm
consists on evaluating different velocity fields: one for each body and another one for
the system. Comparing these nodal velocities, the contact nodes can be determined.
Moreover, evaluating the normal vector to the contact surface, it can be distinguished if
bodies are approaching or separating. Finally, material points surrounding contact nodes
are updated with a corrected velocity field depending on the frictional and adhesive laws.
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Figure 3.7: Scheme of two bodies. Contact nodes are indicated.

3.4

Validation

In this Section, two examples are presented in order to show the capability of the MPM
formulation to reproduce dynamic problems. First the propagation of a compressive wave
in a pile is validated with analytical solution. Afterwards, a blasting problem is presented.

3.4.1

Wave propagation

The propagation of a compressive wave through a one-dimensional sample is presented
in order to analyse the dynamic effects of the mechanical formulation implemented here.
This is one of the simplest problems of wave propagation in a mathematical sense.
Consider a one-dimensional problem simulating a pile 1 m deep. The bottom is completely
fixed and an external compression of 1 kPa is suddenly applied at the upper boundary
and it is maintained constant during the calculation. The material of the pile is linear
elastic, with a Young’s modulus E of 10 MPa. The density of the media ρ is 2300 kg/m3
and 101 material points are uniformly distributed along the pile. Because nor artificial
damping neither viscous boundaries are accounted in this simulation, the classical wave
equation (Eq.3.50) fully describes the motion of the problem.
E

∂2u
∂2u
=
ρ
∂z 2
∂t2

(3.50)

The speed of a compression wave cp through that sample can be analytically calculated
with the equation (3.38) and it results cp =65.9 m/s. Therefore, the time required for a
wave to travel through the entire length of the domain h is th =0.0152 s, being th =h/cp .
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Figure 3.8: Wave propagation through a vertical sample. Comparison between analytical
solution and numerical resutls.

The vertical stress distribution along the sample is represented in Figure 3.8 in which a
comparison between analytical and numerical results is carried out. The entire sequence
illustrates the wave propagation during one period Tp , which is the duration of one cycle in
a repeating event. Initially, the compression wave moves downwards. When it reaches the
fixed boundary at the bottom of the sample at t=th , the wave is totally reflected upwards
and the stress value doubles. Note that the stress is maintained at the upper boundary
as a result of the prescribed traction, meanwhile the stress at the bottom oscillates due
to the reflection. The total time required to complete one cycle is Tp =4th .
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 shows the evolution of 3 material points located at the top, middle
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and bottom of the sample. Vertical stresses and displacements obtained with the MPM
code are compared with analytical expressions. Despite some numerical oscillations in
the stresses, numerical results fit well the analytical values, especially the displacements.

Figure 3.9: Vertical stress of three material points (P1, P2 and P3) located along the
sample as a result of the wave propagation.

Figure 3.10: Displacements of three material points (P1, P2 and P3) located along the
sample as a result of the wave propagation.

3.4.2

Blasting problem

The dynamic formulation of the MPM is useful to study some geotechnical problems such
as the determination of stress and deformation in the vicinity of a blasting.
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In the case analysed here, a detonation is applied in a fractured granite rock mass, which is
covered by a more superficial layer of sand 5 m thick. Both materials have been modelled
using an elastoplastic Mohr-Coulomb constitutive law (see parameters in Table 3.2). No
additional damping has been considered neither in the material nor along the boundaries.
Table 3.2: General characteristics of the granite rock and the sand.

Material parameter
Density [kg/m3 ]
Young’s modulus [MPa]
Poisson ratio
Cohesion [kPa]
Friction angle [o ]

Granite
2500
10000
0.33
600
42

Sand
2300
100
0.33
50
35

Figure 3.11: Simulation scheme; (a) dimensions and initial discretisation of the blasting
problem; (b) top view in which points P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6 are indicated.

The problem is 3D and, taking into account two planes of symmetry, a cubic geometry is
modelled (see Figure 3.11). The blasting is simulated by means of a horizontal pressure
acting on a borehole length of 8 m along one of the edges as shown in Figure 3.11. This
pressure is applied as a triangular ramp loading during 0.034 s, with a maximum of 2.5
GPa at 0.017 s. The mesh was made denser in the vicinity of the borehole in order to get
more accurate results.
The rapid application of the load generates a compressive wave which extends in all
directions throughout the domain. The speed of the wave propagation depends on the
Young’s modulus E and the density ρ of each material. According to 3.38, it is 250 m/s
in the sand and 2500 m/s in the granitic rock. Taking into account these velocities and
the distance to the boundaries of the computational domain, it has been determined that
0.06 s after the blasting, the compressive wave caused by the explosion may reach a point
located at a distance of 50 m without being affected by artificial reflections.
The evolution of the calculated displacement field in section A-B is presented in Figure
3.12. The maximum displacements are concentrated in the area of the blasting and
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propagates horizontally and downwards. As the wave propagates, it spreads on the ground
and the displacement measured in the wave front decreases with time.

Figure 3.12: Displacements measured in section A-B at different times after the blasting:
(a) 0.01 s; (b) 0.02 s; (c) 0.03 s;(d) 0.04 s; (e) 0.05 s; (f) 0.06 s.

The maximum amplitude measured 20 m deep at points P0, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6
(located and 4, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 80 m far from the blasting) is illustrated in Figure
3.13. It is clear that the larger the affected area, the lower the amplitude of the wave
front.
Because the Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model is an elastoplastic model, permanent (irreversible) plastic strain can be accumulated at some points if the stresses are sufficiently
high to reach the failure criterion. Figure 3.14 shows in red colour those damaged material points that experience plastic deformation due to the compressive wave propagation.
Areas located over 10 m from the blast remain in elastic conditions.
Finally, Figure 3.15 presents the stress paths of 3 material points P0, P1 and P5 the 0.06
s after the blasting. Only P0, which is the closest to the blasting, reaches the failure
criterion.
With this simple analysis it can be concluded that the dynamic formulation of MPM is
able to predict the propagation of a pressure wave caused by a blasting, and if a proper
constitutive model is considered, those areas with further damage can also be delimited.
Such studies are very useful in the engineering field and may have several applications in
real geotechnical problems. For example, the determination of whether a blasting could
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Figure 3.13: Maximum amplitudes measured at points P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6.

affect adjacent infrastructures, such as a tunnel.

Figure 3.14: Distribution of the material points at the end of the calculation. Plastic points
are indicated in red and elastic points are indicated in orange.

3.5

Concluding remarks

In this Chapter 3, an extensive literature review of the MPM history was performed.
Recent applications in many different engineering fields indicate that MPM is becoming
a powerful tool also in the geotechnical field.
The basis of the method were presented taking into account 1-phase material. A dynamic
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Figure 3.15: Stress paths in the stress plane (p-q) for points P0, P1 and P5. These are
located at a depth of 20 m and at distances of 4, 10 and 50 m respectively from the origin of
the blasting.

mechanical formulation is integrated by means an explicit time step algorithm. Some
numerical difficulties related to the method itself (cell-crossing instability and virtual mass
points), to the mesh discretisation (volumetric locking), and to the integration scheme
(critical time step criterion) were discussed. Solutions presented by different authors to
overcome such difficulties have been adopted in this work.
Finally, after validating the formulation by means a wave propagation problem, it can be
concluded that MPM is capable of simulating dynamic problems such as blasting.
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Chapter 4

Two-phase Formulation
with MPM. Saturated
Soils

In this Chapter 4, a 2-phase MPM formulation capable of modelling fully coupled hydromechanical problems is presented in order to simulate the behaviour of porous media
under saturated conditions in large deformation problems.
The framework of saturated porous medium is defined in Section 4.1, and subsequently
several MPM approaches capable of modelling solid-fluid interaction problems are introduced in Section 4.2. In Sections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, the 2-phase 1-point MPM formulation
is presented in detail: governing equations, numerical implementation and the explicit
computational cycle. Afterwards, several numerical issues are discussed. A stability analysis of the hydromechanical scheme has been carried out and a criterion to determine the
critical time step is proposed in Section 4.6. The damping of the solution and boundary
conditions are also outlined (Sec.4.7 and 4.8). Finally, the validation of the 2-phase MPM
approach is presented by means of the simulation of the one-dimensional consolidation
problem.
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4.1

Saturated porous media

In a saturated porous media, it is assumed that pores are completely filled with liquid
(e.g. water). Taking into account that the porosity n is the volume fraction of voids over
the total volume, the continuum approximation of a saturated porous media as well as
the volumetric relationship between its phases can be schematised as it is shown in Figure
4.1. In this way, the density of the mixture ρm is defined in function of the solid and
liquid densities (ρs and ρl respectively) by considering the volume fractions of each phase
(Eq.4.1).
ρm = (1 − n)ρs + nρl
(4.1)

Figure 4.1: Continuum approximation of saturated porous media.

Taking into account the continuum mechanics theory, two important research lines of the
porous media theory are commonly accepted. The first one is based on Biot’s theory
(Biot, 1941). This is a purely macroscale theory where the behaviour of porous media is
described based on the kinematics of the solid skeleton. The second one proceeds from the
mixture theory (Truesdell and Toupin, 1960), extended by the concept of volume fractions.
It postulates that each point in space of a body is simultaneously occupied by a finite
number of particles, one for each component of the mixture. In this way, the saturated
media can be represented as a superposition of two continuous media (solid skeleton and
liquid in the pores), following their own movement with the restriction imposed by the
interaction between phases. These approaches have been generalised by different authors
and many subsequent derivations are relevant today.

4.2

Two-phase problems in MPM

Within the context of the MPM, two different numerical approaches have been developed
to model the behaviour of saturated soil (2-phases). Firstly, there is the so-called 1-point
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formulation and it has been presented by different authors (Al-Kafaji, 2013; Jassim et al.,
2013; Zabala and Alonso, 2011). It assumes that each material point represents a portion
of saturated soil, carrying the information of both phases. In this case, while the material
points are attached to the solid skeleton giving a lagrangian description of its movement,
an eulerian approach with respect to the solid is considered to represent the motion of
the liquid phase. In this approach, convective terms that appear in the liquid phase mass
balance are commonly neglected. With this formulation, neither the simulation of a free
water level nor the modelling of fluid-structure interaction with seepage are possible.
A second discretisation has been presented more recently in Abe et al. (2014) and Bandara
(2013). It is referred as a 2-point formulation because the solid skeleton and the liquid
phase are represented separately by two sets of lagrangian material points. The fluid phase
is modelled as an independent material; therefore the solid-fluid medium can be viewed
as a superposition of two continuous media. Thus, the material points that represent the
fluid phase, e.g. water, can simulate both, water within the pores (in a saturated porous
media) and free water. In this way, erosion problems and free water interactions can
be naturally solved with this formulation. This MPM approach allows modelling liquid
convective terms properly and it conserves both the mass of solid and liquid automatically.
However, the computational cost of this approach is higher because the number of material
points needed in a calculation is twice the number of a single-point formulation.
Figure 4.2 gives an schematic overview of the existing MPM approaches for 1-phase and
2-phase formulations.
In this Chapter 4, the 2-phase 1-point MPM approach has been considered in terms
of the generalised Biot’s formulation (Zienkiewicz and Shiomi, 1984) in order to model
geotechnical problems under saturated conditions, in which the liquid phase is always
considered as seeping fluid (water) within the pores and never it refers to free water.

Figure 4.2: Scheme of the different MPM numerical existing approaches depending on the
number of phases and the number of material point sets.
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4.3

Governing equations

The dynamic behaviour of saturated porous media can be formulated by specifying a set
of physical laws: the momentum balances and the mass balances. Considering these basic
equations, Zienkiewicz and Shiomi (1984) presented different numerical solutions of the
generalised Biot’s formulation.
The most common form used in finite element procedures is the us − pl approximation
and it was adapted to the MPM by Zabala (2010). The equations are solved considering
solid displacement (us ) and liquid pressure (pl ) as primary unknowns. It is known that
mixed displacement-pressure approaches suffer from pressure instability problems if the
number of degrees of freedom used to interpolate the pressure is lower than that used to
interpolate the displacements (Babuska-Brezzi condition). Here the relative acceleration
of the liquid phase and the convective terms are neglected. Because of that, Esch et al.
(2011) shown that such formulation cannot accurately reproduce certain 2-phase dynamic
processes.
In order to capture the physical response of the porous media under dynamic conditions,
the numerical approach considered in this work includes all acceleration terms. It is the
vs − vl formulation, where the velocities of each phase become fundamental unknowns of
the system. This approach was extended to the MPM by Jassim et al. (2013).
In addition to the balance equations, other constitutive relationships, that depend on the
characteristics of the saturated porous media and the phases themselves, are needed to
define the coupled hydromechanical problem.
In order to have a clear and precise notation, from this point to the end of this document
the subscript s denotes that a variable is referred to the solid and the subscript l refers
to the liquid phase.

4.3.1

Momentum balance equations

In a 2-phase problem, three different momentum balances can be posed: for the liquid
phase, for the solid phase and for the mixture. Since one of the equations can always be
written as a linear combination of the others, it is only strictly necessary to solve two of
the three balances, for instance, the liquid momentum and the mixture momentum.
The momentum balance equation of the liquid phase (per unit of liquid volume) can be
written as follows,
nµl
ρl al = ∇pl −
(vl − vs ) + ρl b
(4.2)
kl
where al is the acceleration of the liquid phase, vl and vs are the total liquid and solid
velocities, pl is the liquid pressure, µl is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, kl is the
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intrinsic permeability of the liquid, and b is the body force vector. This expression
describes the so-called generalised Darcy’s law.
The boundary conditions of the liquid momentum balance are defined in the following
expressions: equation (4.3) is the prescribed liquid pressure and equation (4.4) is the
prescribed displacements of the liquid phase. Those are applied on ∂Ωpl and ∂Ωul respectively.
b l (t)
pl (x, t) · n = p
(4.3)
b l (t)
ul (x, t) = u

(4.4)

where x is the position vector, ul is the total displacement vector of the liquid and t is
time.
The momentum balance of the mixture (per unit of volume of mixture) can be written as
(1 − n)ρs as + nρl al = ∇ · σ + ρm b

(4.5)

where σ is the total stress of the mixture. Here, the inertial term is split in two parts,
one for each phase.
Two boundary conditions are required to determine the boundary value problem: prescribed traction (Eq.4.6) and prescribed displacements of the solid skeleton (Eq.4.7).
These are applied on the domains ∂Ωt and ∂Ωus respectively.
σ(x, t) · n = b
t(t)

(4.6)

b s (t)
us (x, t) = u

(4.7)

Comparing equation (4.2) with (4.5), an additional term appears in the liquid momentum
balance (second term on the right hand side). This is due to the interaction between the
two phases within the pores. In the mixture balance it does not appear because it is
cancelled with the same coming from the solid momentum.

4.3.2

Mass balance equations

Considering a reference volume of the porous media, the mass of each phase has to be
conserved during all the calculation.
The solid mass balance can be written as follows in equation (4.8). This equation indicates
that the temporal variation of solid mass (first term) should be compensated with the solid
mass entering and/or leaving the reference volume (second term). No external sources
nor sinks of mass have been taken into account.
∂
((1 − n)ρs ) + ∇ · ((1 − n)ρs vs ) = 0
∂t
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Developing such expression (Eq.4.8) and considering that the solid is incompressible
s
( DDtρs ≈ 0), the mass balance equation for the solid skeleton becomes the following expression which describes the material derivative of the porosity.
Ds n
= (1 − n)∇ · vs
(4.9)
Dt
The material derivative with respect to the solid has been used in the previous development and it is defined as
Ds (•)
∂(•)
=
+ vs · ∇(•)
(4.10)
Dt
∂t
where, ∂(•)
∂t is the spatial derivative and the term depending on the gradient is the convective term.
In the 2-phase-1-point MPM formulation, the solid mass of a material point is constant.
Therefore, the solid mass conservation is automatically satisfied, even though there are
changes in volume or solid density. However, the total mass of a material point can vary
with time, since the liquid can move apart.
The mass balance of the liquid phase can be written very similar to equation (4.8) as
∂(nρl )
+ ∇ · (nρl vl ) = 0
(4.11)
∂t
Deriving the previous expression and considering the material derivative with respect the
solid motion (4.10), it results the following equation.
Ds n
Ds ρl
+n
+ (vl − vs ) · ∇(nρl ) + nρl ∇ · vl = 0
(4.12)
Dt
Dt
Assuming that liquid is barotropic (in the absence of changes due to temperature), its
density is supposed to be a function of the liquid pressure depending on the liquid bulk
modulus Kl as follows.
1 ∂ρl
1
=−
(4.13)
ρl ∂pl
Kl
Liquid density can be first approximated with the following expression, where β is liquid
compressibility (β = − K1l ). ρl 0 and pl 0 are liquid density and liquid pressure reference
values.
ρl = ρl 0 eβ(pl −pl 0 )
(4.14)
ρl

Therefore, considering the liquid pressure pl as state variable and including the solid mass
balance (Eq.4.9) in equation (4.12), the liquid mass balance becomes the expression (4.15)
l
which describes the liquid pressure variations (ṗl = ∂p
∂t ).
ṗl =

 Kl
Kl 
(1 − n)∇ · vs + n∇ · vl +
(vl − vs ) · ∇(nρl )
n
nρl

(4.15)

Finally, the previous equation can be simplified as follows (4.16) in those problems where
the liquid velocity with respect to the skeleton one is negligible (vl − vs ≈ 0) or when
spatial variations of liquid mass are sufficiently small (∇(nρl ) ≈ 0).
ṗl =


Kl 
(1 − n)∇ · vs + n∇ · vl
n
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4.3.3

Constitutive equations

In saturated soils, the Terzaghi’s effective stress concept (Terzaghi, 1925) is assumed to be
valid. The effective stress σ 0 is defined as that part of the total stress σ that governs the
deformation of the soil, and both are related with the liquid pore pressure pl as follows.
σ = σ 0 + αB pl m

(4.17)

αB is Biot’s coefficient, α = 1 + Ksk /Ks where Ksk is the bulk modulus of the solid
skeleton and Ks is the bulk modulus of the solid grains. For soils, α is close to 1 because
the compressibility of solid particles is very small compared to the compressibility of
porous material. Therefore, the effective stress principle reduces to
σ = σ 0 + pl m

(4.18)

Taking into account the equation (4.18), the saturated porous media behaviour is modelled
using a constitutive model that relates the strains with the effective stresses. The general
form of a suitable stress-strain relationship can be written incrementally as
σ̇ 0 = D · ε̇

(4.19)

in which D is the tangent matrix.

4.4

Numerical implementation. Two-phase One-point
MPM formulation

In this section, considering the solid and liquid velocities as principal unknowns of the
problem, the momentum balances for the liquid (Eq.4.2) and for the mixture (Eq.4.5) are
integrated and discretised according to the 2-phase 1-point MPM approach. As a result, a
system of equations is posed. Finally, an explicit time discretisation scheme is presented.

4.4.1

Spatial discretisation

The 2-phase-1-point MPM formulation also requires a computational mesh and a set of
material points to describe the continuum (see Figure 4.3).
The mesh discretisation is performed as in the case for 1-phase. Because the vs − vl
formulation is used in this work, the same set of standard linear shape functions Nj can
be used to discretise all the principal unknowns to the nodes of the mesh. For instance,
solid and liquid displacements can be approximated as
us (x, t) =

Nn
X

usj (t)Nj (x, t)

j=1
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ul (x, t) =

Nn
X

ulj (t)Nj (x, t)

(4.21)

j=1

where usj (t) and ulj (t) are the solid and liquid displacements of node j.
The discretisation to the material points is done considering that each material point
represents a portion of the saturated porous media, and the mass of such mixture (solid
and liquid) is concentrated at the corresponding material point position. Then, the density
of the mixture ρm can be expressed as
ρm (x, t) =

Np
X

mp δ(x − xp )

(4.22)

p=1

in which mp and xp are the total mass and the position of the material point p, is the
Dirac delta function, and Np is the total number of material points.
Moreover, in the 2-phase 1-point MPM formulation, it is also necessary to consider the
liquid density ρl and the solid density ρs as
ρl (x, t) =

Np
X

m
e lp δ(x − xp )

(4.23)

m
e sp δ(x − xp )

(4.24)

p=1

ρs (x, t) =

Np
X
p=1

m
e lp and m
e sp are equivalent to the mass that would have a material point made up entirely
of liquid or solid respectively, according to the following expressions.
m
e lp = ρl Vp

(4.25)

m
e sp = ρs Vp

(4.26)

Then, the real mass of liquid and solid in a material point can be written as

4.4.2

mlp = nm
e lp

(4.27)

msp = (1 − n)m
e sp

(4.28)

Discretisation of the momentum balance equations

The Galerkin method of Weighted Residuals has been applied to obtain the weak form
of the momentum balance equations (Eq.(4.2) and Eq.(4.5)). Taking into account the
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Figure 4.3: Scheme of the spatial discretisations of a saturated porous media.

discretisation to the nodes (Eq.4.20 and Eq.4.21), the momentum balances for the liquid
and for the mixture can be written as
Z
Z
Nn Z
X
b l d∂Ωpl − Bpi plp mdΩ
ρl Nip Njp dΩalj =
Nip p
j=1 Ω

∂Ωpl

−

Nn Z
X
j=1 Ω

Nn Z
X

Ω

nµl p p
N N dΩ(vlj − vsj ) +
kl i j

(4.29)
Z

ρl Nip bdΩ

Ω

(1 − n)ρs Nip Njp dΩasj +

j=1 Ω

Nn Z
X

nρl Nip Njp dΩalj =

j=1 Ω

Z

Nipb
td∂Ωt

Z
−

∂Ωt

Bpi

Z
· σ p dΩ +

Ω

(4.30)
ρm Nip bdΩ

Ω

Using expressions (4.22) and (4.23) to approximate the integrals over the domain as a
quadrature on the material points, the final system of equations can be written in a
compact form as follows.
f l · al = Fext − Fint − Ql · (vl − vs )
M
l
l

(4.31)

Ms · as + Ml · al = Fext − Fint

(4.32)

where as , al , vs and vl are the nodal acceleration and velocity vectors for each phase.
Fext
is the vector of the liquid external forces and Fext is the vector of the external forces
l
of the mixture. Internal forces are indicated by means the superscript int. Ql is the
f and M are the corresponding lumped mass matrixes per unit
liquid dragging matrix. M
of volume. All of them are defined below.
fl =
M

Np
X
p=1
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Np
X

Ms =

msp Np

(4.34)

mlp Np

(4.35)

p=1
Np
X

Ml =

p=1

Ql =

Np
X
nµl

kl

p=1

=
Fext
l

Z

Np T · Np Vp

b l d∂Ωpl
Np · p

+
p

pl

∂Ω

Fext =

Z

Np · b
td∂Ωt

∂Ωt

=
Fint
l

Np
X

+
p

Np
X

m
e lp Np · b

(4.36)

(4.37)

p=1
Np
X

mp Np · b

(4.38)

p=1

Bp · plp mVp

(4.39)

p=1

Fint =

Np
X

Bp · σ p Vp

(4.40)

p=1

4.4.3

Time discretisation

To integrate the equations in time, an explicit Euler scheme based on Section 3.3.2.4
is used. Meanwhile liquid and solid velocities are updated with accelerations at time
tk (see Eq.4.41 and Eq.4.42), liquid and solid displacements are updated with velocities
calculated at time tk+1 (see Eq.4.43 and Eq.4.44).
vk+1
= vkl + 4takl
l

(4.41)

vk+1
= vks + 4taks
s

(4.42)

uk+1
l
uk+1
s

4.5

=

ukl

+

=

uks

+

4tvk+1
l
4tvk+1
s

(4.43)
(4.44)

Computational cycle

Considering the 2-phase 1-point MPM approach and the vs − vl formulation, the computational cycle in each time step can be extended from the one presented in Section
3.3.3. Initially all the properties related with the saturated porous media are stored in
the material points.
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1. The lumped mass matrixes are evaluated at the nodes at time tk with equations
(4.33), (4.34) and (4.35). The internal and external forces for the liquid and for the
mixture are calculated with expressions (4.39), (4.40), (4.37) and (4.38) as well as
the dragging force term (Eq.4.36).
2. The momentum balance equation of the liquid phase (Eq.4.31) is solved and the
nodal liquid accelerations akl are determined.
3. The momentum balance equation of the mixture (Eq.4.32) is solved taking into account the liquid accelerations akl , thus the nodal solid accelerations aks are obtained.
4. Liquid and solid velocities are updated at the material points considering equations
(4.41 and 4.42).
5. Nodal liquid and solid velocities are calculated as follows.
Np
1 X k pk k+1
m N v
mklj p=1 lp j lp

(4.45)

Np
1 X k pk k+1
m N v
= k
msj p=1 sp j sp

(4.46)

vk+1
=
lj

vk+1
sj

6. Particle positions are updated considering equation (4.44).
7. Solid and liquid strain increments are calculated for each material point in function
of the nodal velocities following equation (3.27).
8. The liquid pressure increment is calculated at the material points according to the
mass balance of liquid (Eq.4.15). With this, the liquid pressure is updated according
to
pk+1
= pklp + ṗk+1
(4.47)
lp
lp ∆t
9. The constitutive effective stresses are updated using the solid skeleton strains and
the stress-strain relationship (Eq.4.19).
10. The material properties are updated in the material points, such as the particle volume which is updated considering the increment of volumetric strain. The porosity
of each material point can also be updated considering the mass balance of solid
equation (4.9).
11. The computational grid is initialised for the next step, nodal values are discarded
and the material points carry all the updated information.
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4.6

Minimum time step criterion

The explicit scheme proposed in this Chapter 4 to solve hydromechanical problems is
conditionally stable. In order to achieve the stability of the solution and optimise the
computational time, it is important to determine an appropriate critical time step criterion.
First, the critical time step for a set of numerical tests has been determined through a
trial-error procedure. Then, the stability of the governing equations describing problems
in saturated porous media has been studied and 4 different analytical criterions have
been identified by using the same procedure presented in Section 3.3.4. Finally, after a
comparison between numerical results and analytical expressions and some discussion, a
critical time step criterion is proposed.

4.6.1

Numerical results

The quasi-static one-dimensional consolidation is a well-known problem in geotechnics and
it was analytically described by Terzaghi (1943) (Sec.4.9). The critical time step value
for a certain simulation is the maximum time step value that allows a stable numerical
solution converging to the analytical one (Terzaghi’s solution). Therefore, the critical
time step ∆tcrit of a set of oedometric consolidation tests can be easily determined by a
trial-error procedure.
Two different geometries have been modelled. The first one is a 1 m column 0.05 m thick
and the second one is a 10 m column 1 m thick (see Figure 4.4). Both are meshed with
tetrahedra of an average side of Le =0.05 m and 0.5 m respectively. The minimum element
altitude hmin in the fine mesh is 0.02886 m, and in the coarse one hmin is 0.13347 m. 4
material points are considered within each element. The bottom is fixed and only vertical
movement is allowed along lateral boundaries. All contours are impervious excluding the
upper surface.
The material is linear elastic according to Table 4.1. A total of 64 simulations have
been performed (38 with the fine mesh and 26 with the coarse one) by changing porosity
and permeability of the material. 4 different porosities are considered (0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and
0.5) and the intrinsic permeability ranges between 10−13 and 10−9 m2 . Other properties
summarised in Table 4.1 are assumed constant.
All simulations are initially saturated, and a vertical loading of 10 kPa is applied suddenly
on top of each sample. The gravity has been neglected. The calculation finishes when
liquid pressure is completely dissipated.
Figure 4.5 shows ∆tcrit obtained for both geometries and different porosities n depending
on intrinsic permeability kl . It is clear that the smaller the permeability, the smaller the
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Figure 4.4: Scheme of the two oedometric tests.

Table 4.1: Material properties.

Material property
Solid density ρs [kg/m3 ]
Liquid density ρl [kg//m3 ]
Liquid bulk modulus Kl [kPa]
Young’s modulus E [kPa]
Poisson ratio ν [-]
Liquid viscosity µl [kg/s·m]

Value
2700
1000
80000
10000
0.33
0.001

critical time step. It is also observed that for each porosity a S-shape curve is defined.
For kl < 10−12 m2 , the critical time step is very small (∆tcrit < 10−5 s). For higher
permeabilities, ∆tcrit increases up to a constant value. As the porosity increases, the
S-shape curve shifts to the right (to higher values of permeability) and tends to a higher
critical time step threshold. Note that when n = 0.1 and 0.2 the S-shape curve changes
sharply from vertical to horizontal, while for the rest it is smoother and more rounded.
Finally, comparing results from both meshes, it is confirmed that larger mesh size allows
larger time steps.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Critical time step depending on intrinsic permeability obtained for both geometries; (a) Le = 0.05m and (b) Le = 0.5m

4.6.2

Stability of undrained problem

According to the work published by Verruijt (2010), for dynamic effects, the saturated
porous media can be considered as a soil in undrained conditions. Both phases are
supposed to move attacked one to each other, hence us = ul , vs = vl and as = al .
If a single node i is considered, the momentum balance per unit volume at time tk can
be written as a second-order ODE. The homogeneous form is the following expression,
ρm aks + κm uks = 0

(4.48)

being as and us nodal acceleration and nodal displacement, and ρm is the density of the
mixture (saturated density). Because the constitutive relationship is already included
in equation (4.48), κm refers to the stiffness of the node per unit volume, which can be
written as
Ec,u
(4.49)
κm =
(Li )2
Li is a characteristic length of the node i and Ec,u is the undrained constrained elastic
modulus
4
αB 2
+ G
(4.50)
Ec,u = Ksk +
nCl + (αB − n)Cs
3
The first term Ksk is the bulk modulus of the skeleton, αB is the Biot’s coefficient, and
Cs and Cl are solid grains and liquid compressibilities respectively. Considering that
solid grains are incompressible and Biot’s coefficient equals to 1 for soils, the undrained
constrained elastic modulus can be rewritten as
Ec,u = Ksk +
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Kl
4
+ G
n
3

(4.51)
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where Kl =

1
Cl

is the bulk modulus of the liquid phase.

Taking into account the time discretisation scheme stated in Section 4.4.3, the two-order
ODE (4.48) becomes the following system of first-order ODEs.
(
m
)uks ∆t2 + vks ∆t
uk+1
= (1 − κρm
s
(4.52)
m
vk+1
= − κρm
uks ∆t + vki
s
Then, the amplification matrix from the previous scheme is given by


m
∆t2 ∆t
1 − κρm
Au =
m
− κρm
∆t
1

(4.53)

Then, the characteristic polynomial of the amplification matrix Au can be calculated.
Assuming the stability criterion (Eq.3.30), the critical time step results in
∆tcrit,u =
where
1
ωu =
Li

s

Ec,u
1
=
ρm
Li

2
ωu

s

Ec + Knl
(1 − n)ρs + nρl

(4.54)

(4.55)

Note that when the stability of a two-nodded linear finite element is posed, and Li = L2e
the critical time step criterion ∆tcrit,u is identical to the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL)
condition (Eq.3.37) for saturated porous media. In this case, the speed of the undrained
wave cp is
s
Ec,u
cp =
(4.56)
ρm
The criterion ∆tcrit,u (Eq.4.54) depends on the density and the compressibility of the
mixture and it is also proportional with Li . However, it does not include any dependence
with hydraulic permeability.
Although it is a generalised criterion, in practise, it has been observed that in some cases
it is not sufficient to ensure the stability of the solution (Ceccato, 2014; Mieremet, 2015).

4.6.3

Stability of the coupled system

In order to determine a more accurate critical time step criterion, an specific stability
analysis based on the conditionally-stable integration algorithm presented in this Chapter
4 has been carried out.
According to the computational cycle presented in Section 4.5, a system of two momentum
balances is solved. First, the dynamic equilibrium of the liquid phase (Eq.4.31) is solved
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in order to calculate liquid accelerations akl at time tk . Afterwards, akl are included in the
dynamic equilibrium of the mixture (Eq.4.32) and the accelerations of the solid phase aks
are obtained.
In here, the principal variables are both liquid and solid displacements, ul and us . Then,
including the liquid mass balance and the constitutive relationship in the dynamic equilibrium, the following system of two-order ODEs (equilibrium of liquid and mixture respectively) can be posed at tk .
(
k
ρl akl + ql vkl − ql vks + κl ukl + (1−n)
n κl us = 0
(4.57)
k
k
(1 − n)ρs aks + nρl akl + κs uks + (1−n)
n κl us + κl ul = 0
This is the homogeneous form written per unit volume at a single node i.
The terms are the following

nµl
kl

(4.58)

κl =

Kl
(Li )2

(4.59)

κs =

Ec
(Li )2

(4.60)

ql =

being µl the liquid viscosity, kl the intrinsic permeability, Ec the confined elastic modulus
of the solid skeleton and Kl the liquid bulk modulus. Note that ql is a viscous coefficient.
The stability analysis of the system (4.57) can be solved in different manners, for instance,
considering the stability of the coupled system, or studying separately the stability of each
balance equation (liquid and mixture balances).
The stability of the coupled system of equations (4.57) is analysed here. Note that it
is a system of 2 second-order ODEs. Considering the time integration scheme indicated
in Section 4.4.3, each second-order ODE can be decomposed into 2 first-order ODEs.
Therefore, 4 first-order ODEs form the system of the coupled numerical scheme, hence
the dimension of the amplification matrix is 4. The amplification matrix is determined
with the following expression.



Ac = 


1 − κρll ∆t2
− κρll ∆t
− ρκsl ∆t2
− ρκsl ∆t

∆t − ρqll ∆t2
1 − ρqll ∆t
n ρqll ∆t2
n ρqll ∆t

κl
2
− (1−n)
n
ρl ∆t
(1−n) κl
− n ρl ∆t
κl
κs
1 − (1−n)ρ
∆t2 − nρ
∆t2
s
s
κl
κs
(1−n)ρs ∆t − nρs ∆t

ql
2
ρl ∆t
ql
ρl ∆t
ql
∆t − n (1−n)ρ
∆t2
s
ql
1 − n (1−n)ρs ∆t







(4.61)
Calculating the characteristic polynomial of Ac according to the stability condition (Eq.3.30),
and assuming ∆t3 << ∆t, the critical time step for the coupled system of momentum
equations results as


q
2
2
∆tcrit,c =
−ξc + ξc + 1
(4.62)
ωc
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where

s

Ec
(1 − n) Kl
Kl
+
+
ρl
(1 − n)ρs
n
ρs


nµl
1
n
ξc =
+
2kl ωc ρl
(1 − n)ρs

1
ωc =
Li

(4.63)
(4.64)

This criterion depends on permeability and porosity of the porous media. It is limited
between 0 (for small permeability) and a maximum threshold ω2c (for high permeability).

4.6.4

Stability of the momentum balance of the liquid

The stability of the dynamic equilibrium of the liquid (see first equation in (4.57)) is
analysed here.
Considering that the principal unknowns are the liquid variables (ul , vl , and al ) the liquid
momentum balance can be written as
ρl akl + ql vkl + κl ukl = ql vks −

(1 − n)
κl uks
n

(4.65)

For the stability analysis, the homogeneous form of equation (4.65) is taken into account.
ρl akl + ql vkl + κl ukl = 0

(4.66)

Considering the explicit time integration scheme presented in 4.4.3 for liquid velocity and
liquid displacement, the following system of first-order ODEs is obtained.
(
uk+1
= ukl − κρll ukl ∆t2 + vkl ∆t − ρqll vkl ∆t2
l
(4.67)
vk+1
= − κρll ukl ∆t + vkl − ρqll vkl ∆t
l
The amplification matrix is written as

1 − κρll ∆t2
Al =
− κρll ∆t

∆t − ρqll ∆t2
1 − ρqll ∆t


(4.68)

Finally, the critical time step criterion results from imposing equation (3.30) for Al . It
gives the following expression


q
2
∆tcrit,l =
−ξl + ξl 2 + 1
(4.69)
ωl
where

ξl =

s

Kl
ρl

(4.70)

nµl 1
2kl ωl ρl

(4.71)

1
ωl =
Li
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Note that ∆tcrit,l has a factor depending on permeability which takes values from 0 to 1,
which means that ∆tcrit,l ∈ (0, ω2l ). In this case, ωl does not depend on porosity, which
means that the threshold of this criterion is controlled by the liquid characteristics (Kl
and ρl ) and the characteristic mesh size Li , but not by the porous medium properties
(n,kl ,µl ,Ec ).

4.6.5

Stability of the momentum balance of the mixture

The stability of the dynamic equilibrium of the mixture (second equation of (4.57)) is
analysed here. All variables related to solid (us , vs , and as ) are considered as principal unknowns. Including akl from the liquid momentum balance (4.72), the mixture
equilibrium equation per unit volume can be written as (4.73).
akl = −

ql k ql k κl k (1 − n) κl k
v + vs − ul −
u
ρl l
ρl
ρl
n
ρl s

(1 − n)2
κl uks = nql vl − (1 − n)κl ul
n
For the stability analysis, the homogeneous form of (4.73) is taken into account.
(1 − n)ρs aks + nql vks + κs uks +

(1 − n)ρs aks + nql vks + κs uks +

(1 − n)2
κl uks = 0
n

(4.72)

(4.73)

(4.74)

Considering the explicit time integration scheme presented in 4.4.3 for solid velocity and
solid displacement, the following 2 first-order ODEs comes out.
(
1 κs
n ql k
1−n κl
2
k
2
k
= uks − ( 1−n
uk+1
s
ρs + n ρs )us ∆t + vs ∆t − 1−n ρs vs ∆t
(4.75)
1 κs
1−n κl
k n ql k
2
k
= −( 1−n
vk+1
s
ρs + n ρs )us ∆t + vs 1−n ρs vs ∆t
The amplification matrix of such a system is the following.


(1−n)2
(κ + n κl )
ql
2
2
1 − s (1−n)ρ
∆t
∆t
−
n
∆t
(1−n)ρs
s

Am = 
(1−n)2
(κs + n κl )
ql
− (1−n)ρs ∆t
1 − n (1−n)ρs ∆t

(4.76)

Finally, the critical time step results in
∆tcrit,m =
where
ωm

1
=
Li



q
2
−ξm + ξm 2 + 1
ωm

s

ξm =

(4.77)

Ec
(1 − n) Kl
+
(1 − n)ρs
n
ρs

(4.78)

nµl
n
2kl ωm (1 − n)ρs

(4.79)

In this case, ∆tcrit,m ∈ (0, ω2m ). Note that ∆tcrit,m depends on permeability and porosity.
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4.6.6

Discussion

A total of 4 critical time step criteria have been determined for the 2-phase formulation
presented in this Chapter 4. Each criterion corresponds to a different stability analysis:
• ∆tcrit,u for undrained conditions (equivalent to the CFL condition) (4.54),
∆tcrit,u =

2
ωu

• ∆tcrit,c for the coupled system of momentum balances (4.62)


q
2
∆tcrit,c =
−ξc + ξc 2 + 1
ωc
• ∆tcrit,l for the liquid momentum balance (4.69),


q
2
2
∆tcrit,l =
−ξl + ξl + 1
ωl
• ∆tcrit,m for the mixture momentum balance (4.77),


q
2
∆tcrit,m =
−ξm + ξm 2 + 1
ωm

(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

(4.83)

Note that all criteria have a similar structure. Each one is inversely proportional to an
angular frequency that depends on the system (wu , wc ; wl and wm ). Note that damped
schemes (∆tcrit,c , ∆tcrit,l and ∆tcrit,m ) have a factor depending on permeability that
takes values from 0 (for low permeabilities) to 1 (for high permeabilities). Then, the
critical time step decreases with permeability, from a maximum value ( ω2c , ω2l and ω2m
respectively) down to 0. On the contrary, ∆tcrit,u is an undamped system and it is
independent of permeability.
In order to determine what is the prevailing critical time step criterion, it has proceed
to adjust each criterion to the MPM numerical results obtained with the oedometric
simulations (Figure 4.5) by varying the Li input value. The characteristic length Li is
the unique parameter appearing in the critical time step expressions which is not prefixed
by the material properties. It should depend on the mesh size, but in tetrahedral meshes
this is not a well-known value, but it should be Li ≤ Le .
In Figures 4.6 and 4.7, the value Li is adjusted so that MPM results (Figure 4.5) tend
∆tcrit,u for high permeability. In Figures 4.8 and 4.9 the MPM results tend ∆tcrit,c ; in
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 the MPM results adjust ∆tcrit,l ; and finally in Figures 4.12 and
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4.13 Li is adjusted with the aim that numerical results tend ∆tcrit,m . Note that the
results illustrated in the first figure of each pair corresponds to that obtained with the
fine mesh (Le =0.05 m), and the results presented in the second one are calculated with
the coarse mesh (Le =0.5 m). Moreover, the value of porosity as well as the Li required
in the adjustment are both indicated in each single graphic. In this way, all simulations
can be easily compared.
Taking into account all adjustments, it is clear that none of the analytical criteria fits
perfectly the S-shaped curves described by the numerical results. But instead, it seems
to be the combination of several criteria what determines the stability of the scheme.
The combination that best fits the numerical results is that bounded by ∆tcrit,m (presented in Figures 4.12 and 4.13). For high permeabilities, the numerical results obtained
with the MPM simulations fit especially well the criterion that ensures the stability of
the mass balance of the mixture ∆tcrit,m . However, a change in behaviour is observed
from a certain kl , and for smaller permeabilities the numerical results approach more the
stability criteria of the liquid momentum ∆tcrit,l . This can be explained considering that
the liquid phase and the solid phase play different roles, in terms of bearing capacity of
the media, depending on the permeability. Any perturbation on a very permeable material is supported fundamentally by the solid skeleton because the liquid can flow rapidly
and the liquid pressure remains essentially unchanged. On the contrary, when the permeability is low, the dissipation of the liquid pressure occurs slowly. The limit between
both behaviours is not well defined. For the studied cases, it lies between 10−11 m2 and
10−10 m2 (Fig.4.12 and 4.13).
The combination that follows ∆tcrit,l for small permeability but for high permeability
tends the undrained criterion ∆tcrit,u is also suitable (see Fig.4.6 and 4.7). However, it
is more restrictive than ∆tcrit,m , especially in high porosities and permeabilities. Finally,
the analytical criterion that ensures the stability of the coupled system ∆tcrit,c is too
restrictive in all cases.
There is another important issue in this analysis which has to take into account. This is
the Li value required in the adjustments. As explained in Chapter 3, the characteristic
length Li is a mesh dependent parameter but it should not depend on the material
characteristics, for instance, the porosity.
Figure 4.14 shows the obtained Li values for the two meshes (Le =0.05m and Le =0.5m) for
all simulations. When, for high permeabilities the critical time step approaches ∆tcrit,l or
∆tcrit,m , Li changes with porosity, whereas if it tend ∆tcrit,l or ∆tcrit,m the characteristic
length is independent of porosity. The same pattern is observed in both meshes. In
addition, note that hmin < Li < Le .
Given these latest remarks, the most reasonable expression which ensures the stability
of the explicit hydromechanical scheme is the one that considers the minimum value of
∆tcrit,u and ∆tcrit,l . It can be written as follows.
∆tcrit = min {∆tcrit,u , ∆tcrit,l }
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Figure 4.6: Adjustment of Li to fit ∆tcrit,u . Results of model Le = 0.05 m. Porosity
changes: (a) n = 0.1, (b) n = 0.2, (c) n = 0.3 and (d) n = 0.5.
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Figure 4.7: Adjustment of Li to fit ∆tcrit,u . Results of model Le = 0.5 m. Porosity
changes: (a) n = 0.1, (b) n = 0.2, (c) n = 0.3 and (d) n = 0.5.
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Figure 4.8: Adjustment of Li to fit ∆tcrit,c . Results of model Le = 0.05 m. Porosity
changes: (a) n = 0.1, (b) n = 0.2, (c) n = 0.3 and (d) n = 0.5.
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Figure 4.9: Adjustment of Li to fit ∆tcrit,c . Results of model Le = 0.5 m. Porosity changes:
(a) n = 0.1, (b) n = 0.2, (c) n = 0.3 and (d) n = 0.5.
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Figure 4.10: Adjustment of Li to fit ∆tcrit,l . Results of model Le = 0.05 m. Porosity
changes: (a) n = 0.1, (b) n = 0.2, (c) n = 0.3 and (d) n = 0.5.
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Figure 4.11: Adjustment of Li to fit ∆tcrit,l . Results of model Le = 0.5 m. Porosity
changes: (a) n = 0.1, (b) n = 0.2, (c) n = 0.3 and (d) n = 0.5.
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Figure 4.12: Adjustment of Li to fit ∆tcrit,m . Results of model Le = 0.05 m. Porosity
changes: (a) n = 0.1, (b) n = 0.2, (c) n = 0.3 and (d) n = 0.5.
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Figure 4.13: Adjustment of Li to fit ∆tcrit,m . Results of model Le = 0i5 m. Porosity
changes: (a) n = 0.1, (b) n = 0.2, (c) n = 0.3 and (d) n = 0.5.

Figure 4.14: Obtained values of the characteristic length Li depending on the critical time
step criterion and the porosity of the material. (a) Le = 0.05 m, (b) Le = 0.5 m.
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4.7

Damping of the solution

The hydromechanical formulation is provided with a natural damping. Because of the
solid-liquid interaction within the pores, the momentum balance equation of the liquid
have a coupling term that is proportional to the difference between the velocities of the
two phases. This is the so-called dragging term which generates a viscous force that
damps the solution and eliminates part of the unphysical and numerical oscillations.
However, in some problems such as in homogenous linear elastic materials it is necessary
to include an artificial energy dissipation term in order to reduce numerical instabilities
or to converge to the quasi-static solution as quick as possible. Here, the local non-viscous
damping (Cundall, 1987) presented in Section 3.3.7 is extended to the 2-phase formulation.
Two additional forces should be considered: a damping force for the liquid phase Fdamp
l
and another one for the mixture Fdamp . Those are included in the momentum balances
as follows.
f l · al = Fext − Fint − Ql · (vl − vs ) + Fdamp
(4.85)
M
l
l
l
Ms · as + Ml · al = Fext − Fint + Fdamp

(4.86)

Considering the liquid unbalanced force as Fl = Fext
− Fint
l
l , the damping force for the
liquid phase is proportional to its absolute value according to 4.87. It is important to
note that Fdamp
takes the opposite direction of the liquid velocity vl .
l
Fdamp
= −sign(vl )|Fl |αl
l

(4.87)

The damping force of the mixture is not calculated directly from the mixture unbalance
force F = Fext − Fint . To be consistent with the definition of the momentum balance
of the mixture, Fdamp must be divided considering the volumetric fractions associated to
each phase as it is shown in equation (4.88).
Fdamp = (1 − n)Fdamp
+ nFdamp
s
l

(4.88)

In this way, the damping of liquid and solid can be treated separately. The damping force
of the solid Fdamp
can be calculated considering the solid velocity vs according to the
s
following expression.
Fdamp
= −sign(vs )|Fs |αs
(4.89)
s
The unbalanced force of the solid phase can be obtained as
Fs =

1
(F − Fl )
1−n

(4.90)

The parameters αl and αs range between 0 and 1 and control the amount of damping for
each phase. In this work, the same value α has been considered for both of them.
In dynamic problems, where the accelerations have an important role in the course of the
calculation, the damping factor should be very small (0 to 0.05) in order to approximate
the correct solution.
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Table 4.2: Types of boundary conditions in a hydromechanical problem.

Condition
Mechanical
Hydraulic

4.8

Essential
Prescribed solid velocity (Eq.4.7)
Prescribed liquid velocity (Eq.4.4)

Natural
Prescribed traction (Eq.4.6)
Prescribed liquid pressure (Eq.4.3)

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions for the hydromechanical problem have been presented in Section
4.3.1 and they are summarised in Table 4.2. These can be classified into essential or
natural (whether the condition is applied directly on the solution or on a secondary
variable); and mechanical or hydraulic (whether they affect directly the solid skeleton or
the liquid phase).
It is important to note that a boundary without any restriction means that
• solid skeleton can moves freely,
• total stress is zero,
• liquid phase can moves freely (permeable boundary), and
• liquid pressure is zero (no excess pore pressure).
This is specially useful in slope problems, in which the water table will be automatically
kept on the ground surface, even during the instability. However, if pl 6= 0 or external
traction are applied along a moving boundary but have not a prescribed direction, the
normal vector along the contour must be calculated at every time step.

4.9

Validation. Oedometric consolidation

The aim of this Section is to validate the 2-phase 1-point MPM formulation by means of
the simulation of a one-dimensional consolidation problem. An oedometric consolidation
test with small deformation has been simulated. The results of pressure dissipation are
compared with the analytical solution given by Terzaghi (1943). Here, the effects of
damping on dynamic numerical solutions are analysed.
A saturated sample of 1 m high is considered, in which traction of 10 kPa is suddenly
applied at the upper boundary and maintained throughout the calculation. The material
is considered elastic and all properties are summarised in Table 4.3. Because the bottom
is impervious, the drainage length h is 1 m. Gravity is neglected and the bottom is fixed.
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Table 4.3: Material properties of oedometric tests.

Material property
Porosity [-]
Solid density [kg/m3 ]
Liquid density [kg/m3 ]
Liquid bulk modulus [kPa]
Young’s modulus [kPa]
Poisson ratio [-]
Liquid viscosity [kg/sům]
Intrinsic permeability [m2 ]

Value
0.3
2700
1000
80000
10000
0.0
0.001
5· 10−5

The consolidation process can be mathematically described with the diffusion equation
as follows,
∂pl
∂ 2 pl
= cv 2
(4.91)
∂t
∂z
where cv is the consolidation coefficient and z represents the flow direction. Assuming
that the load is entirely carried by the water and total stresses are constant, the initial
excess pore pressure within the sample p0 is 10 kPa. As times goes on, the water flows
out and pressure dissipates.
Because all process depends on cv , a dimensionless time T can be defined as equation
(4.92). The analytical solution in the case of the oedometer test was presented by Terzaghi
(Terzaghi, 1943). Taking the properties presented in Table 4.3, the analytical results of
the pore pressure dissipation along depth z are shown in Figure 4.15. It is important to
highlight that this is a quasi-static solution, in which the accelerations are not taken into
account.
cv t
T = 2
(4.92)
h
Three numerical simulations are presented considering different values of the damping
factor α. The first one is a purely dynamic calculation (α=0), meanwhile the two others
are subjected to additional non-viscous damping (α=0.05 and α=0.75).
Figures 4.16a, 4.16b and 4.16c show the comparison between Terzaghi’s analytical expression and numerical results considering α=0, α=0.05 and α=0.75 respectively. Figure
4.17 provides the evolution of pore pressure of a material point located at 0.45 m depth.
Considering the simulation with no additional damping, Figure 4.16b shows that for small
T there are some oscillations the pore pressure evolution. This is because the dynamic
nature of the formulation and due to the wave reflection on the boundaries (see Figure
4.17b). However, these fluctuations are clearly damped and at T ≈ 0.5 the numerical
solution fits the quasi-static one. This fact is explained by the viscous therm which
appears in the momentum balance equation of the liquid (Eq.4.29) as a dragging therm.
In this work, this has been called as natural damping (Sec.4.7).
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Figure 4.15: Pore pressure evolution along depth z at different times. Terzaghi’s analytical
solution

In order to reduce the oscillations and to capture the quasi-static solution equilibrium
as quick as possible, artificial non-viscous damping can be added. With α=0.05, MPM
results and quasi-static solution are nearly identical except for a very small T (Fig.4.17c).
However, if α is too high (i.e. α=0.75 in Figure 4.17d) the system becomes overdamped.
In this case, pore pressure tends to quasi-static solution without oscillating but in a much
more slowly manner. Numerical results differ from analytical ones and higher excess pore
pressures are longer maintained. Dissipation is finally completed at T =8 (Fig.4.17).
From this analysis, it can be concluded that a damping factor of 0.05 is suitable to simulate
the quasi-static solution.

4.10

Concluding remarks

A 2-phase 1-point MPM formulation capable of modelling fully coupled hydromechanical
problems is presented in this Chapter. This is a dynamic formulation in which a portion of
saturated porous media is considered in each material point. A validation of the coupled
formulation is presented by means of the simulation of the one-dimensional consolidation
problem.
The main contribution of this Chapter is determining an analytical expression for the
critical time step. The analysis has been carried out studying the stability of the explicit
algorithm and comparing it with numerical results. Several analytical expressions were
determined, and finally a compound solution was determined as a critical criterion. A
part from the mesh element size, the material permeability is also essential to determine
the stability time step value. Small values of permeability leads to very restrictive time
steps. Other parameters, such as density and porosity, also have some influence in the
time step values. However, the changes of permeability in the field are much more relevant
than the variability of porosity and density. This fact complicates those simulations with
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low pervious materials such as clays because small time steps lead to excessively high
computation time.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.16: Pore pressure evolution along depth z at different times. Comparison between
Terzaghi’s analytical solution and numerical solutions: (a) α=0.0, (b) α=0.05 and (c) α=0.75.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Evolution of pore pressure of a material point located at z=0.45 m. (a)
Comparison between Terzaghi’s analytical expression and numerical solutions considering
different damping factors. (b) Detail/zoom in for small T .
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5

Chapter 5

Slope Failures in Brittle
Materials
Slope instability problems are very common in the geotechnical field. The capabilities of
MPM to model large deformations makes it an ideal tool to study the entire instability
process: the static stability, the failure triggering and the subsequent run-out.
The current Chapter 5 focuses on the study of landslide initiation and post-failure evolution in brittle materials, such as cemented soils and overconsolidated plastic clays. These
materials are characterised by the reduction of the available strength with increasing
strain. This strain-softening behaviour leads to progressive failure mechanisms.
In the first Section 5.1, the progressive failure phenomenon is described. Then, the constitutive elastoplastic model implemented for this study is presented (Sec.5.2). The nonassociated Mohr-Coulomb is extended by introducing strain softening plasticity, hence
the strength loss typically from brittle materials can be simulated. Afterwards, three
slope instabilities triggered by the increase of pore water pressure will be analysed. First,
the Selborne failure experiment is presented (Sec.5.3) and numerical results are compared
with real field data. In a second analysis (Sec.5.4), the effect of internal shearing in a
deep seated compound slide is discussed. This case is inspired by one of the representative
cross sections of Vajont landslide. Finally, in Section 5.5, a parametric study is presented,
in which, for a given slope geometry, the influence of the brittleness of the material is
evaluated on the triggering of instability and run-out.
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5.1

Progressive failure phenomenon

One of the factors that may lead to the acceleration of a slide is the loss of resistant
forces associated with the drop of available soil strength. This behaviour is typically
observed in first time failure developed in ”intact” sites in materials exhibiting a brittle
behaviour, for instance hard soils and weak rocks. Overconsolidated and cemented clayey
soils are particularly relevant for high plasticity soils. These materials exhibit a softening
behaviour from a peak value, associated with a low value of shearing displacements, to a
low residual strength when bonds are destroyed and clay particles orient in the direction
of shearing. This reduction of strength leads to the propagation of the failure following a
process of progressive failure.
The progressive failure phenomenon is a common problem in the geotechnical engineering
field. This was first recognised by Terzaghi and Peck (1948) and Taylor (1948). It was
further discussed in the context of overconsolidated clays and clay shales by Skempton
(1964), Bjerrum (1967) and Bishop (1967). Further contribution are made by Palmer and
Rice (1973), Stark and Eid (1994), and Puzrin and Germanovich (2005).
The results of a direct shear test on overconsolidated high-plasticity clay are shown in
Figure 5.1. This material was located in the foundation of Aznalcóllar dam (Alonso
and Gens, 2006), which failed catastrophically in 1998 causing one of the worst-ever
environmental disasters in Spain. The construction of the embankment and the brittle
nature of the clay led to a progressive failure mechanism which played a significant role
on the stability of the dam.
Because in this kind of materials the rate of softening is linked with the magnitude of shear
strain, the strength loss does not occur simultaneously along a potential rupture surface.
If for any reason some particular point within the mass is forced to pass the maximum
available strength, a degradation process initiates and the strength at that point will
decrease according to the constitutive law. Then, the unbalanced stresses are transferred
and redistributed to surrounding areas which in turn may overstress neighbouring points
in the process. This stress transfer phenomenon generally develops along a zone of limited
thickness (shear zone). As the strain increases within this zone, the slip surface propagates
leading to a progressive failure mechanism.
Under this conditions, the maximum total mobilised resistance along the failure surface
must be less than the peak shear stress multiplied by the contact area along the sheared
zone. This is because once a progressive failure has started, the available strength will
decrease inexorably. In the limit, the strength along the entire length of the slip surface
will fall to the residual value.
According to Potts and Zdravković (2001), the type of failure triggering, for instance the
way of loading a slope, affects the amount of progressive failure, and consequently the
maximum resistance. Moreover, they state that for progressive failure to occur: (i) the
material must be brittle, (ii) a stress concentration must exist, and (iii) the loading must
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be non-uniform. In addition, the progression of failure is influenced by; (i) the relative
stiffness of the materials involved (this is controlled by the stress strain behaviour of both,
the localised shearing surface(s) and the continuum medium itself), (ii) the nature of the
loading, and (iii) the scale of the shearing surface.
Under this complex circumstances, conventional methods of stability analysis such as
Limit Equilibrium methods (LEM) can be useful for a preliminary analysis. However,
these are incapable of dealing with a complete understanding of such a mechanism.
Elastoplastic constitutive models with strain-softening are required. Therefore, numerical
methods are essential to reproduce the progressive mechanism.
Several real cases involving progressive failure are collected and analysed in the literature,
most of them by using Finite Element methods (Gens and Alonso, 2006; Potts et al.,
1990, 1997; Yamaguchi et al., 1976; Zabala and Alonso, 2011). Troncone (2005) presents
a 2D numerical analysis of well documented Senise large landslides in Southern Italy and
an extension 3D in Troncone et al. (2014). These analysis are focussed on the failure
propagation but they provide limited information on the post-failure behaviour.

Figure 5.1: Direct shear test on specimen of foundation clay in Aznalcóllar dam foundation.
Normal effective stress 400 kPa. (Alonso and Gens, 2006)

5.2

Constitutive modelling: Mohr-Coulomb with strainsoftening

Because the classical elastic constitutive models cannot simulate many of the characteristics of the real soil behaviour, the theory of plasticity and the elastoplastic concept is
essential to reproduce the progressive failure phenomenon. With the aim of modelling a
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strength loss after peak strength conditions typical from brittle materials, the basic nonassociated Mohr-Coulomb is extended introducing strain softening plasticity. Moreover,
with the aim of reducing the singularities of the classical Mohr-Coulomb yield surface,
the modifications proposed by Abbo and Sloan (1995) have been implemented.
The Mohr-Coulomb yield surface can be written as follows.
q = c0 cosϕ0 + p0 sinϕ0

(5.1)

In which p0 and q are the effective volumetric and deviatoric stresses,
q=

σ1 0 − σ3 0
2

(5.2)

σ1 0 + σ3 0
2
being σ10 and σ30 the maximum and minimum effective principal stresses.
p0 =

(5.3)

The softening behaviour is accounted for by reducing the effective strength parameters
(effective friction angle ϕ0 and effective cohesion c0 ) with the accumulated equivalent
plastic strain εpeq according to the following exponential softening rules:
p

c0 = c0r + (c0p − c0r )e−ηεeq

(5.4)
p

ϕ0 = ϕ0 r + (ϕ0 p − ϕ0 r )e−ηεeq
The deviatoric plastic strain invariant is defined as:
r
2 p p
p
εeq =
e :e
3

(5.5)

(5.6)

where ep is the deviatoric part of the plastic strain tensor.
The model requires the specification of peak (c0 p ,ϕ0 p ) and residual (c0 r ,ϕ0 r ) strengths. An
additional parameter η is also necessary in order to control the rate of strength decrease.
Figure 5.2 shows the effect of η in a simple shear test simulation (see Figure 5.2a), in
which the brittle soil is modelled by a row of elements. A vertical stress is applied (50
kPa) to a rigid layer sitting on the soil layer, and a horizontal stress (25 kPa) is also
applied to confine the sample. The lower boundary is fixed and a horizontal prescribed
velocity is imposed to the rigid cap layer at the top of the sample. The calculated results
for a material point centred within the sample show that high values of η lead to faster
degradation of the soil. This relationship is unique for a given material and it is element
size independent.
In order to implement a constitutive realtionship in the MPM framework explicit and
implicit methods can be used. Implicit techniques are generally accurate but are difficult
to implement and, in some cases, they require special pocedures to converge. On the
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contrary, explicit methods are generally robust but can be very inaccurate if the errors
are not properly controlled.
In this case, it has been integrated by means an explicit integration scheme based on
Sloan et al. (2001). This is a sub-stepping algorithm, in which the yield surface (Eq.5.1)
and the softening laws (Eq.5.4 and Eq.5.5) are all evaluated at known stress states an no
iteration is strictly necessary to predict the final stresses. However, in order to improve the
accuracy in the results, an iterative correction with error control has been implemented.
It reduces automatically the time step to satisfy the yield criterion. Moreover, at the
end of each step, a projecting back method has also been implemented to correct the
effects of violating the yield condition as these are cumulative (Potts and Gens, 1985).
This correction is specially recommended for critical state constitutive models such as the
Mohr-Coulomb law.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: (a) Scheme of the numerical shear test. (b) Evolution of shear stress with shear
strain of a material point centred within the sample considering several values of the shape
factor η.

5.2.1

Calibration of shape factor for mesh dependence

It is well known that the inclusion of strain-softening features in standard continuum numerical methods leads to mesh dependent strain-localisation problems (Oliver and Huespe, 2004). A smeared crack approach (Rots et al., 1985) has been used as a regularisation
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technique. It postulates that the total work dissipated by a shear band of thickness h
(Wh ) is equivalent to the fracture energy dissipated in a theoretical discrete crack (Wc ),
hence Wc =Wh .
In MPM the thickness of a shear band h can be approximated by the mesh element size.
Then, in order to avoid the mesh size dependence and according to the smeared crack
approach concept, the work dissipated by a shear band formed by elements of thickness
h1 (Wh1 ) should be equal to the work dissipated by another shear band of thickness h2
(Wh2 ). It means that Wc =Wh1 =Wh2 . Then, to be consistent, the constitutive modulus
of the material should depend on the mesh element size.
One way to include this dependence is to carry out a set of numerical shear tests with
different element mesh sizes. The work dissipated within a certain shear test (per unit
length) can be written as
Z Ux
Wh =
τ dux
(5.7)
0

Maintaining the bottom of the sample fixed, a horizontal prescribed velocity is applied
at the top of it ensuring that the final relative displacement between both sides of the
band (Ux ) is enough to degrade the material down to residual state (Fig.5.3). Then, a
calibration of the shape factor η can be performed in order to ensure that the dissipated
work is the same for all cases. Taking into account equation (5.7), the dissipated work is
the area defined under the curve τ -ux , hence two different shear bands dissipate the same
energy when areas A1 and A2 are equal (see Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3: Scheme of two bands after being deformed with the same relative displacement
Ux . These are equivalent when A1 =A2 in the relationship τ -ux .

5.3

The Selborne failure experiment. Modelling of a
real first failure

The Selborne landslide was a field experiment in which a slope was brought to failure
by pore pressure recharge (Cooper, 1996; Cooper et al., 1998). It was conducted with
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the purpose of investigating the nature of progressive failure in overconsolidated clays.
In fact, this was the first time that the development of a progressive mechanism was
observed in a cut slope (Leroueil, 2001).
Some of the relevant field observations, namely:
• the simultaneous development of failure conditions starting at the slope toe and at
the slope crest,
• the recorded time history of pore pressures in the vicinity of the failure surface,
• the geometry of the slip surface, described as a compound sub-circular surface and
• the measured displacements of some points of the slope surface after the failure will
be the benchmark data to compare model response and field data.
An MPM modelling of the Selborne failure experiment is presented here, in which both the
failure mechanism as well as the post-failure behaviour are analysed. Model parameters
and the process leading to the instability are directly based on published data (Cooper
et al., 1998) and the strain softening Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model simulates the clay
brittleness. The rate of strength decrease is calibrated against an accepted shear stressdisplacement relationship, with the purpose of avoiding mesh-dependency of computed
results. Finally, a sensitivity analysis, analysing different parameters such as the effect of
the residual strength and the clay permeability are also presented.
In this way, the Selborne experiment is an interesting case because will contribute to the
validation of the dynamic MPM model and to check its capability to capture the slide
run-out, a piece of information that is generally absent in Limit Equilibrium and Finite
Element analysis.

5.3.1

Summary of the case and available data

The Selborne experiment was carried out in 1989 (Cooper, 1996) and it was designed
to induce failure in a 9 m high, cut slope (Fig.5.4). The triggering mechanism was the
increase of pore pressures within the slope by injecting water in vertical wells.
A geological cross-section of the slope in a west-east direction is given in Figure 5.5.
The substratum is early Cretaceous unconsolidated sandstone (Lower Greensand). It is
covered by a Gault clay deposit (GC) which is overconsolidated, brittle, high plasticity
clay. Two layers can be distinguished within the clay deposit according to the degree
of weathering. The upper weathered clay level is subdivided into Lower Gault clay and
Upper Gault clay. A layer of soliflucted material covers the clay.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Pictures of the slope (a) before and (b) after failure. (Bromhead et al., 1998)

Figure 5.5: General scheme of the centerline soil profile, recharge zone and estimated slip
surface (based on Grant (1996))

A laboratory testing program (Cooper et al., 1998) provided several geotechnical properties that are summarised in Table 5.1. The liquid limit ranges from 70-75% near the
surface to 60-65% at a depth of 16 m whereas the plastic limit is fairly constant, about
22%. Water content is close to the plastic limit, but it increases up to 35% close to the
surface. Peak and residual effective shear strength parameters were also estimated for all
materials by means of laboratory tests (Table 5.1).
The ground surface was initially excavated to create a 2:1 slope. Its lateral boundaries
were isolated from the remaining clay formation by means of trenches and low friction
panels with the purpose of inducing a 2D failure mechanism. Pore pressures were raised
for about 6 months by increasing the pressure heads (up to 7 m of water column) in a
system of 20 wells. The recharge zone is indicated in Figure 5.5.
The slope was instrumented by means of extensometers, piezometers and inclinometers in
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Table 5.1: Geotechnical properties (based on Cooper et al. (1998)).

Liquid limit [%]
Plastic limit [%]
Water content [%]
Deformation modulus [MPa]
Effective peak cohesion [kPa]
Effective residual cohesion [kPa]
Effective peak friction angle [◦ ]
Effective residual friction angle [◦ ]

Soliflucted
clay
70-75
22
35
5
0
21
13

Weathered GC
Upper Lower
70-75
60-65
22
22
30-35
20-30
20-35
20-35
10
15
0
0
24
25
13
14

Unweathered
GC
60-65
22
18
15-40
25
0
26
15

Figure 5.6: Plan view of the measured final displacements.

order to monitor the development of failure in the brittle clay. A detail of their position
is given in plain view in Figure 5.7. The slip surface was fixed by precise surveying of two
post mortem-trenches and also by interpreting the information given by the inclinometers.
Inclinometers provided indications on the development of a progressive failure mechanism
(Cooper, 1996). Displacements after failure, which reached maximum values of 4 m, were
also measured at some points of the slope surface (see Figure 5.6; Grant (1996)).
Some piezometers recorded negative pore pressures despite the water recharge, especially
those located near the toe of the slope (Figure 5.7b). This behaviour can be explained
by the stress reduction caused by the excavations made and possibly by the atmospheric
action.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: (a) Plan view of position of monitoring instruments. (b) Cross section with the
location of piezometers (based on Cooper (1998))

5.3.2

Description of the model

The soil is saturated throughout the calculation and a thin 3D mesh of tetrahedral elements is used. The reference mesh (Figure 5.8) having an edge element size of 0.7 m is
refined in the domain where failure is expected in order to get more accurate results and
to optimise the computational cost.
The initial stress state in the model was due to gravity effects. The excavation process
and the subsequent period of time until the initiation of the water recharge (about 5
months) were not simulated in the set of results described below. This is admittedly a
limitation because of the relatively high K0 value expected in these overconsolidated clays
(K0 ' 1.5 to 2). Therefore some differences between the actual initial stress state in the
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Figure 5.8: Initial geometry and material point’s distribution within the computational
mesh (refined element size of 0.7 m). The location of the pressure boundary condition is also
indicated.
Table 5.2: Material parameters of the modelling.

Porosity [-]
Permeability [m/s]
Solid density [kg/m3 ]
Young’s modulus [kPa]
Poisson’s coefficient
Effective peak cohesion [kPa]
Effective residual cohesion [kPa]
Effective peak friction angle [◦ ]
Effective residual friction angle [◦ ]

Weathered GC
0.3
0.001
2700
20000
0.33
13
4.7
13.5
13.5

Unweathered GC
0.3
0.001
2700
20000
0.33
25
0.5
15
15

slope and the assumed gravity-related distribution are expected.
This is a plane strain simulation, where the horizontal displacements along the vertical
contours are prevented and the lower boundary is fixed. The water pressure is kept to
zero along the ground surface and the remaining boundaries are impervious. A damping
factor α of 0.05 has been considered in all the calculations.
Two clay layers, an upper weathered Gault clay and a lower unweathered Gault clay,
define the soil profile (Fig.5.8). Given the small differences found in the peak and residual
strength parameters of the two upper weathered clay levels a simple layer is adopted in the
model for the weathered material. Both materials are characterised by a brittle behaviour.
The strength parameters of the strain softening Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model of the
clays are based on laboratory results (Table 5.1) and are summarised in Table 5.2.
Under unsaturated conditions, strength increases due to suction effect, specially the cohesive component. When soil is close to saturated conditions, the additional cohesion due
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to suction cs can be estimated, if effective stress holds, as
cs = s tan ϕ0

(5.8)

where s is suction and ϕ0 is effective friction angle. The residual cohesion of the weathered
clay was given a positive albeit small value (4.7 kPa). This value is justified as follows.
Negative pore water pressures were consistently measured in many points in the vicinity
of the final failure surface, as shown in Figure 5.7b. The recorded values ranged between
0 and 42 kPa and an average suction of 20 kPa can be estimated. Certainly the clay is
essentially saturated for this small suction value. Equation (5.8) for a residual friction
angle of 13.5◦ provides the residual cohesion adopted for the weathered clay. This is
considered to be a rough indication of an existing small residual strength but its effect
will be further analysed in a sensitivity analysis reported below.
Because the numerical scheme is explicit, the calculation is conditionally stable and the
time step increments are very small. For this reason, the permeability used in the simulation is several orders higher than the real one. While the Selborne failure took place on
day 196 after the beginning of the water recharge, in the MPM calculation the instability
occurs 39 seconds after starting the water loading. In order to compare measured data
with numerical results, time (t) has been normalised by the failure time (Tf ):

t∗ =

t
Tf

(5.9)

In order to simulate the artificial recharge, an excess of pore water pressure is applied
on the lower boundary (Figure 5.8). The pressure rises linearly during 10 s, up to 110
kPa. After this time, the pressure on the boundary is maintained constant during all the
calculation.
Pore pressures were recorded in a high number of sensors. Figure 5.9 shows the evolution
of the excess pore water pressure at three different points within the slope (t∗ = 1).
Numerical results are compared with field data (Bromhead et al., 1998). The agreement is
quite reasonable especially in piezometers B and C. Note that increments in pore pressure
above the initial values are plotted. The initial pore pressures in the model were positive
and resulted from an initial saturation of the slope. However, the actual piezometer
records show negative pore pressures in several locations. By plotting the increase in
pore pressure induced by the water surcharge, model results and measurements could
be compared. Field data as well as calculations show a decrease in pore pressure in
the vicinity of failure time. Cooper et al. (1998) attributed this decrease to dilatancy.
However, model calculations were run for zero dilatancy. The decrease in calculated pore
pressure is attributed to a volumetric extension state in locations shown in Figure 5.7b.
If some dilatancy is included in the model, a more intense decrease in pore pressure is
predicted.
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Figure 5.9: Piezometer records and model calculations.

5.3.3

Model performance and numerical results

5.3.3.1

Mesh effects

In addition to mesh dependent strain-localisation problems, separation and splitting in
an MPM discretisation also depends on the mesh size because the material points remain
numerically ”in contact” whenever they have a node in common. This fact may lead to
non-physical increase of material stiffness when two points tend to separate (Huang et al.,
2011).
Three different refined meshes were analysed to evaluate the effect of the mesh size on
the results (h): 1 m, 0.7 m and 0.5 m. Figure 5.10 shows that, at the same shape factor
η, the smaller the element size, the higher the final displacements after the failure.
In order to minimise the mesh dependency, the shape factor η is calibrated according to
Section 5.2.1. Simple shear tests are simulated for a varying thickness h of the shearing
layer. Figure 5.11 shows the calibrated relationship τ − ux for three mesh sizes. The η
parameter is adjusted to get equivalent shear stress-relative displacement response of the
layer. When these η values are adopted, the slope response in terms of the displacement
of the crest point of the slope becomes independent on the mesh size after the calibration
(see Figure 5.10). Note, also, that finer meshes require smaller rates of strength decrease.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the final geometry and the displacement field once the slope stops
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Figure 5.10: Total displacement of the crest point depending on the mesh size win shich
the effect of the shape factor calibration is shown. Number of material points and CPU time
are included.

Figure 5.11: Calibrated relationship τ -ux for three different mesh sizes. Areas under the
curves are the same.

for the three MPM calculations, showing that the slope response is essentially mesh
independent. The sliding surface measured in situ is also represented in the Figure.
The initial failure mechanisms obtained with the three meshes are compared with the
measured slip surface in more detail in Figure 5.13. It is clear that the geological discon92
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.12: Effect of mesh size and the shape factor parameter on final displacement
pattern. Refined mesh sizes are (a) h=1.0 m, (b) h=0.7 m, and (c) h=0.5 m. The slip
surface measured in the field is indicated.

tinuity between weathered and unweathered clay plays an important role on the failure
geometry. The lower part of the slip surface is almost horizontal following the contact,
although it is included completely in the weathered layer. Numerical results indicate that
the failure mechanism is located slightly deeper into the slope than the measurements.
This could be an effect of the orientation of element faces in the MPM mesh discretisation. Moreover, the initial failure mechanism depends on the stress field. Therefore,
some differences can be expected between numerical results and measurements because
the initial excavation is not performed in this analysis.
MPM-predicted surface displacements are compared with measurements (Figure 5.6) in
Figure 5.14. Because the purely two-dimensional failure regime was not achieved in the
Selborne failure, data has been grouped into two zones (Northern and Southern). The
order of magnitude as well as the distribution of the calculated horizontal displacements
fit very well with field data on the Southern side. The Northern side appears to provide
some restrain to the motion.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between measured and predicted shape of failure surface.

Figure 5.14: Measured and calculated displacements after failure.

According to the comparison carried out with three different meshes (Figures 5.10, 5.12,
5.13, and 5.14) it has been considered that the one with refined elements of 0.7 m is
appropriate to analyse the Selborne experiment. In addition, the CPU time consumed
for this mesh is acceptable (see CPU times consumed for different meshes in Figure 5.10).

5.3.3.2

The process of instability

The whole instability process is illustrated in Figure 5.15. The evolution of equivalent
plastic strain, excess pore pressure and vertical effective stress is shown at 5 different
dimensionless times (t∗ ). Note that some scales varies in order to capture the results
properly.
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Figure 5.15: Evolution of (a) equivalent plastic shear strain, (b) excess pore pressure (kPa),
and (c) vertical effective stress (kPa). Time is normalised (t∗ ).

5.3.3.3

Inclinometer readings

Inclinometer readings allow also a further set of data to check the validity of the model.
Readings for inclinometers located on the excavated slope (I04, I06, I07 and I09; see Figure
5.7a) are compared with model calculations in Figure 5.16. Predicted displacements for
two times close to the failure time are given. They approximate the time of inclinometer
readings before the final run-out time. Note the scale of the horizontal displacements,
which belong to the quasi-static, pre-failure stage of the slide. The calculation’s results
bound the actual measurements. The patterns of displacements are also reasonably well
captured by the model and show the position of the failure surface.

5.3.3.4

Progressive Failure

The interpretation of several inclinometer profiles (Cooper, 1996) indicated that the failure
surface developed progressively in the manner proposed by Bishop (1971). This qualitative
data is shown conceptually in Figure 5.18. Accepting that the toe of the slope was in
residual conditions at the beginning of the experiment, the shearing localisation progressed
simultaneously from the higher and lower parts of the final slip surface. It propagated
from both sides towards the centre part.
Following the idea of Skempton (1964) a mobilised friction angle ϕ
b0 is defined as
sin ϕ
b0 =
95
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p∗

(5.10)
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Figure 5.16: Measured and predicted inclinometer readings.

where
p∗ = p0 + (c0 / tan ϕ0 )

(5.11)

This measure of the mobilised strength allows us to compare the evolution of stresses
of points belonging to failure surface. Under peak and residual conditions the mobilised
friction angle coincides with the peak and residual friction angles respectively.
Taking as a reference the results calculated via the 0.7 m mesh, the mobilised friction
angle (Eq.5.10) of 7 material points distributed along the initial failure mechanism (see
Fig.5.18a) has been determined for different times. The resulting distributions are shown
in Figure 5.18. These plots provide a clear view of the progressive failure phenomenon.
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Figure 5.17: Qualitative shear stress states around slip surface (Cooper, 1996).

The strength loss does not occur simultaneously, but according to the stress state and the
accumulated plastic shear strain. Initially all material points are in elastic regime and
the mobilised friction angle distribution corresponds to the gravity effect (Fig.5.18b). As
water pressure increases, sinϕb0 approaches the peak value. P2 is the first point to reach
the peak yield surface at t∗ =0.81 (Figure 5.18c). The failure propagates and at t∗ =0.85
the upper part of the shear band (P1, P2) is at residual conditions. At this time, the
toe of the slope (P7) reaches also the peak conditions (Figure 5.18c). Afterwards, the
progressive failure stops whereas the shear stressing increases within the elastic range in
the central part of the slide surface. Progressive failure is resumed at t∗ =0.953 and it
progresses from the toe to the centre part of the slope (plastifying points P6, P5 and P4)
(Figure 5.18d). Finally, the failure mechanism is completed and the entire failure surface
approaches residual conditions. Immediately after, the sliding motion starts (t∗ =1).
Even if the numerical simulation performed does not consider the effects of the initial
excavation, it is clear that a comparison of Figure 5.18 with the progressive mechanisms
described in Cooper (1996) (Figure 5.17) reveals that both failures develop in a similar
way: the higher and the lower part of the slope plastify first and finally the central part
reaches residual conditions.
The evolution of progressive failure in terms of an average friction angle can be followed
in Figure 5.19a. The mean friction angle increases continuously until peak strength conditions are reached for the first time at a point around P2 for t∗ =0.83. Immediately
afterwards there is a drop of available mobilised strength. Then the process of progressive failure progresses at essentially constant average mobilised strength. This process
ends abruptly when the final point in the failure surface to reach peak conditions evolves
towards a residual state. This sudden final drop of mobilised strength marks the beginning of an accelerated motion. The average (p0 , q) points at the three critical instants
mentioned are plotted in Figure 5.19b in a triaxial stress space.
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5.3.3.5

Kinematics of the motion

A significant improvement over static formulations is that the dynamic behaviour of the
slide instability can be analysed in conjunction with the pre-rupture phenomenon. The
calculated motion paths, total displacement, velocity and acceleration of points C1, C2,
C3 and C4 (Figure 5.20a) are shown in Figure 5.20. When analysing these plots it can be
observed that the embankment remains stable until t∗ =1. When the failure mechanism
develops those material points located above the shear band (C1, C2 and C3) accelerate
quickly and a peak velocity is attained at t∗ =1.1. Afterwards, the acceleration becomes
negative and the velocity decreases towards a new state of equilibrium. At t∗ =1.2 the
slope tends to stabilise. Note that the dynamic variables depend on the position of the
point within the slope: C4 remains motionless during all the calculation and C3 initially
at the slope toe moves a small distance. In fact, soil located above the toe level rolls over
the toe. The model indicates that the maximum sliding velocity was around 0.83 m/s in
the middle and upper parts of the slope.

5.3.3.6

Stress paths

The stress path p0 − q of the material points P2, P5 and C4 are represented in Figure
5.21, in which peak and residual Mohr-Coulomb yield surfaces have also been included.
The evolution of p0 , q and effective cohesion c0 of these points are also represented in
Figure 5.21. Note that P2 and P5 are located in the weathered clay layer whereas C4 is
in the unweathered material. Starting at an initial gravity-induced elastic stress state,
the effective volumetric stress p0 reduces in P2 and P5 due to the rise of pore pressure
along part of the lower boundary. Afterwards, the shear stress q slightly increases until
the peak yield surface is reached at t∗ =0.83. At this point the softening process drifts the
strength down to residual conditions whilst pore pressures continue to increase. During
the motion (1.0 < t∗ < 1.2), the stresses vary but remain in residual conditions. Finally,
when the slope is stabilised (t∗ > 1.2), the stresses relax slightly and both P2 and P5
come again into elastic conditions. Point C4 behaves in a different manner. Because it is
located under the toe of the slide, far from the water recharge, p0 does not decrease and it
remains in elastic conditions throughout all the calculation. On the contrary, p0 increases
due to stacked material lying on top of it at the end of the instability.

5.3.3.7

Overall view of the slope instability

In order to provide an overall view of the slope instability, Figure 5.22 shows in a unified
way the progressive failure process, the stress evolution and the kinematic behaviour of the
slide. The evolution of mobilised friction angle and total displacement of three selected
material points initially located at the shear band (P1, P5 and P7) are presented. In
addition, reference times of Figure 5.18 are also indicated by vertical arrows. Some time
is needed until the water pressure is high enough to bring some points to a failed state.
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Between t∗ =0.83 and t∗ =0.85 progressive failure starts at the higher part (P1) and the
toe (P7) of the slope. The progressive shear localisation reactivates along the base and the
central part of the failure mechanism (P5). Residual strength conditions along the entire
failure surface are necessary to initialise the motion of the slope at t∗ =1.0. Immediately
afterwards, total displacements increase fast with the motion and all points of the sliding
surface remain at residual conditions. Finally a new stable geometry is achieved at t∗ =1.2
and the slope stops. Some points experience a small unloading and enter into elastic state.
Figure 5.23 shows the available effective cohesion in each material point at different times
of the instability process. In Figure 5.23a different peak values can be distinguished for the
two materials. The initiation of the progressive failure appears with the reduction of the
effective cohesion down to the residual value at these points located along a primary shear
band, the thickness of which is 1 or 2 elements (Figures 5.23b and 5.23c). Furthermore, a
secondary vertical band under residual conditions c0r appears at the centre of the primary
one and progresses upward to the surface of the slope. During the instability (Figures
5.23d and 5.23e) the vertical shearing plane splits the mobilised mass into two blocks while
the material degradation area becomes wider. Figure 5.23f shows the final distribution of
available c0 .

5.3.4

Sensitivity analysis

Several sensitive analysis have been carried out in order to study the effect of several
parameters in run-out and slope stability.

5.3.4.1

Effect of effective residual cohesion

Different values of c0r for the weathered clay material have been considered. It is observed
that the final motion of the slope is highly dependent on the effective residual cohesion
(Figure 5.24a). The lower the strength, the higher the run-out. Still, failure mechanism
is very similar in all cases.

5.3.4.2

Effect of time increment in calculations

Figure 5.24b shows the final displacement of the crest point for different time increments.
It is concluded that results converge to a stable displacement value when time increments
are reduced. The point marked with an arrow is the value adopted in the presented
simulations.
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5.3.4.3

Effect of permeability

The time step increment depends on permeability. The smaller the permeability, the
smaller the time step and the longer the computational time. For this reason the permeability considered in the calculation is 0.001 m/s which is several orders of magnitude
higher than the real one. In order to analyse the effect of permeability, the original model
is compared with another one with a smaller permeability of 0.0001 m/s.
The initiation of failure in the analysis with lower permeability is delayed (Tf =382s)
with respect the higher permeability one (Tf =39s) due to the slower pressure dissipation.
However, Figure 5.25 shows that if the results are presented considering the normalised
time (t∗ ), both cases are very similar. The evolution of point P is presented. The final
displacement observed in both analysis are identical, 0.65 m, and the evolution of pore
pressures is also very similar (see Figure 5.25).

5.3.5

Specific conclusions

The Selborne failure experiment remains as one of the most informative field experiences
to illustrate the nature of progressive failure in overconsolidated brittle, high plasticity
clays. The interest of the case increases because of the available information on postfailure behaviour. Therefore, an opportunity exists to perform an integrated analysis
of pre and post-failure slope behaviour. Validating such an experiment, which was preceded by a good identification of laboratory-based soil properties, provides an interesting
support to the analysis performed.
The analysis provided remarkable consistent and accurate results. The ”static” part
of the analysis described is in itself a valuable addition to the interpretation of field
measurements.
Some relevant points of the review of the pre-failure part of the experiment are:
• The identification of the progressive failure mechanism, which progresses from the
two extremes of the failure surface towards the central part of the sliding surface.
• The quantitative evolution of the mobilised average shear strength that shows two
distinct critical moments: the first arrival to peak strength and the last one. In
between, the average mobilised strength is essentially constant. The final sudden
drop in average mobilised strength triggers the accelerated slide motion.
The ”availability” of field displacements after failure allowed a further check of the MPM
model. The calculated displacement pattern agreed well with actual measurements. However, the result is highly dependent on the adopted residual effective cohesion. Small
changes of this strength parameter (justified in the Selborne case by the occurrence of ”in
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situ” suctions) result in significant changes of run-out results.
One limitation of the analysis refers to the effect of the initial excavation, which was
not considered. This is expected to modify to some degree the initial stress state. A
second difficulty is the very long computational time for the explicit code in cases of low
permeability. However, results plotted in terms of relative time with respect to the failure
time seem to be consistent with field data.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.18: (a) Distribution of 7 material points located at the shear band. Evolution of
the mobilised friction angle along the failure surface during (b) the elastic loading, (c) the
progressive failure initiation, and (d) the final part of the progressive failure.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.19: (a) Evolution mean mobilised friction angle and (b) averaged stress points.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 5.20: Kinematics of the motion. (a) Displacement vectors of points C1, C2, C3 and
C4. Evolution of (b) total displacement, (c) velocity, and (d) acceleration of four points of
the slide.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.21: Stress paths p0 -q of points P2, P5 and C4.
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Figure 5.22: Evolution in time of mobilised friction angle and slope displacements before
and after failure for points P1, P5 and P7.

Figure 5.23: Available effective cohesion during the overall instability.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.24: Total displacement of the crest point depending on: (a) the residual cohesion
of the weathered Gault Clay layer; and (b) the time step increment of the explicit calculation.

Figure 5.25: Effect of permeability on excess pore pressure and displacement of point P.
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5.4

5.4.1

Internal progressive failure in deep seated landslides
Introduction

The kinematics of a landslide motion is fundamental information to approach the mechanisms of deformation and their implication. The expected geometry of the sliding surface
and the terrain topography provide useful initial information. However, the complexity
of internal interactions within the rock mass, because of the imposed strain field during
sliding, is better addressed through appropriate models. This Section focuses on internally sheared compound landslides (see the updated Varnes classification of landslides,
Hungr et al. (2014)). Different failure mechanisms (Glastonbury and Fell, 2008a) may be
identified in compound slides (Figure 5.26). In these cases the slope response is determined by the generation of internal shears that make it possible to convert the landslide
into a kinematically admissible mechanism. In an internally sheared compound slide, the
pre-failure stage, defined as the initial motion leading to the development of a continuous
rupture surface, requires the continuous shearing not only along the basal failure surface
but also along internal planes.

Figure 5.26: Schematic illustrations of the mechanisms of internally sheared compound
slides. (Glastonbury and Fell, 2008a)

The onset of failure will be determined by the available strength along the basal and
internal shearing surfaces. It is common to find in nature landslides whose basal rupture
surface is defined by bedding planes. Others follow low strength strata that have been
pre-sheared under tectonic deformation events or previous sliding (some examples are
collected and discussed in Glastonbury and Fell (2008b)). This is the case, for instance,
of slides associated with synclines or complex rupture surfaces with undulations. These
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Figure 5.27: Two representative cross-sections of Vajont landslide: (a) Section 2; (b) Section
5. (After Hendron and Patton (1985)). P1 and P2 indicates the position of and length of
piezometers.

slopes can remain stable even if the safety factor with respect to the basal slip surface
is below unity. This fact can be explained because internal shearing planes require the
fracture of intact rock in orientations normal to the major direction of anisotropy (see
Figure 5.26). This mechanism implies that the available strength associated with internal
shearing is relatively high compared with the resistance offered by basal surfaces. Hence
the strength along both the basal surface and the internal shearing bands determine the
stability of the slope. The effect of the contribution of the available strength of internal
shearing planes is analysed in Alonso et al. (2010b) for the case of a biplanar compound
slide.
A strain weakening behaviour is expected when shearing rock masses. A progressive
failure mechanism is then expected. It will explain the acceleration of the landslide once
the kinematically admissible mechanism is generated and a set of failure surfaces are
completely formed. This aspect was also analysed, in a simple manner, by Alonso et al.
(2010b).
The relevant effect of internal shearing and internal brittleness was invoked by Hutchinson
(1987) to interpret the response of Vajont slide (Hendron and Patton, 1985). Vajont
slide is described as an ancient landslide reactivated due to the combined effect of a
reservoir impoundment which submerged part of the slope toe and rainfall infiltration.
Two representative cross-sections of Vajont slope are plotted in Figure 5.27.
The valley slope follows the shape of a syncline structure which folded Jurassic and
Cretaceous strata. The basal failure surface was located in clayey layers subjected to
intense shearing in past geological times because of previous instability. Above the sliding
surface, finely stratified layers of marl and limestone from the Mälm period were identified.
Given the shape of the basal failure surface the slide movement requires the shearing along
internal planes crossing the marl and limestone strata as a result of the sharp transition
between the upper and steeper failure surface and the lower and practically horizontal
part.
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Figure 5.28: Approximate variation of the safety factor with rising reservoir level showing
the internal breaking effect and the sudden acceleration resulting from brittle failure on
internal shears (from Hutchinson (1987)).

Vajont slide movements were correlated with the impounding of the reservoir. During
three years, from 1960 to 1963, the reservoir level rose from 580 m a.s.l to 700 m a.s.l.
During this period of time about 4 m of surface displacement were accumulated (Nonveiller, 1987). The increase of the reservoir level up to 700 m led to a violent and accelerated failure. The Vajont slide behaviour was interpreted by Hutchinson (1987, 1994)
who included the effect of internal shearing planes. Consider in Figure 5.28, the critical
stability condition of Vajont slope when the reservoir water level rose to an elevation of
about 600 m a.s.l. Under this condition a safety factor equal to 1 can be formally assigned
within the context of overall limit equilibrium. The increase of the reservoir level (from
600 m a.s.l. to 700 m a.s.l.) resulted in a pore pressure build-up and a reduction of
the effective shearing strength along the basal plane surface. As a result a progressive
increment of the mobilised shearing strength along the internal shearing planes crossing
the rock mass is expected in order to maintain equilibrium. Taking into account the brittleness of the Cretaceous limestones and marly limestones, the internal shearing strength
will be progressively mobilised. But this process has a limit. Continuous internal shearing
planes will eventually develop and a kinematically admissible mechanism will be formed.
According to Figure 5.28, at this moment the safety factor drops suddenly. This time
instant marks the sudden acceleration of the sliding mass.
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The post-failure behaviour in the case of internally sheared compound landslides, in general, and in the case of Vajont, in particular, should be analysed as a new stage of dynamic
deformation. Once the residual strength is reached along the most stressed internal shearing planes and the slide accelerates and moves forward, ”new” material from the upper
wedge having an available strength higher than the residual one, because it has not been
mobilised yet, should be sheared in order to fulfil the kinematic conditions of the motion.
This stage will be included in the analysis, as well as the new sliding geometry which is
continuously evolving with the motion.
The objective of this Section is to analyse the relevance of internal kinematics and the
internal degradation of the sliding mass through an appropriate computational tool capable of describing the landslide motion including the onset of the failure and the run-out
in the case of a brittle (strain-softening) rock.
The analysis presented here refers to a particular case which is inspired in Vajont landslide.
The landslide is triggered by increasing the pore water pressure inside the slope. Before
discussing the results obtained, the computational model, details of the analysis and
limitations are described. The evolution of the slope deformation during the pre-failure
stage and the post-failure response up to the stabilisation of the landslide is described.
Vajont landslide was characterised by the high velocity reached, which was estimated
to be about 20-30 m/s after 400 m of displacement approximately. These values were
estimated according to the height of the generated wave, which reached 235 m above the
reservoir level (Hendron and Patton, 1985). Such acceleration can be explained assuming
a drop of the basal shear strength to values near zero. The favourite explanation in a
number of published contributions on the subject is associated with the development of
frictional heat at the sliding surface which induces the increase in water pressure due to
the dilation of pore water as temperature increases (Cecinato and Zervos, 2012; Cecinato
et al., 2011; Goren and Aharonov, 2009; Hendron and Patton, 1985; Pinyol and Alonso,
2010a,b; Vardoulakis, 2002; Veveakis et al., 2007). In some contributions heat induced
soil plastic collapse of the shearing band is also included in the formulation.
The loss of strength available on the basal failure surface will also be introduced in the
analysis presented here. The objective is to calculate the slide run-out and maximum
velocity and to compare it with field behaviour. Unlike previous contributions the analysis
performed include a massive internal shearing in a brittle rock during the entire motion
of the slide, which implies major changes in geometry. The initial and final geometry of
Vajont landslide is plotted in Figure 5.29. The mass crossed the valley and climbed up
the opposite slope. This stage of the slide resulted also in internal rock shearing which
was incorporated into the analysis.
Analyses of Vajont were recently reported by Crosta et al. (2015) and Zhao et al. (2015).
The first paper describes a FE modelling adopting an arbitrary Eulerian-Lagrangian
method. They pay special attention to the generation of impulse waves in the reservoir.
The second paper represents the sliding mass by a DEM model.
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Figure 5.29: Cross sections (a) before and (b) after the landslide (from Del Ventisette et al.
(2015))

5.4.2

Description of the model

5.4.2.1

Geometry and numerical parameters

A simplified initial geometry of the Vajont slope but close to the real one is analysed here
(Figure 5.30). It is based on a representative cross-section of the valley located 600 m
upstream of the dam’s position, presented by Hendron and Patton (1987).
The geometry of the problem consists of a rock mass volume lying above a pre-existing

Figure 5.30: Cross-section of the MPM model. Initial geometry. Length in meters.
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basal sliding surface (Figure 5.30). Below the sliding surface the material remained unaffected hence it is not studied in this analysis.
The model presented in this work is a thin slice, 20 m wide, made of 4609 tetrahedral
elements. All nodes of the computational mesh are contained within the two slice faces.
In this way, a plane strain modelling is carried out restraining to zero the perpendicular
movement to the slice faces.
Figure 5.31 illustrates the initial distribution of the material points representing the rock
mass above the sliding surface. The computational mesh defines the whole domain of the
problem. Four material points are initially distributed within the fully filled elements.
The mean edge element size where the failure is expected is 20 m. A small value of
numerical damping has been considered (α=0.05) in this analysis.
Although the relationship between reservoir level and slide velocity was not entirely clear,
it seemed evident that the reservoir filling was the determining triggering mechanism of
the Vajont landslide. In fact, the groundwater conditions are poorly known. Only the
measurements of a few piezometers distributed along the slide (Figure 5.27) were available
(Hendron and Patton, 1987; Müller, 1964). Probably, the water pressures that really
controlled the stability of the slope were those prevailing at the sliding surface, but none
of the piezometers was deep enough to reach it.
In the MPM model presented here, the water level is maintained horizontal throughout
the calculation. This hypothesis is, to some extent, supported by the piezometric measurements, which recorded levels very similar to the water table of the reservoir. This
fact indicates that the toe of the sliding mass was permeable, which suggests that this
area was intensely fractured.
A drained analysis has been carried out, by means of the MPM mechanical formulation
combined with an effective stress analysis. At each time step, the water pressure is

Figure 5.31: Computational mesh and initial distribution of the material points.
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Figure 5.32: Kinematics of sliding. Two-block mechanism and internal rock degradation
(a case of compound landslide in a brittle material).

imposed directly on the material points. For a certain level of the reservoir, points located
above this level remain with no pressure; meanwhile the water pressure in points located
below the water table (including those along the contact surface) corresponds to the
hydrostatic profile for the given level at a corresponding time. In addition, free reservoir
water is not modelled in this analysis; hence the hydrostatic pressure against the slope
is not taken into account. This assumption implies that the model is closer to a limiting
state than the actual field conditions. However, this effect is small in this case.

5.4.2.2

Kinematic constrains of the model

Alonso et al. (2010a) analysed the kinematics of Vajont slide. They assumed that all
points slid parallel to the basal failure surface with the same absolute velocity. In advanced
stages of the post-failure, the motion of the slide implies that mass from the upper wedge
becomes part of the lower one (Figure 5.32). During this process, the lower sliding surface
accumulates shearing strains. On the other hand, the rock mass arriving to the position
of the internal shearing band becomes sheared to a certain extent and moves downhill
leaving intact the rock upslope (as indicated in Figure 5.32). According to this scenario,
the internal shearing band receives continuously new undisturbed rock as the slide moves
downhill. Shearing along the internal shearing band will result in a process of progressive
failure which, in an extreme case, will take the rock to residual conditions.
The model presented below will clarify if these assumptions are consistent with the brittle
constitutive model of the rock material and the overall geometrical dynamic evolution of
the motion.
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Figure 5.33: Simplified reconstruction of the paleolandslide: (a) original profile; (b) profile
after paleolandslide; (c) initial profile for the present analysis after erosion of the toe.

5.4.2.3

Materials and initial state

Vajont rockslide was, in fact, the reactivation of a paleolandslide. Semenza (2001) attempted to reconstruct the past history of the slide and he came up with a set of crosssections illustrating a possible sequence of events. He interpreted that erosion processes
at the toe of the slope caused by the Vajont river could explain the initiation of the failure
surface and the past motion of the slope. Figure 5.33 illustrates a simplified reconstruction of the paleolandslide. During the deformation process the slope was subjected to
cumulative relative displacements and intense fracturing, because of the kinematic constraints imposed by the kink of the sliding surface. Because the rock strength depends on
the deformation history, it could be expected that, at the time of the dam construction,
some areas could already be damaged.
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Table 5.3: Material parameters of rock mass.

Material parameter
Porosity
Young’s modulus [GPa]
Poisson’s coefficient
Solid density [kg/m3 ]
Effective peak cohesion [kPa]
Effective residual cohesion [kPa]
Effective peak friction angle [◦ ]
Effective residual friction angle [◦ ]
Shape factor η [-]

Value
0.2
5
0.33
2700
1900
300
42
36
150

The nature of the Vajont sliding surface was discussed by Hendron and Patton (1985).
They concluded that it was a layer of a few centimetres thick of high plasticity clay.
Taking into account the scale of the whole problem (the final displacement of the slope
was several hundred meters) the thickness of the shear band is neglected in this work.
A contact algorithm proposed by Bardenhagen et al. (2001) and implemented by AlKafaji (2013) is used to model the basal sliding surface. This is a frictional contact in
which the slip occurs when the tangential force exceeds the maximum allowable threshold
determined by Coulomb friction.
Considering the past history of the landslide it is clear that the residual friction angle
of the clay layers was the most relevant parameter controlling the strength of the basal
sliding surface. Most of the early Vajont stability analyses concentrated on determining
the basal sliding strength necessary to maintain the equilibrium of the slope (Kenney,
1967; Mencl, 1966; Skempton, 1966). Some of them are based on classic LEM in which
the basal stability angle (ϕ0b ) was estimated in the range of 18-28o . These values are
not consistent with laboratory tests. Some authors (Hendron and Patton, 1985; Tika
and Hutchinson, 1999) examined the shearing strength by direct and ring shear tests on
clay samples from the basal sliding surface and estimated that the static residual friction
angle was around ϕ0b =10o . Hendron and Patton (1985) suggested that the rugosity of the
failure surface could amount to two additional degrees and proposed ϕ0b =12o as a suitable
choice. In this analysis ϕ0b =12o has been used in the contact algorithm.
Above the basal sliding surface, marls layers were identified. Lying above marls, there
were limestone strata (Semenza, 2001). In this model, a unique rock material has been
used to simulate the whole rock volume. Following Hoek (2007), Alonso et al. (2010a)
approximated the strength envelope of the material above the sliding surface. The effective
Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters were determined for a range of normal stresses of 2
MPa (c0 =787 kPa and ϕ0 =38.5o ). They also analysed the static equilibrium of the slide
by using a simple two-block model and suggested a range of effective strength values.
These strength parameters are rough average approximations.
Rock material is typically characterised by brittle behaviour. In this work the MohrCoulomb peak envelope is defined by the strength parameters c0 p =1900 kPa and ϕ0 =42o ;
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Figure 5.34: Scheme of deviatoric plastic strain field under gravity loading (initial state).

the residual strength of the rock is defined by c0 p =300 kPa and ϕ0 =36o . The shape factor
adopted to control the rate of strength decrease is η=150. Other material parameters are
summarised in Table 5.3. Even if there are uncertainties on an appropriate set of average
”in situ” parameters (Superchi, 2012), the selected set offers a good approximation to
discuss the effect of internal degradation of the material during the landslide motion.
Reproducing the initial stress state in the field is a difficult task in the absence of data.
However, trying to exactly reproduce the processes that have affected the rock mass
during its past geological history is out of the scope of this work. In this analysis, a
gravity loading has been applied to the intact material in order to calculate an initial
stress state. It seemed reasonable to consider the rock weight as the most relevant factor
to determine the initial stress state in the slope.
In the model presented below, a gradual gravity loading is applied to the intact material.
As a result, some points above the kink are sheared accumulating plastic and a two-block
kinematically admissible mechanism is initiated. The strength is reduced locally along
this ”initial” internal shear band and its mean value becomes intermediate between peak
and residual states (Figure 5.34). Finally, a stable geometry is obtained. During this
process, the level of the reservoir is maintained at the position of the horizontal lower
basal sliding surface (hw =0 m). As a consequence, the rock located within the current
internal shear band damages according to the brittleness of the material.
Because the paleolandslide was not simulated, the toe of the slope remains under peak
conditions. The stability of a compound slide is essentially controlled by the strength
of both the basal surface and the internal shearing band. Therefore, the strength of the
rock mass that has already been sheared at the kink does not play a significant role in
the stability of the slope.
Figure 5.34 shows the accumulated deviatoric plastic strain after gravity loading. It is
localised along an almost vertical band that initiates at the existing kink of the basal
surface and progresses a significant distance upwards.
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5.4.3

Numerical results

5.4.3.1

Dynamic behaviour and internal degradation of rock mass

According to Hendron and Patton (1985); Hutchinson (1987) (Fig.5.28), Vajont slide
reached critical stability conditions when the reservoir water level was about 20 m above
the lowest level of the slide toe. However, surface measurements indicated an accelerated movement, for the first time, when the water level was around 70 m. Immediately
afterwards, the reservoir was partially emptied in order to stabilise the slope. Later on,
the reservoir level was increased and decreased again. Finally, the fast landslide occurred
when the reservoir elevation was about 120 m.
In this work, only an initial increase (60 m) the water level has been simulated and no
further decrease of reservoir elevation has been considered. For this reason, the reservoir
level was maintained at 60 m. In the model presented here, the water level is increased
in intervals of 10 m up to failure (Figure 5.35). Afterwards, it is maintained constant
thereafter until stabilisation of the motion.
The movement of point P0 (Figure 5.30) is illustrated in Figure 5.36. Note that the displacement is in meters and the scale is logarithmic. As the water pressures increase within
the slope, P0 is stable. When the water level reaches a value of 60 m, the displacement
of P0 increases rapidly leading to a final movement of 8.5 m. In the same figure, the
movement of point P1, located at the upper sliding wedge, is also represented. It is clear
that both points (P0 and P1) displace the same amount, which supports the kinematic
hypothesis suggested by Alonso et al. (2010a).
Water level rise causes a reduction of the mean effective stresses within the slope, leading
more points to reach the yield function envelope. The strain softening behaviour reduces
the available strength and the progressive internal degradation of the rock mass continues.
This mechanism was identified as a progressive failure phenomenon by early contributions
(Bishop, 1971; Cooper, 1996; Skempton, 1964). The displacement of the slope increases
slowly during this process whereas a shearing plane, dividing the sliding rock mass in
two well defined wedges, is being formed. When hw =60 m, the admissible kinematic
mechanism is completely developed and the slope accelerates immediately afterwards.
In Figure 5.37 the evolution of plastic strain is illustrated at five different times. As water
pressure increases, the initial internal shear band is formed (Figures 5.37a, 5.37b). It can
be distinguished in Figure 5.37c. In Figure 5.37d the reservoir level reaches 60 m and just
afterwards the instability occurs. Figure 5.37e corresponds to the final stabilised geometry
of the slope, in which a noticeably wider shear band can be observed. A moderate change
in the direction of the shearing band is also noticed. The initial shearing band (Figure
5.34 and 5.37a) is subvertical. The shear band at the end of the progressive failure (Figure
5.37e) follows closely the bisector plane of the two basal sliding planes.
In order to analyse the progressive failure mechanism developed within the internal shear
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Figure 5.35: Water table evolution.

Figure 5.36: Run out of the slide. Variation of absolute displacements of points P0 and
P1, in terms of reservoir water level.

band just before the instability, the mobilised friction angle ϕ
b0 (Eq.5.10) has been determined at 8 material points distributed along the internal failure surface (Fig.5.38).
The curves indicate the evolution at different times of the calculation. It is important
to highlight that the available strength at the initial state (t0 ) depends on the material
point because some points have previously plastified during the gravity loading. As hw
increases, the material degrades progressively upwards. Point 8 is the last one to reach
the peak strength envelope just when hw =60 m (t4 ). Finally, when the motion begins the
strength of the whole surface is reduced to residual conditions (t5 ). Note that the mean
available strength at the beginning of this process is smaller than the peak value due to
previous accumulated shearing.
The relationship between run-out and velocity of the moving mass is presented in Figure
5.39. The slide reaches a maximum velocity of 0.5 m/s and stops after a displacement
of 8.9 m. Following the classification system proposed by the International Union of
Geological Sciences Working Group on Landslides (1995), this can be considered as ”very
rapid” landslide (velocity limits: 0.05-5 m/s). The calculated run-out-velocity relationship
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is very similar to the relationship calculated by Alonso et al. (2010a) in which the dynamic
motion equation for two interacting wedges was solved.

5.4.3.2

Reduction of basal surface friction angle

Vajont slide moved forward approximately 450 m in a few seconds, reaching an estimated
velocity of 20-30 m/s (Hendron and Patton, 1985), which is an ”extremely rapid” motion.
The main relevant question is why the sliding mass accelerated so much. The maximum
speed in the model discussed in the previous section is about two orders of magnitude
lower, despite the effort to reproduce the real case.
Authors tried to explain the increase in speed in different ways. One of them is the effect
of strain rate on clay friction. Tika and Hutchinson (1999) tested at different strain rates
remoulded specimens from clay layers belonging to the sliding surface. They found that
friction angle decreases with strain rate and they reported minimum residual values of
ϕ0b =5o . Many authors have reported in recent years the results of high velocity shearing
(limited to around 1.3 m/s in most cases) in a variety of soil types (Di Toro et al., 2006;
Ferri et al., 2010; Han and Hirose, 2012; Liao et al., 2011; Mizoguchi et al., 2007; Yang
et al., 2014) tested both saturated and unsaturated. The change in friction angle with
shearing rates is however a controversial issue discussed in some detail in Alonso et al.
(2015).
The most accepted explanation for the extremely high sliding velocity is associated with
the development of frictional heat at the basal sliding surface (Nonveiller, 1987; Pinyol
and Alonso, 2010a; Uriel Romero and Molinia, 1977; Vardoulakis, 2002; Voight and Faust,
1982). The initiation of the movement and the frictional work input on the sliding shearing
band results in an increase in temperature. Then, water pressure within the clayey band
increases and the available effective stress along the basal sliding surface is reduced to
near-zero values and shearing strength vanishes (which is equivalent to the condition
ϕ0b ≈0o ).
In order to analyse the effect of the basal strength on the sliding speed two additional
calculations have been carried out. Starting at the stabilised geometry (described in the
previous section), and maintaining the water level at hw =60 m, the effective friction angle
imposed along the basal contact surface was reduced from ϕ0b =12o to ϕ0b =5o in the first
calculation, and to ϕ0b =0o in the second one.
Figure 5.40 shows the results for the two analyses. The evolution of the accumulated
deviatoric plastic strain is presented. The two slides accelerate immediately after the
reduction of the basal contact strength. Mass from the active wedge enters into the
internal shearing zone. Strength in the band reduces due to the brittle behaviour of the
rock and, this degraded mass becomes part of the passive wedge as the motion proceeds.
When the mobilised mass reaches the opposite side of the valley another shearing zone
is developed at the position of the kink of the basal surface. Now, the toe of the slope,
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which until now has remained at peak strength, is sheared as it climbs the slope. The
smaller the basal strength, the longer the upward displacement of the rock mass before
getting a new stable geometry.
In order to illustrate the degradation of the rock material during the post-failure stage
(when ϕ0b =0o ), 13 material points located 130 m above the basal surface and distributed
along the landslide have been analysed (see Figure 5.41). Figure 5.42 shows the evolution
of the mobilised friction angle. Note that points 5 and 6 are initially plastified because
they are located within the shear band developed during the increase of the water level
in the reservoir. The upper wedge is sheared as it approaches the position of the kink
(Figure 5.42a). When the slope reaches the opposite side, the material points from the
lower wedge plastify as well (Figure 5.42b). Finally, points 7 and 8, located in the central
zone, remain in elastic conditions.
Figure 5.43 shows the relationship between run-out and the velocity of the moving mass
in the two calculations. For ϕ0b =5o , the slide reaches a maximum velocity of 14 m/s and
it moves forward 344 m. If the basal friction vanishes (ϕ0b =0o ), the mobilised mass moves
faster, reaches a maximum velocity of 25 m/s and the calculated final run-out is 491 m.
This data is consistent with the accepted behaviour of Vajont landslide.

5.4.4

Discussion and specific conclusions

This Section provides some insight into the role of internal shearing to explain the motion
of compound landslides. The example analysed, directly based on Vajont geometry, is
typical of an initial syncline folding of strata followed by river erosion. In cases of reactivation of previous instability, internal shearing plays a key role to stabilise the impending
motion. The limit is the exhaustion of the strength in a shearing area. If the material
involved is brittle, the internal failure results in a progressive failure mechanism.
In the example presented, the internal failure process is complex because the initial equilibrium state resulted in some post-peak strain softening at a few locations. Further
loading (in our case controlled by a rise in water level) resulted in a progressive failure
which essentially evolved from the ”kink” defined by the geometry of the basal slip surface
towards the surface of the slope. Once the last point resisting under peak conditions in
the internal shear band advances into strain softening, the failure mechanism becomes
kinematically admissible. Afterwards, the slide acceleration begins.
An interesting outcome of the analysis presented is that the resulting kinematic mechanism is essentially defined by a single localisation plane which, after some displacement,
can be defined as the bisector of the two planes defining the basal sliding surface. This
outcome was not obvious because many kinematic mechanisms may explain the motion
of the geometry analysed. However, details of the precise continuity and irregularities of
the sliding plane will most likely control the geometry of the kinematic mechanism and
the position, orientation and number of internal shearing surfaces.
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The calculated thickness of the internal shearing plane was significant (20-50m) but this
result may be a consequence of the size of elements of the computational mesh. Note
also that the rock was discretised as a homogeneous elastoplastic brittle material with no
internal structure: bedding planes and fractures. They could play a significant role in the
development of kinematic mechanisms. The computational method (MPM), inherently
dynamic, provides interesting information on the post-failure motion of the slide. Velocity
and run-out are calculated, as well as the evolving geometry during the motion.
There was a special interest in checking if the known velocity and run-out of Vajont
landslide could be simulated by a combination of internal rock brittleness and a non-zero
friction angle at the sliding surface. In fact, a number of previous analyses which rely on
thermal pressurisation along the basal sliding surface indicated that a zero shear strength
was required to reproduce the actual observation. The present contribution confirms that
this is the case, even if a significant brittleness is assigned to the internal shearing and
even if the kinematic sliding mechanism is simulated with a reasonable accuracy.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.37: Contours of deviatoric plastic strain at different positions of the water level.
(a) hw =50 m; (b) hw =54 m; (c) hw =57 m; (d) hw =60 m; (e) final stable geometry.
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Figure 5.38: Progressive failure. Evolution of mobilised friction angle along the internal
shear band at different times (in terms of water level): (t0 ) initial state; (t1 ) hw =20 m; (t2 )
hw =40 m; (t3 ) hw =50 m; (t4 ) hw =57 m; (t5 ) hw =60 m.

Figure 5.39: Calculated run-out and slide velocity of point P0.
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Figure 5.40: Accumulated deviatoric plastic strain at different times. Effect of effective
friction angle at the basal sliding surface.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.41: Location of thirteen material points (a) just before the vanishing (ϕ0b =0o ) of
the basal friction angle and (b) at the final stable geometry.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.42: Rock degradation for ϕ0b =0o . Evolution of mobilised friction angle at thirteen
material points distributed along the slope, parallel to the basal failure surface (indicated in
Figure 5.41). (a) Initial degradation of the upper wedge; (b) toe degradation.

Figure 5.43: Calculated run-outs and sliding velocity. Effect of friction angle at the basal
sliding surface.
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5.5

Numerical slope instability problem. Effect of brittleness on run-out

In this Section a theoretical slope is analysed, in which he shear band propagation and
shear stress distribution are discussed. However, the focus here is on exploring the material properties controlling the run-out distance and velocity of the unstable mass. The
influence of the brittleness of the material on the triggering of instability and run-out is
evaluated by means of a parametric study varying peak and residual strength. Correlations between run-outs and brittleness are presented. The results are discussed with the
aim of deriving practical conclusions.

5.5.1

Description of the model

The instability of a slope, 6 m high and 37◦ steep, is analysed here. The slope failure
was triggered by increasing the pore water pressure at the lower boundary simulating a
phreatic level rise. This is a plane strain simulation; the lower boundary was fixed and
horizontal displacements along vertical contours were prevented. The water pressure is
zero along the slope surface, the lateral contours are impermeable and saturated conditions
are considered during the calculation. The mesh was refined in the region where the failure
is expected in order to get more accurate results and to optimise the computational cost.
Initially the slope remains in equilibrium. The calculation starts with the application of a
40 kPa increase in pore pressure along the lower boundary during 1 second. Afterwards,
the water pressure on the boundary is maintained constant during the entire simulation.
The Mohr-Coulomb strain softening constitutive model described in the previous section
was used to simulate the brittle behaviour of a soil. The properties of the material are
presented in Table 5.4 and a shape factor of 500 is adopted. Since permeability is not
a relevant parameter in the analysis presented here, a high value (0.001 m/s) has been
Table 5.4: Soil parameters of the slope.

Soil parameter
Porosity [-]
Permeability [m/s]
Young’s modulus [kPa]
Poisson’s coefficient [-]
Effective peak cohesion [kPa]
Effective residual cohesion [kPa]
Effective peak friction angle [◦ ]
Effective residual friction angle [◦ ]
Shape factor η [-]
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Value
0.2
0.001
20000
0.33
5
0.5
35
20
500
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.44: Distribution of the shear strain at different times. Note the different scales of
the shear strain.

adopted to simulate the slope failure in a relatively short time.
In order to reduce numerical instabilities, a damping force has been included in the
momentum balance equation. It is proportional to the corresponding unbalanced force
by means a proportional factor α=0.05 (Table 5.4).
The increase of pore pressure reduces the effective stresses in the slope. This fact leads to
some points to reach peak conditions. The strain softening effect decreases progressively
the strength parameters of the plastic zones down to the residual yield surface. As a
result, the gravitational stresses are sufficient to induce a progressive failure in the case
analysed.
Failure development is illustrated in Figure 5.44 by representing the shear strain contours
at two different times. At 8.3 s a shear band localises providing a failure mechanism
and afterwards the instability initiates. During the movement, the shear band spreads.
Finally, when the new geometry becomes stable, a wider shear zone is observed (Figure
5.44b). Figure 5.45 shows the final displacements field. In this case, the achieved maximum displacement is 9.1 m and the displacement between the toe of the initial and the
final slope geometries is 9.5 m.
A similar analysis of the progressive failure mechanism presented in previous sections has
been carried out here (see Figure 5.46). Figure 5.46a indicates that, in this case, the
degradation of the material initiates at the foot of the slope and propagates upwards. It
is clear that points along the failure surface reach the peak yield envelope at different
moments depending on the evolution of the progressive failure mechanism. Because of
that, the stability of the slope will not be strictly controlled by the material peak strength,
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Figure 5.45: Distribution of the calculated total displacement at 25 s after the initiation
of the failure. The maximum displacement of the toe is also indicated.

but, rather, by the maximum mean strength that can be mobilised along the slip surface,
which is a value intermediate between peak and residual strengths.
In Figure 5.46b, the evolution of the progressive failure is represented in terms of the
average mobilised friction angle. A very similar behaviour is observed in modelling of the
Selborne experiment (Sec.5.3). Due to the increase of water pressure in the slope, the
mean friction angle increases up to a maximum value. Afterwards, there is a drop of the
available mobilised strength. Then, the progressive failure develops maintaining the mean
mobilised friction angle approximately constant. This process ends abruptly at t=8.6 s,
when the final point in the failure mechanism reaches peak conditions and is softens down
to residual conditions. This leads to the onset of instability and the motion begins.
Figure 5.47a presents the time evolution of the effective cohesion and the displacement
experienced by point P5. Figure 5.47b shows the stress path of P5. Initially, stress
conditions are given by point A in Figure 5.47b. The slope remains stable. Due to
the increase of pore pressure imposed at the bottom boundary, the effective mean stress
decreases and, at 8.2 s (indicated by point B in the figure), the material point reaches
the peak yield surface. The material point plastifies, triggering a sudden drop of the
cohesion (controlled by η), from peak to residual value. At t=8.6 s (the time required to
develop the global failure mechanism) the slope becomes unstable and the displacement
increases significantly. At t=15 s, after 5 m of displacement, the material point stops
when equilibrium has been established for the final geometry. Beyond t=15 s the stress
state of point P5 unloads slightly and enters into the elastic domain.

5.5.2

Parametric study

A parametric study was carried out with the aim of studying the slope stability and the
post-failure behaviour as a function of the soil brittleness.
The brittleness of the soil has been defined in terms of the brittleness index IB (5.12)
proposed by Bishop (1967). It is a measure of the decrease of the shear strength from a
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.46: (a) Distribution of the mobilised friction angle along the initial shear band
at different times. (b) Evolution of progressive failure in terms of mean mobilised friction
angle.

peak value (Eq.5.13) to a residual one (Eq.5.14) and it ranges from 0 to 1.
IB =

τp − τr
τp

(5.12)

Shear strengths cam be calculated as
τp = c0p + σn 0 tan ϕ0p

(5.13)

τr = c0r + σn 0 tan ϕ0r

(5.14)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.47: Variable evolution of a point located on the sliding surface. (a) Effective
cohesion evolution and displacement calculated. (b) Stress path in terms of deviatoric stress
q and mean effective stress p0 .

where σn 0 is the effective normal stress in a particular point on the sliding surface.
A total of 82 simulations for different values of peak and residual strength were run. The
initial geometry is the same for all of them and it is identical to the case described previously. Two different excess pore pressures (∆P ) were introduced at the lower boundary,
40 and 70 kPa to examine the effect of the destabilising action on the slide run-out and
velocity. Common material properties were given in Table 5.4. The strength parameters
that vary for each particular case are indicated in Tables 5.5 and 5.6.
A representative value of IB is calculated for each simulation that becomes unstable.
When the slope remains stable, determining a particular IB is not possible because no sliding surface can be defined. Note that IB depends on σn 0 (Eq.5.12, Eq.5.13 and Eq.5.14).
Therefore, different values of effective normal stress may lead to different values of brittleness. In order to characterise each case with a unique value of IB , σn 0 has been calculated
as the average of the normal stresses to the sliding surface of a set of material points
distributed along the initial failure mechanism at the moment in which the global failure
develops.
In order to evaluate the post-failure slope response, the run-out is an important parameter to determine. Published data on run-out, based on simple approaches, consider a
landslide represented by the centre of mass of the total mobilised volume, hence the runout calculated in those cases is considered as the movement of such a point (Hsü, 1975;
Sassa, 1988; Scheidegger, 1973). However, these models do not consider the changes in
geometry that may experience the moving mass during the instability.
In this Section, run-out is defined as the distance between the toe of the initial slope
and the toe of the slope after failure once equilibrium has been re-established. This is
a convenient parameter to evaluate the extent of the slide and it is directly related to
the associated risk. It is important to highlight that this definition is not necessarily
equivalent to the maximum displacement achieved by any point of the slope.
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Figure 5.48: Comparison between the initial failure mechanisms obtained using MPM and
LEM analysis.

5.5.3

Change in residual strength

Accepting a common peak strength of c0p =5 kPa and ϕ0 p =35◦ , 61 simulations have been
carried out in order to study the effect of residual strength on the onset of instability
and post-failure behaviour. A list of these simulations is presented in Table 5.5, in which
values of IB and run-out are also indicated.
A comparison between initial failure mechanisms obtained with MPM and with a Limit
Equilibrium Method LEM (Morgensten-Price) is shown in Figure 5.48. The shape of the
failure surfaces is very similar to LEM’s prediction. However, the depth of the failure
surface slightly depends on the case simulated, ie.: the higher c0r , the deeper the failure
surface.
Figure 5.49a shows the correlation between run-out and IB . The results converge in a
unique curve which indicates that run-out increases with IB . When IB exceeds 0.83,
the toe of the mobilised mass reach the right boundary of the domain, which is located
at a distance of 26 m from the initial toe. Therefore, the maximum run-out calculated
is limited to 26 m. Moreover, when IB > 0.75, mobilised material points abandon the
dense computational mesh and enter into a rougher mesh. In these cases the integration
becomes less accurate and results may be slightly less reliable.
If the maximum displacement achieved by a point of the slope is considered instead of
run-out, a similar trend but much more dispersion of the results is observed in Figure
5.49b. However the dispersion is significantly higher in this case.
Different values of ∆P barely affect the IB -run-out relationship. However, the minimum
brittleness required to induce instability (IˆB ) varies with ∆P . If ∆P =40 kPa, IˆB is
40
70
around 0.5 (IˆB
), whereas for ∆P =70 kPa it decreases to 0.22 (IˆB
). The higher intensity
of the triggering mechanism, the lower is the IB to induce instability.
Figure 5.50 shows the final geometries of two simulations characterised by the same value
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.49: (a) Relationship between run-out and IB . (b) Relationship between maximum
displacement achieved by a point and IB . All simulations have the same peak strength (c0p =5
kPa and ϕ0 p =35◦ ). P indicates the imposed pore water pressure which induced the failure.

of IB . Despite having a similar value of the run-out, the distribution of final displacements
is very different due to the different values of the residual cohesion. Materials having a
low residual cohesion c0r lead to shallow failures unlike the deep failures associated with
higher residual cohesion.
Figure 5.51 illustrates the stable geometries after failure for 5 simulations with the same
c0r =0.5 kPa. The same pattern of displacements is observed in all the cases. However,
the run-out increases and the slope becomes flatter with increasing values of brittleness.
In order to highlight the dynamics of the failure, Figure 5.52 show the evolution of the
displacement (Figure 5.52a) and the velocity (Figure 5.52b) of a material point initially
located just above the initial shear band. They correspond to the same unstable simu133
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.50: Final geometry for two simulations with same IB . The displacements of the
material points are indicated in the colour scales.

lations presented previously in Figure 5.51. These plots illustrate different phases of an
instability process. Initially, and for a given period of time, the slope is stable and displacements and velocities are zero. At the end of this stage, the progressive failure takes
place. When the initial failure mechanism develops, velocity increases rapidly and the
mobilised mass moves forward. After a peak value of the velocity (in the cases analysed
it varies from 1 to 2 m/s), velocity decreases until the slope reaches a new stable profile.
Additionally it can be observed that in slopes with larger values of IB , for the same peak
strength: (i) the instability occurs earlier; (ii) the velocity increases more suddenly; (iii)
the peak velocities reach larger values; (iv) it is necessary more time to reach the stable
geometry; and (v) the final run-out is longer.

5.5.3.1

Change in peak strength

The following combinations of c0p and ϕ0 p have been adopted in order to study the effect of
peak strength on the slope behaviour. The corresponding peak envelopes are illustrated
in Figure 5.53.
• c0p =5 kPa, ϕ0 p =35◦ (already analysed in the previous section)
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• c0p =5 kPa, ϕ0 p =45◦
• c0p =9 kPa, ϕ0 p =20◦
For each case, several simulations have been carried out varying the residual strength
parameters according to Table 5.6.
Following the same procedure described previously, the brittleness index IB has been
calculated for each unstable simulation. The effect of IB on run-out is presented in
Figure 5.54a. Although it is clear that for larger values of IB the run-out increases, two
different relationships can be distinguished. Whereas the combination of c0p =5 kPa and
ϕ0 p =45◦ matches with the correlation defined in Figure 5.54a, those simulations with
c0p =9 kPa and ϕ0 p =20◦ define a distinct correlation.
Figure 5.54b shows the variation of the maximum displacement achieved by a point depending on IB , and, as occurs in Figure 5.54b, a scattered distribution of the results is
shown.
In order to explain the distinct behaviour, three simulations with the same IB and different
peak strengths are analysed in Figures 5.55 and 5.56. While in the first two simulations
the shear strain localises along a single band (Figures 5.55a and 5.55b), in the third
simulation (Figure 5.55c) an additional shear band appears deeper and less intense. This
leads to a generation of a completely different failure mechanism.

Figure 5.51: Final geometries of simulations with c0r =0.5 kPa. The displacements of the
material points are indicated in the indicated colour scale.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.52: (a) Displacement and (b) velocity of the material point P for simulations with
c0r =0.5 kPa.

Finally, in Figure 5.56, the final displacements field are presented for the previous three
simulations. It is clear that the mobilised mass is larger in the third simulation.

5.5.4

Discussion

It has been shown that run-out, defined as the distance between the toe of the initial
slope and the toe once equilibrium has been re-established after the instability, is not
equivalent to the maximum displacement achieved by any point of the slope (see Figures
5.49 and 5.54). While a clear relationship cannot be obtained between IB and maximum
displacement, IB and run-out correlate well.
The difference between these two parameters (run-out and maximum displacement) is
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Figure 5.53: Peak Mohr-Coulomb envelopes.

evident especially when the failure mechanism is deep and the landslide is essentially a
rotational movement. However, both measures are much more similar when the initial
failure is shallow (see Figures 5.55 and 5.56). An explanation is that sliding displacements
analysed here are similar to the initial height of the slope and, therefore, the displacement
fields are dominated by the initial geometry of the failure mechanism.
In ”large-scale” instabilities, in which the travelled distance is much larger than the initial size of the slope, the expected differences between run-out and maximum travelled
distance will be lower, even irrelevant. However, the run-out will essentially depend on
the topography rather than the brittleness of the source material.
It has been observed that when different peak strength envelopes are considered, the IB run-out relationship is not unique (see Figure 5.54a). In order to fully understand this
behaviour it is important to note that IB combines peak and residual values into a simple
parameter. Hence it is essential to determine the role played by both peak and residual
strengths in the stability of the slope, in the slip surface geometry and in the post-failure
response.
In order to determine what parameters control the stability of the slope, the effect of
cohesion drop (Eq.5.15) and friction decrease (Eq.5.16) has been examined as well as its
relationship with the external triggering action (pore water pressure increase in the lower
boundary).
∆c0 = (c0p − c0r )/c0p
(5.15)
∆ϕ0 = (tan ϕ0p − tan ϕ0r )/ tan ϕ0p

(5.16)

Figure 5.57 shows all the combinations of ∆c0 and ∆ϕ0 shown in Table 5.5 for ∆P =40
kPa and ∆P =70 kPa. Since in all cases the peak strength is the same, it is clear that the
lower the increments of water pressure, the higher is the required strength reduction to
make the slope unstable. Furthermore, these results suggest that the available strength
that defines the stability of the slope results from an intermediate value between peak
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.54: Relationships between IB and (a) run-out and (b) maximum displacement
achieved by a point.

and residual strength envelopes. Moreover, both cohesion and friction angle play a similar
role in determining a threshold that define whether the slope will become unstable, or on
the contrary, will remain stable.
These observations make sense with the results presented in Figure 5.46, where the evolution of the progressive failure mechanism is shown. The strength that controls the
initiation of the progressive failure development depends on the maximum value of the averaged mobilised strength along the slip surface. This means that the maximum strength
delivered by the failure mechanism depends on both peak and residual strengths.
Therefore, the geometry of the initial failure mechanism will be definitely influenced by
both peak and residual strengths (see Figures 5.48 and 5.55). In particular, the depth
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Figure 5.55: Distribution of the shear strain at different times for three simulations with
similar IB but different peak and residual strength envelopes.

Figure 5.56: Final distribution of total displacements field for 3 cases with similar IB but
different peak strengths.

is controlled by the residual cohesion but mostly by the peak cohesion. Higher values of
cohesion lead to deeper failure mechanisms.
In addition, the influence of peak and residual strengths on the value of run-out has
been analysed. Figure 18 shows most of the cases presented in Table 5.6. It is clear
that simulations having the same residual strength have quite similar values of run-out
even if different peak yield surface envelopes define the material (see Figure 5.58). This
means that the post-failure behaviour is strongly influenced by the residual state It makes
sense because when the post-failure stage initiates, material located in shear bands has
experienced enough plastic shear strain to be totally softened. This has also been shown
in Figure 5.46b.
However, post-failure behaviour is also influenced by the initial acceleration of the motion,
which is proportional to the strength drop just at the end of the progressive failure
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.57: Stability of the slope depending on the combination of cohesion drop (∆c0 )
and friction angle decrease (∆ϕ0 ). The increase of pore pressure at the lower boundary is
(a) ∆P =40 kPa and (b) ∆P =70 kPa. The same peak strength is maintained in all these
simulations (c0p =5 kPa and ϕ0p =35◦ ).

development. Such a magnitude also depends on peak conditions.
Finally, Figures 5.50 and 5.56 show that the final displacements field is very dependent
on the failure geometry for these ”small-scale” instabilities, and lower residual frictional
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Figure 5.58: Influence of residual strength on run-out for three different peak MohrCoulomb envelopes.

angles lead to flatter final slopes. The kinematic behaviour has been analysed (Figure
5.52) and it was found that the maximum slide acceleration has been calculated at the
early stages of the motion. Maximum velocities increase with increasing IB .

5.5.5

Specific conclusions

An example involving a regular geometry and a homogeneous slope has been analysed.
The triggering mechanism is an imposed increase in water pressure on the lower boundary
of the domain.
The characterisation of the slope material by means of a strain softening elastoplastic
constitutive law allows the simulation of the progressive failure phenomenon. Irreversible
shear strain contours show the propagation of the failure surface from the foot of the
slope towards the upper part.
Alternative combinations of peak and residual cohesion and friction have been selected
and a degree of brittleness, IB , proposed by Bishop (1967) has been assigned to the
unstable cases. IB is calculated for the average value of the normal effective stress acting
on the initial failure surface.
Both run-out and maximum displacements have been represented in terms of the brittleness index. Run-out has been defined here as the distance between the toe of the initial
slope and the toe of the slope after failure once equilibrium has been re-established. It
was found that IB and run-out correlate well when a common peak strength envelope is
adopted. In all cases the run-out increases with IB . It can be concluded that run-out is
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a useful measure for landslide risk analysis which provides information of the downslope
area invaded by the slide.
On the other hand, the stability of the slope and the failure mechanism process is heavily
controlled by both peak and residual strengths; residual strength is more relevant during
the post-failure behaviour and influences the run-out. Moreover, the geometry of the
initial slip surface determines the final displacements field.
The onset of failure also depends on the magnitude of the triggering mechanism. It has
been verified that the higher the magnitude of the triggering mechanism, the lower IB is
sufficient to induce instability. This fact allows defining a brittleness threshold IˆB which
determines the minimum brittleness required to induce instability for a certain excess
pore pressure. However, the magnitude of the applied excess pressure (∆P ) does not
change the general observations discussed above.
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Table 5.5: Run-out and IB for all simulations performed with a common peak strength
envelope (c0p =5 kPa and ϕ0 p =35◦ ) for different residual strengths and two water pressure
recharges (∆P ).

c0r [kPa]
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

ϕ0 r [◦ ]
35
25
20
15
10
5
0
30
25
20
15
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
30
25
20
15
10
25
20
15
10
35
30
25
20
15
10
35
30
25
20
15
10
5

∆P =40 kPa
IB
Run-out
stable
0.0
stable
0.0
stable

0.0

stable
0.68

0.0
14.5

stable

0.0

stable
0.57
0.66
0.74
0.83

0.0
6.9
12.1
14.9
25.0

stable
0.58
0.67
0.75
stable
stable
0.58
0.65
0.72
0.80
stable
0.52
0.62
0.68
0.76
0.83
0.91

0.0
7.0
11.2
14.8
0.0
0.0
7.0
9.5
14.0
20.0
0.0
6.0
8.8
12.6
17.4
26.0
26.0
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∆P =70 kPa
IB
Run-out
stable
0.0
stable
0.0
0.32
1.4
0.43
3.4
0.54
6.0
0.63
11.6
stable
0.28
0.39
0.48
0.22
0.33
0.41
0.49
0.57
0.67
0.75
0.87
0.37
0.46
0.56
0.64
0.73
0.50
0.60
0.67
0.75
0.39
0.45
0.55
0.63
0.70
0.79

0.0
1.4
2.8
5.2
0.7
2.2
3.3
5.2
8.2
12.7
17.0
21.1
2.9
4.9
6.4
10.1
14.6
5.7
7.5
11.7
15.6
3.5
5.4
6.4
8.8
13.0
17.2
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Table 5.6: Run-out and IB for all simulations performed with three peak yield surface
envelopes.

c0r

[kPa]
6
6
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

0

◦

ϕr [ ]
20
15
10
5
35
25
20
15
10
5
30
25
20
15
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
30
25
20
15
10
25
20
15
10
35
30
25
20
15
10

c0p =5 kPa
ϕ0 p =35◦
IB
Run-out

stable
stable
0.32
0.43
0.54
0.63
stable
0.28
0.39
0.48
0.22
0.33
0.41
0.49
0.57
0.67
0.75
0.87
0.37
0.46
0.56
0.64
0.73
0.50
0.60
0.67
0.75
0.39
0.45
0.55
0.63
0.70
0.79

0.0
0.0
1.4
3.4
6.0
11.6
0.0
1.4
2.8
5.2
0.7
2.2
3.3
5.3
8.2
12.7
17.0
21.1
2.9
4.9
6.4
10.0
14.6
5.7
7.5
11.7
15.6
3.5
5.4
6.4
8.9
13.1
17.2
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∆P =70 kPa
c0p =5 kPa
ϕ0 p =45◦
IB
Run-out

0.65

9.5

0.65
0.70
0.77
0.84

10.0
13.1
15.3
19.5

c0p =9 kPa
ϕ0 p =20◦
IB
Run-out
stable
0.0
0.3
1.4
0.42
4.8
0.56
13.4

0.25
0.36
0.48
0.64

1.3
3.0
8.7
15.0

0.38
0.5
0.62

5.4
9.0
13.9

0.46
0.57
0.68

8.0
12.5
17.0

0.52
0.61

12.7
15.1
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5.6

Concluding remarks

Slope stability and post-failure behaviour were analysed by means of the coupled hydromechanical formulation (2-phase 1-point MPM formulation).
The study focusses in the modelling of brittle materials, such as cemented soils and overconsolidated plastic clays. A strain-softening Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model has been
presented. It is able to reproduce the characteristic reduction of the available strength,
from peak to residual state, with increasing plastic strain.
A regularisation technique is proposed in order to avoid mesh dependent strain-localisation
problems associated to strain-softening features in standard continuum methods. It is
based on the smeared crack approach and consists on calibrating a shape factor η included in the softening laws.
The progressive failure mechanism associated with brittle materials has been simulated
with the MPM. A measure of the mobilised strength (mobilised friction angle) allows
the identification of the failure propagation along the initial failure mechanism. The
evolution of the mobilised average shear strength shows that, essentially, there are two
distinct critical moments: the arrival to a maximum mobilised averaged strength (it
can coincide with the first point reaching peak state) and the last point entering in the
softening behaviour. In between, the average mobilised strength is essentially constant.
The maximum strength is a value in between peak and residual conditions, and the final
drop in average mobilised strength triggers the instability and the subsequent acceleration.
Three different slope instabilities were analysed in which the trigger factor is an increase
of pore water pressures in the slope. In all cases, the establishment of initial stresses is
the result of the gravity effect. The progressive failure mechanism has been analysed in
all simulations. In each example, the failure propagation occurs in a different way.
First, the Selborne slope experiment has been simulated and numerical results have been
compared with real data. The analysis provided remarkable consistent results: the failure
progression and the final calculated displacement pattern (maximum displacements are
about 4 m) fit well with the measurements. This case, well identified with laboratory
data, has been an opportunity to perform a validation of the MPM formulation.
The second example analyses the relevance of internal degradation of the mobilised mass in
a compound slide. A simplified geometry of the well-known Vajont landslide is presented.
It has been confirmed that internal shearing is required to have a kinematically admissible
failure mechanism. The location of such internal shear bands is controlled by the geometry
of the basal sliding surface, which is essentially evolved from the kink and propagates as
a progressive failure towards the ground surface. Finally, the post-failure velocity and
the final run-out of the Vajont slide are simulated by an additional reduction of the basal
friction angle, which coincides with the thermal pressurisation theories.
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The effect of brittleness on failure and run-out was also studied by means a parametric
study. Brittleness, defined in terms of brittleness index IB , correlates well with final
run-out. Run-out, understood as the distance between the toe of the initial slope and the
toe after failure, increases with IB . Meanwhile the stability of the slope and the failure
mechanism depend on both peak and residual strengths, the post-failure behaviour is
more influenced by the residual state.
One of the most important limitations of the presented dynamic MPM formulation is that
the explicit algorithm is conditionally stable. Despite the existence of some numerical
techniques (presented in Chapter 3) to increase the critical time step, the explicit scheme
is definitely not well-suited to simulate long term problems. In the current Chapter, this
limitation has been overcome by increasing the intrinsic permeability of the soil several
orders of magnitude.
Finally, it can be concluded that MPM is able to simulate both the initiation of failure,
which involves small strains, and the post-failure stage, generally characterised by large
displacements in a unified calculation.
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Chapter 6

Three-phase formulation
with MPM. Unsaturated
Soils

Applications of unsaturated soil mechanics often involve large deformations and displacements. This is the case of collapse behaviour of low density soils or the unrestrained
swelling of expansive clays. Rain induced instability of unsaturated slopes is a further
example of large displacements.
In this Chapter 6, the MPM formulation is extended to model unsaturated soil problems,
where the soil is understood as a unique medium integrated by three distinct phases
(solid, liquid and gas). All phases are combined in each material point and Balance and
Momentum equations are formulated and numerically solved within the framework of a
general MPM code. This is the 3-phase 1-point MPM formulation.
First, the basis of the unsaturated porous media, as well as a short discussion of which
are the possible MPM strategies capable of simulating 3-phase interaction problems are
presented (Sec.6.1 and 6.2). Then, the governing equations of the 3-phase 1-point MPM
formulation are posed in Section 6.3. Afterwards, the numerical implementation and the
explicit computational cycle are detailed (Sec.6.4 and 6.5), and later, several numerical
issues are analysed: the stability of the scheme and boundary conditions (Sec.6.6 and
6.7). Finally, in Section 6.8, the validation of the 3-phase MPM approach is presented by
means of the modelling of a one-dimensional infiltration problem.
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6.1

Unsaturated porous media

The unsaturated porous media is assumed to be a combination of three different phases
(ph): solid (s), liquid (l) and gas (g) (Fig.6.1). The solid phase constitutes the solid
skeleton of the media; meanwhile the liquid and the gas phases fill the voids. Moreover,
the fluids have been considered as a mixture of two components (c): water (w) and dry
air (a).
Considering a portion of the unsaturated domain, its total volume V can be written as
X
V =
Vph = Vs + Vl + Vg
(6.1)
ph

where Vph is the partial volume of a phase and Vs , Vl , and Vg are the partial volumes for
the solid, liquid and gas phases. The partial volumes can be written as
Vph = nph · V

(6.2)

where nph are the volume fractions associated with each phase.
Taking into account the volumetric relations of the porosity n and the degree of saturation
Sl as
Vl
(6.3)
n=
Vl + Vg
Sl =

Vl
100
Vl + Vg

(6.4)

The volume fraction of each phase can be written as
ns = 1 − n

(6.5)

nl = nSl

(6.6)

ng = nSg

(6.7)

where Sg = 1 − Sl is the gas degree of saturation.
The total mass m of a volume V is calculated as the sum of the partial masses of each
phase mph .
X
m=
mph
(6.8)
ph

Taking into account that each phase can be considered as a mixture of components, the
total mass is the sum of the partial masses of the components in each phase mcph .
m=

XX
ph

c
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mcph

(6.9)

6.2 - Three-phase problems in MPM

Figure 6.1: Continuum approximation of unsaturated porous media.

Defining the mass fraction of a component in a phase as
c
ωph
=

mcph
mph

(6.10)

and considering 6.2, the mass of a component in a phase is given by
c
c
mcph = ωph
mph = ωph
ρph Vph = ωph ρph nph V

(6.11)

where ρph is the density of a phase. Finally, the density of the mixture ρm is defined, by
considering the volume fractions of each phase as
X
ρm =
nph ρph = (1 − n)ρs + nSl ρl + nSg ρg
(6.12)
ph

where ρs , ρl and ρg are the densities of solid, liquid and gas phases.

6.2

Three-phase problems in MPM

When the problem requires the simulation of 3 different phases, the MPM formulation can
be stated in different ways (see Figure 6.2). The first approach corresponds to the 1-point
discretisation extended from 2-phases to 3-phases. A second approach is the extension
from 2-point to 3-point formulation, where each phase is represented by an independent
set of material points. Moreover, a 3-phase 2-point formulation can also be defined as a
third possible case where two phases (e.g. the fluids: liquid and gas) are represented by
the same set of material points.
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The purpose of this work is to simulate the unsaturated porous media as a unique continuous media formed by three phases. No independent motion of the water and air continua
are expected in the applications envisaged. Therefore, it has been considered that the
most appropriated modelling strategy in this case is the 3-phase-1-point formulation. The
two other sketched multiple-point possibilities would require two or three layers of material points, which imply an excessive computational cost. Every material point represents
a portion of the solid-liquid-gas mixture and it moves fixed to the solid skeleton carrying
the water and the gas pressures as variables.

Figure 6.2: Scheme of the different MPM numerical approaches depending on the number
of phases and the number of material point layers.

6.3

Governing equations

The dynamic behaviour of an unsaturated porous media can be formulated by specifying
a set of physical laws: the momentum balances, the mass balances, the energy balance,
and the first and second laws of thermodynamics. In the most common form of the
finite element formulation, the relative accelerations of the liquid and gas phases are
neglected and the equations are solved considering solid displacement, liquid pressure and
gas pressure as the primary unknowns (us − pl − pg formulation) (Xikui and Zienkiewicz,
1992).
However, in order to capture the physical response of the porous media under dynamic
conditions, the numerical approach presented in this work takes into account the relative
accelerations and relative velocities of the pore fluids. Here, the velocities of each phase
become the fundamental unknowns (vs − vl − vg formulation).
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6.3.1

General assumptions

The following assumptions have been adopted in the coupled MPM formulation described
in the current Chapter:
1. Isothermal conditions
2. No mass exchange between solid and fluid phases
3. There is mass exchange of air and water between liquid and gas phases
4. Solid grains are incompressible
5. Diffusion of water in the liquid is neglected
6. Diffusion of air in the gas is neglected

6.3.2

Momentum balance equations

The momentum balance equation of the liquid phase (per unit of liquid volume) and the
momentum balance of the gas phase (per unit of gas volume) can be written, respectively,
as follows:
nSl µl
(vl − vs ) + ρl b
(6.13)
ρl al = ∇pl −
kl
ρg ag = ∇pg −

nSg µg
(vg − vs ) + ρg b
kg

(6.14)

where al and ag are the acceleration of the liquid and gas phase; vl , vg and vs are
the total liquid, gas and solid velocities; pl and pg are the liquid and gas pressures, µl
and µg are the dynamic viscosities of the liquid and the gas; kl and kg are the intrinsic
permeabilities of the liquid and the gas; b is the body force vector. These expressions
describe the so-called generalised Darcy’s law.
In addition, the momentum balance equation of the mixture (per unit of volume of mixture) can be written as
ρs (1 − n)as + ρl nSl al + ρg nSg ag = ∇ · σ + ρm b

(6.15)

where σ is the total stress of the mixture. The momentum balance of the mixture has
been selected instead of the momentum of the solid phase for convenience because, in
practise, the total stress is usually known, unlike the stresses acting on the solid skeleton.
The boundary conditions of the liquid momentum balance and for the mixture are defined
in Section 4.3.1 (Eq.4.3, Eq.4.4, Eq.4.6 and Eq.4.7), and for the gas momentum balance
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are the following.
b g (t) on ∂Ωug
ug (x, t) = u

(6.16)

pg

(6.17)

b g (t) on ∂Ω
pg (x, t)n = p

6.3.3

Mass balance equations

Because the exchange of mass between fluid phases is enabled, the mass balance equations
have been formulated for each component (solid, water, air) instead of for each phase
(solid, liquid, gas). In this manner, the flux terms become simpler because the evaporation
and condensation of water and the dissolution and liberation of air are balanced within
each component balance.
The mass balance equation of a component can be written as
i
X h ∂  mcph 
+ ∇ · jcph = 0
∂t V

(6.18)

ph

The first term in the sum is the time derivative of the partial mass mcph per unit volume
of porous media and the second one is the divergence of the flux. The external sources or
sinks of mass might appear in the right side of the equation, but in this case they have
not been considered. The flux referred to a particular component jcph is written as the
sum of diffusive flux (icph ) and advective flux,
jcph = icph +

 mc 
ph

V

vph

(6.19)

The diffusive fluxes (i.e. diffusion of water in the gas and the diffusion of air in the water)
can be modelled by means of the Fick’s law (Fick, 1855), written as
c
icph = −ρph Dcph I∇ωph

(6.20)

Dcph

where
is the dispersion tensor which includes non advective flux caused by molecular
diffusion and hydromechanical dispersion.
Developing the expressions 6.18 and 6.19 (Appendix I), the mass balance equation for the
solid skeleton becomes the following expression which describes the material derivative of
the porosity.
Dn
= (1 − n)∇ · vs
(6.21)
Dt
Water and air mass balance equations have also been expanded (see Appendixes B) considering fluid pressures (Pl and Pg ) as state variables, leading to the following expressions
∂(ωgw ρg Sg + ρl Sl )
∂(ωgw ρg Sg + ρl Sl )
ṗl + n
ṗg =
∂pl
∂pg
− ∇ · (ωgw nρg Sg (vg − vs )) − ∇ · (nρl Sl (vl − vs ))

n

− (ωgw ρg Sg + ρl Sl )∇ · vs − ∇ · iw
g
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∂(ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
∂(ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
ṗl + n
ṗg =
∂pl
∂pg
− ∇ · (nρg Sg (vg − vs )) − ∇ · (ωla nρl Sl (vl − vs ))
n

(6.23)

− (ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )∇ · vs − ∇ · ial

6.3.4

Constitutive equations

An important element in a coupled hydromechanical problems is the mechanical constitutive model for the soil. Since 25 years ago, a great number of elastoplastic models for
unsaturated soils have been presented. Alonso et al. (1990) proposed to use net stress and
suction as stress state variables. The net stress σ̄ is equal to the excess of total stress over
gas pressure, and the suction is the difference between gas pressure and liquid pressure:
σ̄ = σ − pg m

(6.24)

s = pg − pl

(6.25)

where m = ( 1 1 1 0 0 0 )T
The net stress can be defined more generally as:
σ̄ = σ − max{pg , pl }m

(6.26)

The general form of a suitable stress-strain relationship can be written incrementally as
follows,
˙ = Dep · ε̇ + h0 ṡ
σ̄
(6.27)
in which Dep is the tangent matrix, h0 is a constitutive vector. Both are defined by means
of the constitutive model. dε is the strain increment vector. In Appendix D, the general
form of the constitutive equation for unsaturated soils is presented in detail.
This is not the unique framework to descrive the mechanical behaviour of unsaturated
soils. Several authors proposed other formulations based on an effective stress concept.

6.3.5

Hydraulic constitutive equations

The degree of saturation Sl is strongly dependent on pore liquid and gas pressures. There
are a number of empirical equations that describe this characteristic for soil in the literature. In this work the well-known van Genuchten retention curve (Van Genuchten, 1980)
has been implemented, where p0 , λ, Smax and Smin are assumed constants:
"
Sl = Smin + 1 +

1
  1−λ

s
p0
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#−λ
(Smax − Smin )

(6.28)
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It is also necessary to specify the dependence of the liquid permeability on the degree of
saturation. Hillel expression (Hillel, 1971) defines the following expression, where ksat is
the liquid permeability under saturated conditions.
kl = ksat Sl r

(6.29)

The power r typically takes values in range 2-4 (a value of 3 is used in this work).
In addition, the variation of water mass fraction in the gas phase can be calculated
according to the psychometric law (Edlefson and Anderson, 1943) and the variations of
air mass fraction in the liquid can be obtained via the Henry’s law (Mackay and Shiu,
1981). Finally, other properties can also be written to depend on the fluid pressures, see
C.

6.4

6.4.1

Numerical implementation. Three-phase One-point
formulation
Spatial discretisation

MPM discretises the media in two different frames. First, the continuum is divided into
a finite number of subdomains represented by material points (p) (see Fig.6.3). Each
material point moves attached to the solid skeleton, carrying all the information and
providing a Lagrangian description. Assuming that the whole mass of a material point is
concentrated at the corresponding material point, the density of the mixture ρm can be
expressed as:
Np
X
ρm (x, t) =
mp δ(x − xp )
(6.30)
p=1

in which mp and xp are the mass and the position of the material point p, is the Dirac
delta function, and Np is the total number of material points. Moreover, in the 3-phase1-point MPM formulation, it is also necessary to consider the density of each phase ρp h
as
Np
X
ρph (x, t) =
m
e php δ(x − xp )
(6.31)
p=1

where m
e php is related with mp according to the following relationship.
mp =

X

mphp =

ph

X

nph m
e php

(6.32)

ph

The second discretisation frame is an eulerian computational mesh (see Figure 6.3). The
momentum equations are solved in the nodes (i). The standard linear shape functions Ni
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provide the relationship between the nodes and any point of the domain as follows:
w(x, t) =

Nn
X

wi (t) · Ni (x, t)

(6.33)

i=1

Nn being the total number of nodes and wi a specific field, such as the displacement field,
evaluated in the node i.

Figure 6.3: Scheme of the spatial discretisations of the domain.

6.4.2

Weak form of the momentum balance equations

The Galerkin method of weighted residuals (Galerkin, 1915) has been applied to obtain
the weak form of the momentum balance equations (Eq.6.13, Eq.6.14, and Eq.6.15) (see
the derivation in AppendixA). The expressions (6.30), (6.31) and (6.33) have been used
to discretise the integrals over the domain into the nodes of the computational mesh
considering the information carried by the material points. The final system of equations
is written as
f l · al = Fext − Fint − Ql · (vl − vs )
M
(6.34)
l
l
f g · ag = Fext − Fint − Qg · (vg − vs )
M
g
g

(6.35)

Ms · as + Ml · al + Mg · ag = Fext − Fint

(6.36)

where as , al , and ag and vs , vl , and vg are the nodal acceleration and velocity vectors for
each phase. Fext
and Fext
are the vector of the liquid and gas external forces, respectively
l
g
ext
and F
the vector of the external forces of the mixture. Internal forces are indicated
f
by means the superscript int. Ql and Qg are the liquid and gas dragging matrixes. M
and M are mass matrix per unit of volume. The mathematical expression for each term
is properly defined in the Appendix A.
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6.4.3

Time discretisation

The solution of the momentum balance equations 6.34, 6.35 and 6.36 is obtained in a set
of discrete times tk by means of an explicit time integration scheme (see Section 3.3.2.4).
Since the acceleration terms are the unknowns of the system of equations, the explicit
Euler scheme is used to update the velocities and displacements of each phase as follows.

6.4.4

k
k
vk+1
ph = vph + 4taph

(6.37)

k+1
k
uk+1
ph = uph + 4tvph

(6.38)

Resolution of the mass balance equations

In order to determine the increments of liquid and gas pressure (ṗl and ṗg ) within the
corresponding time step increment, water and air mass balance equations (6.22 and 6.23)
are solved at the material points.
Mass balances can be written in a compact form with a linear system of equations
(Eq.6.39), in which the first row corresponds to the water balance and the second row
corresponds to the air equation.

   
W1 W2
ṗl
W
=
(6.39)
A1 A2
ṗg
A
Where

∂ ωgw ρg Sg + ρl Sl
W1 = n
∂pl



∂ ωgw ρg Sg + ρl Sl
W2 = n
∂pg



(6.40)
(6.41)

A1 = n

∂ (ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
∂pl

(6.42)

A2 = n

∂ (ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
∂pg

(6.43)


W = −∇ · ωgw ρg Sg n (vg − vs ) − ∇ · (ρl Sl n (vl − vs )) −

ωgw ρg Sg + ρl Sl ∇ · vs − ∇ · iw
g

(6.44)

A = −∇ · (ρg Sg n (vg − vs )) − ∇ · (ρl Sl n (vl − vs )) −

(6.45)

(ρg Sg +

ωla ρl Sl ) ∇

· vs − ∇ ·

ial

Note that partial derivatives form terms W1 , W2 , A1 and A2 can be calculated taking
into account expressions detailed in Appendix C.
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It is important to higlight that A and B represent the gain or loss of water and air
masses at the material point due to fluxes (advective and diffusive). In order to calculate
a
such gradients at the material points, diffusive fluxes (iw
g and il ), and masses of each
component are additionally required at the nodes. Because this information is carried
by the material points during the calculation, it can be temporary transferred to the
nodes by a mass weighing. For instance, the following expression corresponds to the mass
w
w
weighing of the water mass (mw = mw
g + ml = ωg ρg Sg + ρl Sl ).
mw kj =

Np
1 X k pk w k
m N m p
mj k p=1 p j

(6.46)

Being mw kp the water mass in a material point p and mw kj the weighted mass of water at
node j; mkp and mkj are the material point and nodal total masses respectively and Njp
is the shape function. All values are referred to the time tk .

6.5

k

Computational cycle

The numerical procedure is described by the following steps, which are solved for each
time step:
1. Nodal mass is calculated using the shape functions and mass matrices are formed.
Internal forces of the gas phase, the liquid phase and the mixture are evaluated in
the nodes (App.A).
2. Additional information is transferred form the material points to the nodes, such as
non-advective fluxes of air in the liquid and water in the gas. In addition, water mass
and air mass are also calculated from material point values according to equation
(6.46).
3. Momentum balance of gas is solved and nodal accelerations of the gas phase are
calculated (Eq.6.35).
4. Momentum balance of liquid is solved and nodal accelerations of the liquid phase
are calculated (Eq.6.34).
5. Momentum balance of the mixture is solved using the liquid and gas accelerations
previously obtained in steps 3 and 4. Nodal accelerations of solid skeleton are
determined (Eq.6.36).
6. Particle velocities are updated using forward Euler scheme (Eq.6.37).
7. Nodal velocities are calculated form particle values (Eq.3.25).
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8. Particle displacements are updated using updated velocities (Eq.6.38).
9. Strain increments for the solid phase and volumetric strain rates for the fluid phases
are calculated on material point (Eq.3.27).
10. Mass balance of water and mass balance of air are solved as a linear system of
equations (6.39). Increments of water and gas pressure are obtained in the material
points.
11. Constitutive stresses are updated using a material constitutive model (Eq.6.27).
12. Material properties are updated in the material points. Particle volume is updated considering the increment of volumetric strain; porosity is updated with the
mass balance equation of the solid; degree of saturation is updated considering
the updated fluid pressures. Other properties can also be updated here, such as
permeabilities, viscosities or mass fractions.
13. The computational grid is initialised for the next step and material points carry all
the updated information.

6.6

Minimum time step criterion

As in Chapters 3 and 4, the 3-phase 1-point MPM formulation extended to solve problems
in unsaturated soils has been integrated in time by means an explicit scheme. Hence the
solution it is conditionally stable and a minimum time step criterion should be considered.
In this case, an specific analysis was carried out and the same criterion obtained for the
2-phase 1-point formulation (Sec.4.6) is adopted as a reference value.
In fact, saturated conditions can be considered as a particular case of the 3-phase formulation, in which, no gas is accounted within the material points. Because the critical
time step decreases with the bulk modulus of the material (see Section 4.6), it can be
expected that the criterion for saturated conditions is the most restrictive one for the
3-phase formulation. This assumption is supported because of the stiffness of the gas is
usually much lower than the stiffness of the liquid.
If solid grains are incompressible, the bulk modulus of a unsaturated soil Km can be
written as (Santamarina et al., 2001):
Km = Ks +

1
nSl
Kl

+

n(1−Sl )
Kg

(6.47)

where Ks , Kl and Kg are the modulus of the solid skeleton, liquid and gas.
Figure 6.4 shows the variation of the unsaturated bulk modulus with the degree of sat158

6.7 - Boundary conditions
Table 6.1: Types of boundary conditions in a hydromechanical problem.

Condition
Mechanical
Hydraulic
Hydraulic

Essential
Prescribed solid velocity (Eq.4.7)
Prescribed liquid velocity (Eq.4.4)
Prescribed gas velocity (Eq.6.16)

Natural
Prescribed traction (Eq.4.6)
Prescribed liquid pressure (Eq.4.3)
Prescribed gas pressure (Eq.6.17)

uration considering the water retention curve and the soil properties presented in Table
7.2 and 7.4. It is clear that when the soil is almost saturated and the degree of saturation
is close to one, the stiffness of the soil increases abruptly towards the saturated bulk
modulus. This effect can be explained because the stiffness of the gas is several orders of
magnitude lower than the stiffness of water and soil skeleton.

Figure 6.4: Variation of the unsaturated bulk modulus with the degree of saturation.

6.7

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions considered in the boundary value problem defined by the momentum balances for the 3-phase hydromechanical formulation (App.A), are summarised
in Table 6.1.
Note that a boundary without any restriction means that
• solid skeleton can moves freely,
• total stress is zero,
• liquid and gas phases can move freely (totally permeable boundary)
• liquid and gas pressures are zero (saturated boundary without excess pore pressure).
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This means that in a slope problem, if no boundary conditions are applied on the ground
surface, saturated conditions will be automatically fulfilled along such boundary because
pl and pg are be zero. Even if the boundary moves and changes. This is an advantage
when simple wetting problems are modelled.
Moreover, it gets complicated when fluid pressures have to be different than zero along a
moving contour, for example, if a certain degree of saturation has to be maintained.

6.8

Validation. Infiltration problem

The equation that represents the movement of water in unsaturated soils is the Richards
equation (Richards, 1931), which is derived from the water mass balance and the Darcy’s
equation (quasistatic liquid momentum balance). However, because the nonlinearities of
soil hydraulic parameters (for instance, permeability depends on degree of saturation, and
degree of saturation depends on fluid pressures), it is very difficult to obtain an analytical
solution to describe the unsaturated flow.
In order to facilitate computations, only one component is considered within each phase
(no air in liquid and no water in gas). Moreover, the following assumptions must be
considered (Alonso and Lloret, 1983):
• vertical liquid flow,
• deformability of the solid skeleton is neglected,
• incompressible solid grains,
• constant permeability,
• constant liquid density, and
• constant total stress field
Finally, to get a simpler expression, the retention curve is linearised according to
Sl = 1 − as (pg − pl )

(6.48)

where as is a constant.
Then, the mathematical expression that describes the one-dimensional vertical water flow
within an unsaturated soil can be written as
∂ 2 pl
∂pl
= Ci 2
∂t
∂z
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Table 6.2: Material properties of wetting test.

Material property
Porosity [-]
Liquid density [kg/m3 ]
Liquid bulk modulus [kPa]
Liquid viscosity [kg/sm]
Intrinsic permeability [m2 ]
as [kPa−1 ]

Value
0.3
1000
80000
0.001
5· 10−5
0.001

This expression is the diffusion equation, where z is the infiltration direction and Cs
corresponds to
kl
Ci =
(6.50)
nγl as
A dimensionless time T can be defined depending on Ci as
T =

Ci t
h2

(6.51)

being h is the infiltration length.
A sample of 1 m high is considered. The material is linear elastic and all properties are
summarised in Table 6.2. While contours are permeable for gas, liquid only can flow
vertically. Initially, the sample is unsaturated with a constant suction value (s0 =0.5
l
MPa). Because the bottom is impervious for liquid ( ∂p
∂t =0), the infiltration length is 1
m. Gravity is neglected and the solid skeleton can not deform. The wetting process starts
when s=0 kPa (saturation condition) is suddenly imposed at the upper boundary and
maintained throughout the calculation.
Applying such conditions on equation (6.49), the analytical solution that comes out is
equivalent to the one-dimensional consolidation problem in saturated media, the wellknown Terzaghi’s solution (Terzaghi, 1943). In Figure 6.5, the suction evolution along
the depth of the sample is illustrated according to the analytical solution.

Figure 6.5: Analytical solution. Suction evolution along depth z
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Different simulations have been carried out in order to study the effect of artificial damping
and the number of material points placed within each element. Initially, 2 calculations
without artificial damping (α=0) are performed considering 1 and 4 material points. In
Figure 6.6 it can be seen that while the infiltration process calculated with 4 material
points in each element fits perfectly the analytical solution (Fig.6.6b), some numerical
oscillations are observed when only 1 material point is considered (Fig.6.6a).
Two more calculations are presented in Figure 6.7, considering 4 points in each element
and different damping factors: α=0.05 (Fig.6.7a) and α=0.75 (Fig.6.7b). See also Figure
6.8, in which the suction evolution of a material point located at z= 0.49 m is presented
for different damping factors.
It is clear that the infiltration is slower when larger damping factors are considered.
Although inertial terms are considered in the momentum balances, no additional damping
is required in this model to get the quasistatic solution. With damping factor α=0 solution
is already ”properly” damped.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6: Numerical results of suction evolution along depth z. Damping factor α = 0.
(a) 1 material point in each element; (b) 4 material point in each element.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7: Numerical results of suction evolution along depth z. 4 material points are
considered in each element. Comparison between different damping factors: (a) α=0.05; (b)
α=0.75.
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Figure 6.8: Suction evolution in a material point located at z=0.49 m. Comparison between
analytical solution and numerical results obtained different damping factors and 4 material
points per element.

Two additional calculations have been carried out in order to emphasise the importance
of taking adequate assumptions in the mass balances calculation when unsaturated fluxes
are modelled. The results presented in Figure 6.9 have been calculated assuming that
the spatial variations of water and air masses are small (∇(ωlw ρl Sl n + ωgw ρg Sg n) ≈ 0 and
∇(ωla ρl Sl n + ωga ρg Sg n) ≈ 0). This means that part of the advective fluxes are neglected,
hence equations (B.17) and (B.23) have been used instead of the complete expressions
(B.16) and (B.22) respectively.
One of the constitutive equation that plays a more significant role in the spatial distribution of the fluids masses is the relationship between the degree of saturation and suction
(water retention curve). In this example, it is a linear variation that depends on as .
According to equation (6.48), a small value of as implies that small change in suction correspond to small change of Sl . Figure 6.9 shows the obtained results when neglecting the
advective fluxes due to spatial variations of water and air masses. All parameters taken
in Figure 6.9a coincide with that presented in Table 6.2 (as =0.001 kPa−1 ), meanwhile
in Figure 6.9b as is a smaller value (as =0.0001 kPa−1 ). Comparing these two images, it
can be concluded that the larger the as , the larger the committed error. Therefore, the
advective fluxes due to spatial variations of fluids masses can not be neglected in materials
such as sand, meanwhile such terms will be less relevant in clay.
Another parameter that influences the spatial distribution of fluid mass is the porosity. If
materials with very different porosities are in contact, the spatial gradients of fluid mass
along the contact can not be neglected.
Despite assuming several restrictive hypothesis, the hydraulic part of the 3-phase 1-point
MPM formulation has been validated. With damping factor α=0 the solution is already
damped. Moreover, it has shown that 4 material points per element are better than only
1. A final discussion about assuming
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: Infiltration process neglecting advective fluxes due to spatial variations of fluids
masses. Comparison between different as values: (a) as =0.001 kPa−1 ; (b) as =0.0001 kPa−1 .

6.9

Concluding remarks

This Chapter presents a step forward in the application of MPM to multiphase problems
in porous media. Three phases are necessary in an analysis of unsaturated soils: gas,
liquid and solid. Mass balance equations of the species (air, water, minerals) as well
as all constitutive relationships are formulated at a material point level. Equilibrium is
established in dynamic terms for the gas, the liquid and the mixture. Accelerations are
calculated in the computational mesh. Velocities, displacements and strains are obtained
into the material points. Soil properties are updated and mass balance equations provide
the relationships to find liquid and gas pressures. The outlined computational cycle is
an explicit marching scheme in time. This approach do not allow physical separation
(different domains) between the granular skeleton and fluid phases.
A validation has been carried out by means the modelling of an infiltration problem.
Numerical results have been compared with analytical expression.
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Chapter 7

Rainfall Effects on an
Embankment Slope

The main trigger of landslides is heavy or prolonged rainfall. A global survey of landslide
occurrence in the 12 months to the end of September 2003 (Mandal and Maiti, 2015)
revealed that there were 210 damaging landslide events worldwide. Of these, over 90%
were triggered by heavy rainfall. Therefore, the importance of rainfall as a trigger for
landslides can not be underestimated.
In this Chapter there is an interest in examining the behaviour of unsaturated slopes subjected to rain infiltration. In addition to determine the conditions leading to the onset of
instability, another objective is to test the capability of the 3-phase 1-point MPM formulation to follow the run-out of the unstable mass and to determine the travelled distance,
velocities and accelerations. All of these variables define the risk and the destructive
power of landslides.
Initially, in Section 7.1, a suction dependent elastoplastic Mohr-Coulomb model, expressed
in terms of net stress and suction variables is presented. Then, the instability of a slope
subjected to rain infiltration, inspired from a real case, is solved and discussed (Sec.7.2).
The model shows the development of the initial failure surface in a region of deviatoric
strain localisation (Sec.7.3) and the evolution of stress and suction states in some characteristic locations (Sec.7.4); and the dynamics of the motion characterised by the history
of displacement, velocity and acceleration of the unstable mass (Sec.7.5). The concluding
remarks are given in Section 7.6.
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7.1

Constitutive modelling: Mohr-Coulomb with suction dependence

The instability is essentially governed by the evolution of apparent soil cohesion and
friction angle with the evolving suction. The shear strength of unsaturated soils has
been examined by several authors (Delage and Graham, 1996; Escario and Juca, 1989;
Fredlund et al., 1978; Gan et al., 1988). The most commonly used shear strength criterion
was proposed by Fredlund et al. (1978), which considers a a linear increase of the apparent
cohesion with suction. However, further investigations, showed that such increase is not
constant (Escario and Juca, 1989; Gan et al., 1988). It is observed that the increase of
apparent cohesion is not constant but decreases for high suction values. On the other
hand, the friction angle can increase or decrease, but usually it does not vary much with
suction.
Some experimental results from Escario and Juca (1989); Gan et al. (1988) are shown in
Figures 7.1 and 7.2. The variation of shear strength with suction is illustrated. It is clear
that cohesion increase nonlinearly with suction, while friction angle slightly increases.

Figure 7.1: Failure envelope and variation of friction angle with suction from suction
controlled direct shear tests on a glacial till (Gan et al., 1988)

In addition, it has been found also that it depends on the current degree of saturation
(Han et al., 1995; Vaunat et al., 2002), but this dependence has not been included here
for simplicity.
Here, the soil shear strength is defined by the Mohr-Coulomb yield function,
q = ccosϕ + p̄sinϕ

(7.1)

where p̄ is the volumetric net stress. The strength parameters, c and ϕ, are written as
follows,
c = c0 + cs
(7.2)
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Figure 7.2: Variation of shear strength with suction and vertical stress. Guadalix red clay
(Escario and Juca, 1989)

ϕ = ϕ0 + ϕs

(7.3)

where c0 and ϕ0 correspond to the cohesion and friction angle for saturated conditions.
The second terms of equations (7.2) and (7.3) includes the effect of suction in the material strength. It is accepted that cohesion increases with suction exponentially up to a
maximum value 4cmax .
cs = 4cmax (1 − e−Bs/patm )
(7.4)
In which patm is the atmospheric pressure and B controls the rate of variation of apparent
cohesion with suction. On the other hand, the friction angle is assumed to have a linear
dependence with suction depending on parameter A.
ϕs = A(s/patm )

(7.5)

Obviously, other expressions could be introduced.
In order to reduce the singularities of the Mohr-Coulomb yield surface, an hyperbolic
approximation is implemented (Abbo and Sloan, 1995). The same explicit sub-stepping
algorithm with error control used in Section 5.2 has been applied, as well as a correction
of the yield surface drift.

7.2

Case description

The problem solved was inspired in a real case described in Alonso et al. (2010b). Several
road embankments of medium height (6-8 m) were subjected to heavy rainfall immediately
after the end of construction. In some slopes, shallow failures, which damaged the road
side shoulders, were observed. The slides moved downwards an estimated distance of 2-4
m. The embankments were built in summer time and the soil, a low to medium plasticity
sandy clay, was compacted dry of optimum. Compaction conditions were investigated
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Figure 7.3: Scheme of the yield surface.

and some suction controlled direct shear tests were also carried out. The loss of strength
upon soil saturation could be established.
The slope simulated has a height of 7 m and an angle of 32.5o (Fig.7.4). The flat upper
and lower surfaces reproduce the actual embankment geometry. The calculation was
performed in three dimensions and plane strain conditions were assumed. The thickness
of the model is 0.4 m.

Figure 7.4: Geometry of the embankment slope, computational mesh and initial distribution
of the material points.

Figure (7.4) also shows the computational mesh, formed by tetrahedrons, and the dis168
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Table 7.1: Numerical parameters.

Numerical parameters
Element type
Number of elements
Number of material points
Damping factor α
Time step [s]

Value
Tetrahedron
3654
7593
0.05
2 · 10−4

tribution of material points. Those are initially distributed within each element and are
initially located at the corresponding integration points of a 4-point Gaussian quadrature. The computational mesh covers a larger volume to allow for the expected large
displacements associated with the slope instability.
MPM as well as FEM are mesh dependent. Some authors have discussed the influence
of the number of material points and the mesh size on the accuracy of the solution (Abe
et al., 2014; Buzzi et al., 2008).Buzzi et al. (2008) have shown that the mesh size is more
determinant than the number of material points. Moreover, separation and splitting in
an MPM discretisation also depends on the mesh size because the material points remain
numerically ”in contact” while they have a node in common. This fact is due to the
no-slip contact, which is naturally included in the MPM formulation, and it may lead to
non-physical increase of the stiffness of the material when it tends to separate (Huang
et al., 2011). Although the degree of mesh dependency has not been established in this
case, the mesh has been refined and made homogeneous in the region where the failure is
expected in order to get accurate results.
Other numerical parameters are presented in Table 7.1. In this calculation a small value of
damping (α=0.05) was adopted which may represent the friction that can occur between
grains. A low value allows capturing the acceleration of the mass motion and reduces
spurious numerical instabilities. A too high value of damping would slow down any
movement of the soil.
Regarding boundary conditions, the lower boundary is fixed and horizontal displacements
along vertical contours are prevented. Lateral and bottom contours are impervious for the
liquid phase. A constant zero gas pressure in excess of atmospheric pressure is prescribed
in all the boundaries (pg =0 kPa).
The initial stresses and pore pressures of the slope are in equilibrium with the gravity force
and the prescribed suction (s0 =800 kPa) distributed along the slope surface, which is in
contact with the atmosphere. This initial suction was estimated from the known values of
the compaction water content and the water retention curve determined experimentally.
The rainfall induced wetting is modelled by applying a decrease of suction on the ground
surface from 800 to 0 kPa during 10 seconds. Afterwards, the saturated boundary condition (s=0 kPa) is maintained constant on the ground surface during the entire simulation
period. An essentially downward flow is generated in the embankment due to suction
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Table 7.2: General characteristics of the soil.

Material property
Soil density [kg/m3 ]
Porosity
Poisson ratio
Young’s modulus [MPa]
Liquid density [kg/m3 ]
Gas density [kg/m3 ]
Liquid bulk modulus [MPa]
Gas bulk modulus [MPa]
Liquid viscosity [kg/ms]
Gas viscosity [kg/ms]
Intrinsic permeability liquid [m2 ]
Intrinsic permeability gas [m2 ]

Value
2700
0.35
0.33
10
1000
1
100
0.01
0.001
10−6
10−10
10−11

Table 7.3: Mohr-Coulomb parameters.

Parameter
Cohesion [kP a]
Effective friction angle [◦ ]
4cmax [kPa]
B
A

Value
1
20
15
7·10−4
10−4

Table 7.4: Retention curve parameters.

Parameter
Smin
Smax
p0 [kPa]
λ

Value
0
1
50
0.09

gradients.
The embankment soil is assumed to be homogeneous and the properties of the different
phases forming the soil (solid-liquid-gas) are presented in Table 7.2. Neither water vapour
nor dissolved gas have been taken into account in this calculation. Therefore the liquid
phase is pure water and the gas phase is considered to be dry air.
The water saturated permeability of the embankment was increased to accelerate wetting
times and to reduce the computational time.
The elastoplastic suction-dependent Mohr-Coulomb model simulates the soil behaviour
and the parameters of the constitutive model are summarised in Table 7.3. The elastoplastic suction-dependent Mohr-Coulomb model simulates the soil behaviour and the con170
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stitutive parameters are summarised in Table 7.3. A small cohesion (1 kPa) is assumed
under saturated conditions to avoid numerical difficulties in zones of very low effective
confinement. The friction angle at saturated conditions was found to be close to 20o
in direct shear tests performed on recovered samples. These parameters lead to unstable
conditions, in a limit equilibrium analysis, in a situation of full saturation of the slope and
zero suction. The slope remains initially stable thanks to the additional strength induced
by the suction which depends on parameters A, B and 4cmax (Eq.7.4 and Eq.7.5). The
estimated A value leads to a very small variation in friction with suction: less than 1◦ for
the maximum range of change on suction (800 kPa). The selected B and 4cmax values
leads to a progressive reduction of cohesion with suction from a value c=67 kPa at the
initial state (s=800 kPa) to c0 =1 kPa for saturated conditions.
The parameters of the water retention curve (Eq.6.28) are listed in Table 7.4. The shape of
the van Genuchten model is shown in Figure 7.5. The estimated field permeability of the
embankment was increased to accelerate wetting times and to reduce the computational
time.

Figure 7.5: Water retention curve considered for the calculation.

7.3

Embankment response

In order to analyse the embankment behaviour, attention will focus on four material points
located in the lower half of the embankment, close to the boundary slope, at depths of 0.5
m and 1.7 m. These shallow depths have been selected since a relatively shallow failure
is expected in this case because the loss of suction is faster the closer to the boundary
subjected to rainfall. The points (S1, S2, D1 and D2) are represented in Figure 7.6a. The
evolution of suction may be followed in Figure 7.6. Contour plots of equal suction, at five
different times, are selected: t1 =0 s, t2 =20 s, t3 =35 s, t4 =130 s and t5 =200 s.
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The first 20 seconds result in a major change in suction if compared with the initial
state characterised by an essentially constant value (s=700-800 kPa). The initial (t1 =0
s) vertical suction gradient reflects flow equilibrium conditions in view of the imposed
boundary conditions.
Also shown in the figure are the contours of deviatoric plastic strain. High shear strains
begin to develop at the slope toe soon after the beginning of wetting. A shear band
defining a potential shallow failure surface at an average depth of 1.5 m is already defined
at this early time. However the material points S1, S2, D1 and D2 remain essentially
on their original positions. The slope is still stable. A few seconds later, t3 =35 s, the
shear band is already well developed and a failure surface is defined. The slope becomes
unstable and this is shown by the new positions of the control points (Figure 7.6e). The
displacement vector of point S2 shows that the central part of the slope surface is having
the maximum motion. The sliding mechanism is also appreciated by the successive shapes
of the slope as wetting continues to increase. Soil masses located in the central and upper
parts of the slope slide down and pass over the material points located in the slope
toe (point S1) which experiences small displacements. The lowest point, D2, remains
motionless because it is located below the shear band.
It is also interesting to check that small positive water pressure (negative values of suction
in the figure) can be observed at some material points close to the bottom boundary on
the right side of the embankment, at times t4 and t5 (sketched in Figures 7.6g and 7.6i).
The final run-out can be quantified to be 2.5 m, if it is defined as the distance between
the initial toe of the slope and the toe of the final geometry. The wetting process is also
illustrated in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. Figure 7.7 shows the evolution of ”green field” suction
for the left and right boundaries. We understand ”green field” conditions, in the context
of this example, as the conditions of the upper and lower horizontal ”half spaces” in the
absence of the presence of the slope. This condition is approximated by the left and right
vertical boundaries of the example. The fast reduction of suction on the upper parts of
the soil is well illustrated in the plots of Figure 7.7. Note that small positive pore water
pressures are calculated in the lower part of the slope at t5 =200 s. Saturation is faster
in this part of the slope. This is a consequence of the position of the impervious bottom
boundary, which is closer to the ground surface (5 m below the surface) than on the left
side (12 m below the surface). At the end of the calculation period the water still moves
downwards in the left portion of the domain. However, on the left side the water begins to
accumulate on the lower part ant the flow is directed towards the right, following pressure
gradients.
Figure 7.8 shows the evolution of liquid pressure and the degree of saturation of points S1,
S2, D1 and D2. Note that the plots of Figures 7.8a and 7.8b are directly related between
them by the water retention relationship. According to the initial suction distribution, the
degree of saturation at t1 =0 s is approximately 0.758. Points located at the same depth
have similar wetting evolution. The reduction of suction is faster in shallow points (S1,
S2) than in deeper points (D1, D2). As the calculation proceeds the degree of saturation
increases and approaches almost fully saturated conditions at the end of the calculation
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Figure 7.6: Calculated suction and equivalent shear strain contours at 5 different times (t1 ,
t2 , t3 , t4 and t5 ). The paths of 4 control material points (S1, S2, D1 and D2) are indicated.
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period. However, significant suctions remain inside the embankment at this time (Figure
7.6i).

Figure 7.7: Suction evolution green field at 5 different times: (a) left boundary and (b)
right boundary.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.8: Evolution of (a) suction and (b) degree of saturation evolution of material
points S1, S2, D1, D2.
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7.4

Stress-suction-time

The stress evolutions have been analysed for the four control points (S1, S2, D1 and D2)
and are presented in Figures 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11. Figure 7.9 shows the evolution of net
mean stress and Figure 7.10 shows the evolutions of shear stress and the corresponding
yield stress.
In these two figures some oscillations are observed. Because of the dynamic formulation, whenever there is an unbalanced force in a node, some elastic waves are generated
and cross the domain reflecting at the boundaries (if the boundaries are not absorbing
boundaries, as the case solved in the example). A sudden change of external or internal
forces can be the reason of the excitation. For example, these could be related with some
remaining cell crossing noise (Bardenhagen and Kober, 2004) during the motion of the
slide. A sudden decrease of the stress level due to softening can also be a cause of the
oscillations.
Another reason that can explain the onset of oscillations is a sudden change of the stiffness
of the soil (Fig.6.4). Comparing Figures 7.9 and 7.10 with Figure 7.8b it can be noted
that these oscillations are mainly originated when the degree of saturation of the material
point is close to one (saturated material).
A smoothing of results has been introduced in Figures 7.9 and 7.10 to facilitate the plot
of stress paths in Figure 7.11. The superimposed plot of the available Mohr-Coulomb
strength provides an additional insight into the slope behaviour. The material point S1
at the slope toe is essentially yielding at the start of the simulation (Figure 7.10a) and it
maintains plastic conditions throughout the sliding process. Point S2, the shallow point
at mid slope plastifies about 12 s after the beginning of rainfall and it remains in a plastic
state. D2, which is located within the shear band, behaves essentially as S2. Point D1 at
the slope toe, at a certain depth, is apparently in an elastic state throughout the sliding
process although it appears to be very close to plastification at the final stages of sliding
(Fig.7.10b).
Stress paths in a p̄ − q plane, plotted in Figure 7.11, offer a more precise information
on the evolution of plastic states. Initially, when the wetting starts but the slope is still
stable (from t1 to t2 ), the stress state for the deeper and more confined points (D1, D2)
changes slightly. However, shallower points subjected to higher shear stresses such as the
toe of the slope (S1) are subjected to a faster decrease of suction and a loss of strength
is associated with suction softening. S1 is under plastic conditions from the beginning of
the calculation. The material point remains on the yield surface as it shrinks, due to the
rapid loss of suction. The point initially experiences a decrease in net mean stress, which
is later recovered as the slide ”flows” over this point.
The slide motion begins between times t2 and t3 . Those points located mid-slope, in
the ”active” area of the failure (S2 and D2), suffer a small increase of mean and shear
stresses but they remain in the current yield surface. Points located in the ”passive”
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.9: Calculated volumetric net stress evolution of (a) shallow points (S1, S2) and
(b) deep points (D1, D2).

area experience large stress changes. The shallower S1 point softens because of the rapid
reduction of suction. Beyond t3 , those points located at mid-slope (S2 and D2) maintain
the stress state rather constant. Confinement increases on S1 and it is capable of offering
more shear strength. The deeper D1 point is able to resist the stress changes associated
with the change in slope geometry and the overall softening of the upper part of slope.
D1 remains elastic but close to the failure envelope for saturated states at the advanced
stages of wetting.

7.5

Dynamics of the motion

The model provides also information on the overall dynamic behaviour of the slide. This
is a significant improvement over static formulations. The calculated total displacement,
velocity and acceleration of S1, S2, D1 and D2 are shown in Figure 7.12. Velocities and
accelerations represented in Figures 7.12b and 7.12c have been calculated by applying
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10: Calculated shear stress evolution of (a) shallow control points (S1, S2) and
(b) deep control points (D1, D2). Evolution of Mohr-Coulomb (MC) yield shear stress is also
indicated for each point.

a smoothing on the total displacements. Analysing these plots it can be seen that the
embankment remains essentially stable during the first 20 seconds after the initiation
of wetting. At time t2 , the failure mechanism develops and control points located in
the mobilised volume (S1, S2 and D2) start moving. They accelerate fast during fifteen
additional seconds. Peak velocity is attained at t3 = 35 s. After a peak value, the
velocity and the acceleration decrease ant the slope tends to stabilise. The resting period
may be divided in two parts: a fast decrease of velocity and acceleration followed by a
progressive reduction of velocity towards a new state of equilibrium. This reaction cannot
be generalised and it will depend strongly on the slope geometry. The lower horizontal
platform contributes, in the example solved, to arrest the motion after a relatively small
displacement. The control point S2 moves 4 m, reaches a maximum velocity of 0.1 mm/s
and achieves an acceleration of 9 mm/s2 . Note that the dynamic variables depend on
the position of the point within the slope. Establishing a slope run-out requires some
conventions. For instance, if it is defined as the distance between the slope toes before
and after failure, a run-out of 2.5 m is calculated, as mentioned before. This is a smaller
value than the distance travelled by the material points located at mid-slope, close to the
surface, but larger than other material points examined in this analysis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.11: Stress paths of (a) shallow points (S1, S2) and (b) deep points (D1, D2).
Mohr-Coulomb criterion is represented for three different suctions (800 kPa, 400 kPa and 0
kPa).

7.6

Concluding remarks

The general 3-phase 1-point MPM formulation has been applied to unsaturated soils
described by an elastoplastic suction dependent Mohr-Coulomb model formulated in terms
of two stress fields: net stress and suction.
The instability of unsaturated slopes induced by rainfall wetting is a relevant practical
problem in virtually all climate and soil conditions. The method handles in a natural
way the kinematics of sliding and it provides information on velocities, accelerations and
run-outs, which help to estimate the expected damage in case of sliding.
A simple embankment slope, whose characteristics were taken from a real case, has been
analysed. It involves surface instability induced by heavy rains. The model provides an
insight into the coupled flow-stress-strain mechanisms developing in the slope. Suction
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.12: Evolution of (a) total displacement, (b) velocity and (c) acceleration of material points S1, S2, D1 and D2.

decrease results in a marked strength softening. Deviatoric strain localisation starts at
the slope toe and eventually materialises into a full sliding zone. The slope motion starts
when a shallow band of soil reaches a low (but non-zero) suction value and accelerates
in a few seconds. The slide does not displace as a rigid body, however. Points close
to the surface experience a faster and more intense suction reduction and their strength
reaches soon the minimum value (saturated conditions). They are capable of ”flowing”
over the more resistant zones at depth. The end result is a complex motion which makes
it difficult to define run-out, velocity and acceleration in a clear and simple way. In fact,
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these variables depend on the material point position within the sliding volume. This is
believed to be the case in practise when observing rain-induced instabilities.
The MPM, as formulated in Chapter 6, is an advanced prediction tool to investigate the
stability of slopes in partially saturated soils.
Other large deformation problems, such as wetting induced collapse or swelling may be
analysed by the same method but they will require the consideration of a different constitutive model. However, the general formulation of the three phase approach described
will remain unchanged.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future
Work

The aim of this Chapter 8 is to present the main conclusions of the research carried out.
They respond to compliance with the general and specific objectives exposed in Chapter
1. Finally, some future research lines with which to continue the work of this Thesis are
suggested.

8.1

Final conclusions and contributions

This Thesis deals with the modelling of large deformations in geotechnical problems by
means the Material Point Method. It focusses on studying brittle failures and slope
instabilities from static conditions to run-out in saturated and unsaturated materials.
Among the most common numerical techniques used in solid and fluid mechanics, MPM
shows some attractive features against others when solving large displacements. The
method handles in a natural way the kinematics of sliding and it provides information
on velocities, accelerations and run-outs, which help to estimate the expected damage in
the case of sliding. That makes it a powerful tool in geotechnics but also in many other
engineering fields.
The dynamic MPM formulations for mechanic (1-phase material) and hydromechanic (2181
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phase material) problems have been presented in detail. They are integrated explicitly in
time. A numerical stability analysis has been carried out and an analytical expression for
the critical time step has been determined. It depends not only on the mesh element size,
but also on the material permeability. Small values of permeability lead to very restrictive
time steps. Other parameters, such as density and porosity, also have some influence in
the time step values. This fact leads to high computation time for low pervious materials.
The study focuses on the modelling of brittle materials, such as cemented soils and
overconsolidated plastic clays. These materials are characterised by a strain softening
behaviour. The available strength reduces from peak to residual state with increasing
plastic strain. A strain-softening Mohr-Coulomb constitutive model has been presented
in order to simulate this non-linear behaviour. In addition, in order to avoid mesh dependent strain-localisation problems associated with strain-softening features, a regularisation technique based on the smeared crack approach is proposed. It consists of calibrating
a shape factor η included in the softening laws.
Different slope instabilities were presented. In all cases, the trigger factor is an increase
of pore water pressures, and the establishment of initial stresses is the result of the effect
of gravity.
First, the Selborne slope experiment is simulated. This case, well identified with laboratory data, has been an opportunity to perform a validation of the MPM formulation.
Such analysis provides remarkably consistent results: the failure progression and the final
calculated displacement pattern (maximum displacements are about 4 m) fit well with
measured data.
The relevance of internal degradation of the mobilised mass in a compound slide, based
on a simplified geometry of the Vajont landslide, is analysed in a second modelling. It
has shown that a kinematically admissible failure mechanism in compound slides requires
internal shearing of the mobilised mass. The location of such internal shear bands is
controlled by the geometry of the basal sliding surface. Moreover, the post-failure velocity
and the final run-out of the Vajont slide are simulated by an additional reduction of the
basal friction angle, which coincides with thermal pressurisation theories.
The effect of brittleness on the onset of failure and run-out was also studied by means
of a parametric study varying peak and residual strength. Run-out, understood as the
distance between the toe of the initial slope and the toe after failure, is found to be
directly related with brittleness index IB . Meanwhile the onset of failure and the failure
geometry are controlled by both peak and residual strengths, the post-failure behaviour
is more influenced by the residual state.
Progressive failure mechanisms, typical of brittle materials, have been simulated in all
examples. The mobilised strength is a good measure that allows the identification of the
failure propagation along the initial failure surface. The failure propagation occurs in
a different way depending on the simulation, but it follows a pattern. In all cases, the
maximum achieved averaged mobilised strength (mobilised strength averaged along the
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failure mechanism) is a value in between peak and residual conditions. The arrival at
this maximum strength can coincide with the first point reaching peak state. Later on,
the average mobilised strength is essentially constant until the last point entering in the
softening behaviour. Immediately after, a final drop in average mobilised strength down
to a residual value appears, triggering the instability and the subsequent acceleration.
Finally, a step forward in the application of MPM to multi-phase problems in porous
media has been achieved. In order to simulate the behaviour of unsaturated materials,
it is necessary to consider the interaction of three different phases: solid liquid and gas.
Therefore, a coupled 3-phase 1-point MPM formulation capable of modelling partially
saturated soils has been presented. Meanwhile dynamic equilibrium of phases are posed
at the nodes of the mesh, mass balance equations of the species (air, water, minerals)
as well as all constitutive relationships are formulated at a material point level. This
approach considers a 3-phase mixture within each material point and has been validated
by means the modelling of an infiltration problem.
An embankment slope instability, induced by heavy rains has been simulated. The model
is based on a real case and it provides an insight into the coupled flow-stress-strain mechanisms developing in the slope. An elastoplastic suction dependent Mohr-Coulomb model
formulated in terms of two stress fields (net stress and suction) has been implemented in
order to model strength variations due to suction changes. Therefore, suction decrease in
the slope results in a marked strength softening. The result is a complex motion which
makes it difficult to define run-out, velocity and acceleration in a clear and simple way,
as happens in practise when observing rain-induced instabilities.
Other large deformation problems, such as wetting induced collapse or swelling may be
analysed by the same approach but they will require the consideration of a different constitutive model. However, the general 3-phase formulation described will remain unchanged.
It can be finally concluded that MPM is capable of simulating large displacements in
complex materials and in multi-phase flows. This numerical tool has a good potential
to examine in a unified calculation the conditions leading to slope failure but, also, it is
capable of following the evolution of the unstable mass determining its final run-out, which
is essential to evaluate the consequences of the instability and prevent severe damage.

8.2

Future work

One of the most important limitations of the presented dynamic MPM formulation is that
the explicit algorithm is conditionally stable. Despite the existence of some numerical
techniques to increase the critical time step, the explicit scheme is definitely not wellsuited to simulate long term problems. Therefore, other integration schemes should be
implemented in order to optimise the computational time.
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Due to the difficulty to determine the initial stress field, in this Thesis it is assumed that
initial stresses are the result of the gravitational effect. Improving the calculation of the
initial stress distribution is an important issue that should be considered in future works,
specially when non-linear materials are involved.
Other applications associated with unsaturated soils involving large deformations and
history-dependent constitutive models can be modelled with the general 3-phase MPM
formulation described in this study. However, the implementation of more realistic constitutive models is required. This is the case of swelling problems in expansive clays or
collapse behaviour of low density materials.
The multi-phase MPM formulation proposed in this Thesis is capable to model solidpore fluid couplings within the same domain. However, the interaction with free water
is neglected in this analysis. Therefore, the implementation of multi-point formulations
capable of modelling interactions between free fluid phases and pore fluids opens a wide
range of applications in geotechnics and hydrodynamics.
The effects of temperature changes can also be considered. Especially in those cases
where heat-induced excess pore pressures on the failure surface are capable of cancelling
the normal stress. Then, the effective stress and the shearing resistance become negligible.
As a result, the slide can accelerate very fast reaching high velocities in a few seconds.
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Appendix A

Development of
Momentum Balance
Equations

In this Appendix, the strong forms (differential equation) of the momentum balance
equations for liquid (Eq.6.13), gas (Eq.6.14) and mixture (Eq.6.15), are transformed to the
weak forms (integral equation) using Weighted Residuals method. Then, the momentum
balance equations are discretised considering the two MPM frames: nodes and material
points.

A.1

Weak form of the momentum balance equation of
fluid phases

Momentum balance equation is solved in a boundary value problem for the two fluid
phases. To avoid the repetition of similar equations, in the following, the subscript f
indicates the fluid phases corresponding to liquid and gas. Notice that s remains to
indicate the solid phase.
Equation (A.1) is the strong form of momentum balance equations (A.2) and (A.3) the
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corresponding displacement and pressure boundary conditions.
ρf af = ∇pf −

nSf µf
(vf − vs ) + ρf b
kf

(A.1)

b f (t) on ∂Ωuf
uf (x, t) = u

(A.2)

pf

(A.3)

b f (t) on ∂Ω
pf (x, t)n = p

The weak form is derived by multiplying equation (A.1) by a test function δuf and integrating over the total domain Ω. In addition, the integration by parts and the divergence
theorem are applied to the term with the liquid pressure gradient. Considering that
any test function can be selected, in particular one that is zero on the boundary where
displacements are prescribed ∂Ωuf , the above equation can be written as
Z
Z
Z
pf
b f d∂Ω − (∇ · δuf )pf dΩ
ρf δuf · af dΩ =
δuf · p
(A.4)
∂Ωpf

Ω

Z
−

Ω

nSf µf
δuf · (vf − vs )dΩ +
kf

where ∂Ω

ρf δuf · bdΩ
Ω

Ω
pf

Z

is the boundary where the fluid pressure is prescribed.

Taking into account equation (6.33) particularised for the test function δuf , fluid velocity
vf , solid velocity vs and fluid acceleration af , the integral form (Eq.A.4) is discretised
on the nodes. Using the subscripts i and j to denote the nodal variables, the equation
results in the following expression.
Z
Nn
Nn Z
Nn
X
X
X
b f d∂Ωpf
δuf i ·
Ni p
(A.5)
ρf Ni Nj af j dΩ =
δuf i ·
i=1

i=1

j=1 Ω

−

Nn
X

∂Ωpf

Z
δuf i ·

i=1

−

Nn
X
i=1

δuf i ·

Nn Z
X
j=1 Ω

(∇Ni ) · pf mdΩ
Ω

nSf µf
Ni Nj (vf j − vsj )dΩ
kf
+

Nn
X

Z
δuf i ·

i=1

ρf Ni bdΩ
Ω

Because the components of the test function are arbitrary except at constrained boundary
nodes where the components of displacement are prescribed, the previous scalar equation
can be expanded into a system of equations. Rearranging terms, it can be shown that
Z
Z
Nn Z
X
b f d∂Ωpf − (∇Ni ) · pf mdΩ
ρf Ni Nj dΩaf j =
Ni p
(A.6)
i=1 Ω

∂Ωpf

−

Nn Z
X
j=1 Ω

Ω

nSf µf
Ni Nj dΩ(vf j − vsj ) +
kf

Z
ρf Ni bdΩ
Ω
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Finally, the spatial discretisation is further carried out with the introduction of equation
(6.31). It is equivalent to consider a quadrature over the material points, in which the
integrals are approximated by sums. The subscripts or superscript p is used to denote
particle variable.
Np
Nn  X
X
j=1

Z

m
e fp Ni p Nj p af j =

p=1

b f d∂Ωpf −
Nip p

Np
Nn  X
X
nSf µf
p=1

j=1

kf

(∇Nip ) · ppf mVp

(A.7)

p=1

∂Ωpf

−

Np
X

Np

X
Ni p Nj p Vp (vf j − vsj ) +
m
e fp Ni p b
p=1

In the previous equation Vp corresponds volume of the material point p, and Nip is the
shape function of the node i evaluated on the corresponding material point location.

A.2

Weak form of the momentum balance equation of
the mixture

The boundary value problem for the momentum balance of the mixture is the following,
being equation (A.8) the strong form and expressions (A.9) and (A.10) the corresponding
displacement and pressure boundary conditions.
ρs (1 − n)as + ρl nSl al + ρg nSg ag = ∇ · σ + ρm b

(A.8)

b s (t) on ∂Ωus
us (x, t) = u

(A.9)

σ(x, t) · n = t(t) on ∂Ωt

(A.10)

The weak form is derived by multiplying equation (A.8) by a test function δu and integrating over the total domain Ω. In addition, the integration by parts and the divergence
theorem are applied to the term with the total stress gradient. Since test functions are arbitrary, in particular one that is zero on the boundary where displacements are prescribed,
the above equation can be written as
Z
Z
Z
ρs (1 − n)δu · as dΩ + ρl nSl δu · al dΩ + ρg nSg δu · ag dΩ =
(A.11)
Ω

Ω

Z
∂Ωt

δu · td∂Ωt −

Ω

Z

Z
(∇ · δu) · σdΩ +

Ω

ρm δu · bdΩ
Ω

where ∂Ωt is the boundary where the external traction is prescribed.
Taking into account equation (6.33) particularised for the test function δu, solid acceleration as , liquid acceleration al and gas acceleration ag , the integral form (Eq.A.11) is
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discretised on the nodes. The equation results in the following expression.
Nn
Nn Z
Nn
Nn Z
X
X
X
X
δui ·
ρs (1 − n)Ni Nj asj dΩ +
δui ·
ρl nSl Ni Nj alj dΩ
i=1

j=1 Ω

i=1
Nn
X

+

δui ·

i=1
Nn
X
i=1

Z

Ni td∂Ωt −

δui ·

Nn
X
i=1

∂Ωt

Nn Z
X

ρg nSg Ni Nj ag j dΩ =

j=1 Ω

Z
δui ·

(A.12)

j=1 Ω

(∇Ni ) · σdΩ +

Nn
X

Z
δui ·

i=1

Ω

ρm Ni bdΩ
Ω

Because the components of the test function are arbitrary except at constrained boundary
nodes where the components of displacement are prescribed, the previous scalar equation
can be expanded into a system of equations. Rearranging terms, it can be shown that
Nn  Z
Nn  Z


X
X
ρl nSl Ni Nj dΩ alj
(A.13)
ρs (1 − n)Ni Nj dΩ asj +
j=1

j=1

Ω

+

Nn  Z
X
j=1

Z


ρg nSg Ni Nj dΩ ag j =

Ω

Z

Ni td∂Ωt −

∂Ωt

Ω

Z
(ONi ) · σdΩ +

Ω

ρm Ni bdΩ
Ω

Finally, the spatial discretisation is further carried out with the consideration of equation
(6.31) in (A.14). It is equivalent to consider a quadrature over the material points, in
which the integrals are approximated by sums.
Np
Nn  X
X
j=1

Np
Nn  X


X
mlp nSl Nip Njp alj
msp (1 − n)Nip Njp asj +

p=1

j=1

+

Np
Nn  X
X
j=1

Z
∂Ωt

A.3

(A.14)

p=1


mpg nSg Nip Njp ag j =

p=1

Np

Nip td∂Ωt −

Np
X
X
(∇Nip ) · σ p Vp +
mp Nip bdΩ
p=1

p=1

Final system of momentum balance equations

The discrete momentum balance equations obtained in the previous developments for the
fluid phases (Eq.A.7) and for the mixture (Eq.A.14), can be written in the same order,
in a more compact form as follows
f l · al = Fext − Fint − Ql · (vl − vs )
M
l
l
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f g · ag = Fext − Fint − Qg · (vg − vs )
M
g
g

(A.16)

Ms · as + Ml · al + Mg · ag = Fext + Fint

(A.17)

where as , al , and ag are the nodal acceleration vectors for each phase, vs , vl , and vg are
f l is liquid mass matrix per unit of liquid volume, M
f g is the
the nodal velocity vectors, M
gas mass matrix per unit of gas volume, Ms is the solid mass matrix per unit of total
volume, Ml is the liquid mass matrix per unit of total volume, Mg is the gas mass matrix
per unit of total volume, Fext
is the vector of the liquid external forces, Fext
is the vector
l
g
ext
of the gas external forces, F
is the vector of the external forces of the mixture, Fint
is
l
int
the vector of the liquid internal forces, Fint
is
the
vector
of
the
gas
internal
forces,
F
is
g
the vector internal total forces of the mixture, Ql and Qg are the liquid and gas dragging
matrixes. The mathematical expression for each term is the following:
fl =
M

Np
X

NT · m
e lp N

(A.18)

NT · m
e gp N

(A.19)

NT · mlp N

(A.20)

NT · mgp N

(A.21)

NT · msp N

(A.22)

p=1

fg =
M

Np
X
p=1

Ml =

Np
X
p=1

Mg =

Np
X
p=1

Ms =

Np
X
p=1

Ql =

Np
X

NT ·

nSl µl
NVp
kl

(A.23)

NT ·

nSg µg
NVp
kg

(A.24)

p=1

Qg =

Np
X
p=1

Fl

ext

Z

T

b l d∂Ω
N ·p

=

pl

+
p

Z

b g d∂Ωpg
NT · p

+
p

pg

∂Ω

Fext =

Z

NT · td∂Ωt

+
p

∂Ωt
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NT · m
e lp b

(A.25)

p=1

∂Ωpl

Fg ext =

Np
X

Np
X

NT · m
e gp b

(A.26)

p=1
Np
X
p=1

NT · mp b

(A.27)
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Fl int =

Np
X

BT · plp mVp

(A.28)

BT · pgp mVp

(A.29)

p=1

Fg int =

Np
X
p=1

Fint =

Np
X

BT · σ p Vp

(A.30)

p=1

The mass matrices written above are consistent-mass matrices. For the numerical implementation the lumped-mass matrices, are used instead of the consistent ones.
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Appendix B

Development of Mass
Balance Equations

In this Appendix, the developments of the mass balance equations for the solid, water
and air are presented in detail.

B.1

Mass balance equation of the solid component

Considering that there is no mass exchange between solid and fluid phases, the general
mass balance equation (6.18) can be particularised for the solid component. It yields the
differential equation (B.1), in which ρs is the solid density, n is the porosity and jss are
the solid fluxes. No external solid mass sources or sinks have been considered.
∂
(ρs (1 − n)) + ∇ · js = 0
∂t

(B.1)

Taking into account the solid flux equal to the advective flux of the solid (Eq.B.2), equation (B.1) yields the expression (B.3).
js = ρs (1 − n)vs

(B.2)

∂
(ρs (1 − n)) + ∇ · (ρs (1 − n)vs ) = 0
∂t

(B.3)
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Applying the chain rule for all the derivatives, the previous equation can be rewritten as:
(1 − n)

∂ρs
∂n
+ (1 − n)(vs · ∇ρs ) − ρs
− ρs (vs · ∇n) + ρs (1 − n)∇ · vs = 0
∂t
∂t

(B.4)

Regrouping terms considering the definition of the material derivative (Eq.B.5), the solid
mass balance is simplified to equation (B.6).
∂(•)
Ds (•)
=
+ vs · ∇(•)
Dt
∂t
Ds n
Ds ρs
− ρs
+ ρs (1 − n)∇ · vs = 0
Dt
Dt
Rearranging, the following expression is obtained:
(1 − n)

Ds n
(1 − n) Ds ρs
=
+ (1 − n)∇ · vs
Dt
ρs
Dt

(B.5)
(B.6)

(B.7)

Finally, considering that the solid grains are incompressible and the material derivative
of the porosity is derived as:
Ds n
= (1 − n)∇ · vs
(B.8)
Dt

B.2

Mass balance equation of the water component

Taking into account that exchange of water mass is allowed between the fluid phases,
the water mass balance equation should include the water content within both liquid and
gas phases. Starting from equation (6.18), the mass balance equation for water, without
considering external sources or sinks, can be written as
∂ w
w
(ω ρg Sg n + ωlw ρl Sl n) + ∇ · (jw
g + jl ) = 0
∂t g

(B.9)

where ρg is the gas density, ρl is the liquid density, Sl is liquid degree of saturation, Sg
is the gas degree of saturation (Sg = 1 − Sl ), ωgw and ωlw are the mass fraction of the
w
water in the gas and in the liquid respectively and jw
g and jl are the fluxes of water in
the gas and liquid phases. Referring to fluxes the water flux in the gas phase (Eq.B.10)
is equal to the sum of the diffusive term iw
g and the advective term. On the other hand,
the water flux in the liquid phase can be written as (B.11), in which the diffusive term
can be neglected.
w
w
jw
(B.10)
g = ig + (ωg ρg Sg n)vg
w
jw
l = (ωl ρl Sl n)vl

(B.11)

Substituting equations (B.10) and (B.11) in the (B.9) and arranging terms, the water
mass balance can be written with the following expression.
∂ w
(ω ρg Sg n + ωlw ρl Sl n) + ∇ · (ωgw ρg Sg nvg ) + ∇ · (ωlw ρl Sl nvl ) + ∇ · iw
g =0
∂t g
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B.3 - Mass balance equation of the air component

Regrouping terms considering the definition of solid material derivative (B.5), the water
mass balance is rewritten in equation (B.13).
n

Ds (ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
Ds n
+ (ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
+ ∇ · (ωgw nρg Sg (vg − vs )) + (B.13)
Dt
Dt
∇ · (ωlw nρl Sl (vl − vs )) + (ωgw nρg Sg + ωlw nρl Sl )∇ · vs + ∇ · iw
g =0

Including equation (B.8) in (B.13), the water mass balance equation can be rewritten as
Ds (ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
+ ∇ · (ωgw nρg Sg (vg − vs )) +
Dt
∇ · (ωlw nρl Sl (vl − vs )) + (ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )∇ · vs + ∇ · iw
g =0
n

(B.14)

Taking into account the fluid pressures (pl and pg ) as state variables, the material time
derivative of equation (B.14) can be expanded as follows.
Ds (ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
∂(ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
∂(ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
=
ṗl +
ṗg
Dt
∂pl
∂pg

(B.15)

Finally, the mass balance equation of water can be written as follows.
n

∂(ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
∂(ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
ṗl + n
ṗg =
∂pl
∂pg
− ∇ · (ωgw nρg Sg (vg − vs )) − ∇ · (ωlw nρl Sl (vl − vs ))

(B.16)

− (ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )∇ · vs − ∇ · iw
g
It can be noted that in those problems where the porosity distribution is sufficiently
smooth and the spatial variations of water content in the liquid and in the gas are small,
equation (B.16) can be simplified assuming that ∇(ωlw ρl Sl n + ωgw ρg Sg n) ≈ 0. This leads
to the following expression.
n

∂(ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
∂(ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )
ṗl + n
ṗg =
∂pl
∂pg
− (ωgw nρg Sg )∇ · vg − (ωlw nρl Sl )∇ · vl

(B.17)

− (1 − n)(ωgw ρg Sg + ωlw ρl Sl )∇ · vs − ∇ · iw
g

B.3

Mass balance equation of the air component

Similarly to what has been done with the water mass balance equation, the air mass
balance equation has been developed considering air content in the two fluid phases.
Starting from equation (6.18), the air mass balance, without considering external sources
or sinks, can be written as:
∂ a
(ω ρl Sl n + ωga ρg Sg n) + ∇ · (jal + jag ) = 0
∂t l
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where jag and jal are the fluxes of air in the gas and liquid phases. The air flux in the
liquid phase (Eq.B.19) is equal to the sum of the diffusive term ial and the advective term.
The air flux in the gas phase can be written as (B.20), in which the diffusive term is be
neglected.
jal = ial + (ωla ρl Sl n)vl
(B.19)
jag = (ωga ρg Sg n)vg

(B.20)

Substituting equations (B.19) and (B.20) in (B.18), regrouping terms considering the
definition of solid material derivative (Eq.B.5), and including the material derivative of
the porosity (Eq.B.8), equation (B.18) is rewritten as
Ds (ωga ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
+ ∇ · (ωga nρg Sg (vg − vs )) +
Dt
∇ · (ωla nρl Sl (vl − vs )) + (ωga ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )∇ · vs + ∇ · ial = 0
n

(B.21)

Finally, taking into account the fluid pressures (pl and pg ) as state variables, the mass
balance equation of air can be written as follows.
n

∂(ωga ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
∂(ωga ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
ṗl + n
ṗg =
∂pl
∂pg
− ∇ · (ωga nρg Sg (vg − vs )) − ∇ · (ωla nρl Sl (vl − vs ))

(B.22)

− (ωga ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )∇ · vs − ∇ · ial
It can be noted that in those problems where the porosity distribution is sufficiently
smooth and the spatial variations of air content in the liquid and in the gas are small,
the previous equation can be simplified assuming that ∇(ωla ρl Sl n + ωga ρg Sg n) ≈ 0. This
leads to the following expression.
n

∂(ωga ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
∂(ωga ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )
ṗl + n
ṗg =
∂pl
∂pg
− (ωga nρg Sg )∇ · vg − (ωla nρl Sl )∇ · vl
− (1 − n)(ωga ρg Sg + ωla ρl Sl )∇ · vs − ∇ · ial
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Appendix C

Hydraulic Constitutive
Laws

In this Appendix, several hydraulic constitutive equations are proposed in order to complete the hydromechanical formulation for unsaturated soils. Note that the following
expressions depend essentially on liquid and gas pressures (pg and pl ) which are the stat
variables taken into account in the 3-phase 1-point MPM formulation outlined in Chapter
6.

C.1

Degree of saturation. Retention curve

The degree of saturation Sl is strongly dependent on pore liquid and gas pressures. There
are a number of empirical equations that describe this characteristic for soil in the literature. Here, van Genuchten retention curve (Van Genuchten, 1980) has been proposed,
where p0 , λ, Smax and Smin are assumed constants.
"
Sl = Smin + 1 +



pg −pl
p0

1
 1−λ
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#−λ
(Smax − Smin )

(C.1)
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C.2

Intrinsic permeability

The dependence of the liquid permeability on the degree of saturation is also very relevant
in unsaturated soils. Hillel expression (Hillel, 1971) is one of the most accepted expressions
to describe such relationship, and it is written as
kl = ksat Sl m

(C.2)

where ksat is the liquid permeability under saturated conditions, and the power m typically takes values in range 2-4.

C.3

Liquid density

If thermal effects are not taking into account, liquid density can be first approximated
with the following expression, where Cl is liquid compressibility, and ρl 0 and pl 0 are liquid
density and liquid pressure reference values.
ρl = ρl 0 eCl (pl −pl 0 )

C.4

(C.3)

Mass fraction of air in liquid. Henry’s law

The mass fraction of air in liquid ωla can be calculated applying the Henry’s law (reviewed
in Mackay and Shiu (1981)). It states that, at a constant temperature, the amount of
a given gas that dissolves in a given type and volume of liquid is directly proportional
to the partial pressure of that gas in equilibrium with that liquid. Considering that the
liquid is a mixture of dry air and water, the following expression can be written,
ωla =

pg Ma
HMw

(C.4)

where H is the Henry’s constant, Ma is the molecular mass of air and Mw is the molecular
mass of water.
Note that the mass fraction of air in liquid is essentially controlled by the gas pressure.

C.5

Mass fraction of water in gas. Psychrometric law

At a given temperature and gas pressure, air can only hold a certain maximum amount
of water vapor. The higher the temperature and gas pressure, the higher the maximum
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possible water content. This maximum water content for any given state of air is referred
to as saturation (no suction). Gas pressure can be written as the sum of partial pressures
(Dalton’s law):
pg = pv + pa
(C.5)
being air pressure pa much smaller than water vapour pressure pv .
The law that descrives the change in vapour pressure due to capillary effects is the psychrometric equation (Edlefson and Anderson, 1943), also known as Kelvin’s equation
(Thomson, 1871). It descrives pv with respect the equilibrium vapour pressure with no
capillary effects pv 0 (pv when suction is zero). It can be written as:
pv = pv 0 e−(pg −pl )Mw /RTK ρw

(C.6)

where R is the ideal gas constant (8.3144621 J/molo K), TK is temperature (o K), Mw is
the molecular mass of water, and g is gravity. Note that vapour pressure is essentially
controlled by the temperature.
Then, assuming that the mass fraction of water in gas ωgw is the ratio of the partial pressure
of water vapor in the mixture to the equilibrium vapor pressure at a given temperature
( ppvv = ωgw ), it can be calculated as follows.
0

ωgw = e−(pg −pl )Mw /RTK ρw

C.6

(C.7)

Gas density

The gas phase is a mixture of two components (dry air and water vapour). Assuming
that both components are distributed within the same volume, the gas density ρg can be
written as follows, being ρv and ρa the density of vapour and air respectively.
ρg = ρv + ρa

(C.8)

Then, taking into account the ideal gas low and the Dalton’s law (pg = pv + pa ), the
previous equation can be rewritten, yielding
ρg =

pv (Mw − Ma ) + pg Ma
RTK

(C.9)

in which TK is the temperature (o K), Ma is the molecular mass of air, Mw is the molecular
mass of water, and R the ideal gas constant (8.3144621 J/molo K). Finally, pv is the vapour
pressure and can be calculated with the psychrometric expression.
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Appendix D

Constitutive Modelling
for Unsaturated Soils

A general form of the constitutive equation for unsaturated soils is presented here. Net
stress σ̄ and suction s are considered as constitutive stresses. Note that it is also valid
for saturated soils, if suction effects are neglected and effective stress σ 0 is used instead.

Yield function and plastic potential
Yield function F and plastic potential G are defined in terms of constitutive stresses and
the hardening parameter ξ. ξ controls the position of F and P within the stress space.
F (σ̄, s, ξ) = 0

(D.1)

P (σ̄, s, ξ) = 0

(D.2)

Flow rule
The flow rule states that plastic strain increments are normal to the plastic potential
surface (Eq.D.3). The magnitude of the plastic strain rate (plastic multiplier) is dΛ,
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which is a non-negative scalar multiplier.
dεp = dΛ

∂P
∂ σ̄

(D.3)

Hardening/softening law
The hardening/softening law describes the evolution of the hardening parameter ξ depending on plastic strain, hence ξ(εp ) = 0

Consistency condition
The consistency condition (Eq.D.4) states that the elastic limit is defined by the yield
surface, enforcing a point in plastic conditions to remain on the yield surface.

dF =

∂F
∂ σ̄

T
· dσ̄ +

∂F
∂F
ds +
dξ = 0
∂s
∂ξ

(D.4)

Stress-strain relationship
The incremental stress-strain relationship can be written as follows,

dσ̄ = Del · dεel = Del · dε − dεp − dεel
s

(D.5)

where Del is the elastic stiffness matrix, dεel is the elastic strain increment, dε is the total
strain increment, dεp the plastic strain increment and dεel
s is the elastic strain increment
corresponding to a change of suction.
Taking advantage of the flow rule (Eq.D.3) and being κel
s the elastic swell index corresponding to a change of suction, the previous equation can be written with the expression
below.
∂P
1
κel
s
dσ̄ = Del · dε − Del ·
dΛ − Del · m
ds
(D.6)
∂ σ̄
3
patm + s

Plastic multiplier
The following relationship is used to describe the changes of F due to ξ,
∂F
∂F
dξ =
∂ξ
∂ξ



∂ξ
∂εp

T

∂F
· dε =
∂ξ
p
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∂ξ
∂εp

T
·

∂G
dλ = −H 0 dΛ
∂ σ̄

(D.7)

Substituting equations (D.7) and (D.6) in the consistency equation (Eq.D.4), and rearranging terms, the plastic multiplier dΛ can be calculated with expression (D.8)
i
h


κel
el
el
∂F T
∂F
1 ∂F T
s
·
D
·
dε
+
−
·
D
·
m
∂ σ̄
∂s
3 ∂ σ̄
patm +s ds
(D.8)
dΛ =

T
∂F
0
· Del · ∂P
∂ σ̄
∂ σ̄ + H

Constitutive equation
Finally, including the previous expression of dΛ into (Eq.D.6), the stress-strain relationship can be rearranged as
dσ̄ = Dep · dε + h0 ds
(D.9)
where Dep is the elastoplastic tangent matrix (Eq.D.10) and h0 is the constitutive vector
controlling the influence of suction (Eq.D.11).
"
#

el ∂P ∂F T
el
D
·
·
D
∂ σ̄ ∂ σ̄
Dep = Del −
(D.10)

∂F T
0
· Del · ∂P
∂ σ̄
∂ σ̄ + H


h0 = 

Del ·


∂P 1 ∂F T
∂ σ̄ 3 ∂ σ̄

κel

· Del · m patms +s − Del ·

∂F T
0
· Del · ∂P
∂ σ̄
∂ σ̄ + H
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∂ σ̄ ∂s

κel
s



1

− Del · m
3
patm + s

(D.11)

Acronyms
CFL Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition
CPDI Convected Particle Domain Interpolation method
CRAMP CRAcks with Material Points method
cpGIMP contiguoug-particle Generalised Interpolation Material Point method
CPU Central Processing Unit
DEM Discretee Element Method
FDM Finite Difference Method
FEM Finite Element Method
FEMLIP Finite Element Method Lagrangian Interpolation Points
FVM Finite Volume Method
GIMP Generalised Interpolation Material Point method
LEM Limit Equilibrium Method
MPM Material Point Method
NMD Nodal Mixed Discretisation
ODE Ordinary Differential Equation Point method
PIC Particle-In-Cell method
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ACRONYMS
PFEM Particle Finite Element Method
uGIMP uniform Generalised Interpolation Material Point method
SPH Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
UPC Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
USF Updating Stress First
USL Updating Stress Last
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Nomenclature
A
A
as
a
af
aph
b
B
B
Ci
Cph
c
cp
cs
cv
c0
c0p
c0r
D
Del
Dep
Dcph
D()
Dt

E
Ec
Ec,u
e
F
F
Fph

parameter that controls the rate of variation of friction angle
amplification matrix
slope of a linear retention curve
acceleration
acceleration of a fluid phase f (liquid l, gas g)
acceleration of a phase ph (solid s, liquid l, gas g)
body force vector
parameter that controls the rate of variation of cohesion
matrix of nodal shape function gradients
infiltration coefficient
liquid compressibility
cohesion
speed of the compression wave
increase of cohesion due to suction
consolidation coefficient
effective cohesion (in saturated conditions)
peak effective cohesion
residual effective cohesion
constitutive tangent matrix
elastic stiffness matrix
elastoplastic stiffness matrix
dispersion tensor of a component c (solid s, water w, air a)
within a phase ph
material derivative
Young’s modulus
constrained elastic modulus
undrained constrained elastic modulus
deviatoric strain vector
yield function
unbalanced force vector
unbalanced force vector of a phase ph
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m/s2
m/s2
m/s2
m/s2
m2 /s
Pa−1
Pa
m/s
Pa
m2 /s
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
m2 /s
Pa
Pa
Pa
N
N

NOMENCLATURE

Fdamp
Fext
Fint
Fdamp
ph
Fext
ph
Fint
ph
G
H
h
hmin
hw
h0
IB
IˆB
I
icph
jph
jcph
K
Km
Kph
Ksk
K0
k
kph
ksat
Le
Li
Mc
M
ML
Mph
f ph
M
m
mc
mp
mi
mph
mcph
m
Ne

damping force vector
vector of external forces of a mixture
vector of internal forces of a mixture
damping force vector of a phase ph
vector of external forces of a phase ph
vector of internal forces of a phase ph
shear modulus
Henry’s constant
depth/altitude
minimum altitude of the element
water level
constitutive vector
brittleness index
brittleness index threshold
identity matrix
diffusive flux of a component c within a phase ph
total flux of a phase ph per unit volume
flux of a component c within a phase ph per unit volume
bulk modulus
bulk modulus of a mixture
bulk modulus of a phase ph
bulk modulus of the solid skeleton
coefficient of earth pressure at rest
time step iteration
intrinsic permeability of a fluid phase
liquid intrinsic permeability under saturated conditions
element length
characteristic element size
molecular mass of a component c
mass matrix
lumped mass matrix
mass matrix of a phase ph per unit of total volume
mass matrix of a phase ph per unit of phase volume
mass
mass of a component c
material point mass
nodal mass
mass of a phase ph
partial mass of a component c in a phase ph
(1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)T
number of elements surrounding a node
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N
N
N
N
N
N
Pa
Pa−1
m
m
m
kg/m2 s
kg/m2 s
kg/m2 s
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
m2
m2
m
m
kg/mol
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
-

Nen
Nj
Nn
Np
N
n
nph
n
P
Pc
p
patm
pf
pl 0
pv
pv 0
p0
p0
p̄
bf
p
Qg
Ql
q
ql
R
r
Sf
Smax
Smin
s
s0
T
Tf
TK
Tp
t
th
t∗
b
t
ux
u

number of nodes in an element
nodal shape function
number of nodes
number of material points
matrix of nodal shape functions
porosity
volumetric fraction of a phase ph
normal vector to a surface
plastic potential function
characteristic polynomial
volumetric stress
atmospheric pressure
pressure of a fluid f (liquid l, gas g)
liquid pressure reference value
vapour pressure
equilibrium vapour pressure with no capillary effects
reference pressure in Van Genuchten retention curve
volumetric effective stress
volumetric net stress
vector of prescribed fluid pressure (liquid l, gas g)
gas dragging matrix
liquid dragging matrix
deviatoric stress
viscous coefficient per unit volume
ideal gas constant
exponent in the Hillel expression
degree of saturation of a fluid f
maximum degree of saturation of liquid
minimum degree of saturation of liquid
suction
initial prescribed suction
time dimensionless
failure time
temperature
period
time
time required to reach the length h
normalised time
vector of prescribed total traction
relative displacement between both sides of a shear band
displacement vector
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Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
kg/s
kg/s
Pa
kg/m3 s
J/mol◦ K
Pa
Pa
s
◦
K
s
s
s
Pa
m
m

NOMENCLATURE

uph
b
u
b ph
u
V
Ve
Vp
Vph
v
vph
w
wi
Wc
Wh
x
x
xp
b
x
y
z
α
αB
αC
αms
αph
δ
δu
∆cmax
∆c0
∆P
∆t
∆tcrit
∆ϕ0
εpeq
εvol
ε̇vol
ε
εp
εel
εel
s
η
κ

displacement vector of a phase ph
prescribed displacement
prescribed displacement of a phase ph
reference volume of a mixture
element volume
material point volume
partial volume of a phase ph
velocity
velocity of a phase ph
specific field vector
specific field vector evaluated in a node i
fracture energy dissipated in a discrete crack
total work dissipated by a shear band of thickness h
Cartesian coordinate
position vector
material point position vector
solution of a general scheme
Cartesian coordinate
Cartesian coordinate
damping factor
Biot’s coefficient
Courant’s factor
mass scaling factor
damping factor of a phase ph
Dirac delta function
test function
maximum increase of cohesion due to suction effects
effective cohesion drop (dimensionless)
prescribed increment of liquid pressure
time increment
critical time step
effective friction angle drop (dimensionless)
equivalent plastic strain invariant
volumetric strain
averaged volumetric strain rate
total strain
plastic strain vector
elastic strain vector
elastic strain vector due to suction changes
shape factor controlling the rate of strenght decrease
stiffness coefficient per unit volume
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m
m
m
m3
m3
m3
m3
m/s
m/s
J
J
m
m
m
m
m
Pa
Pa
s
s
Pa/m2

κm
κph
κel
s
Λ
λ
λe
µf
ν
ξ
ρ
ρc
ρl 0
ρm
ρph
ρv
%
σn0
σ
σ av
σ0
σ
τ
τp
τr
ϕ
ϕs
ϕ0
ϕ0b
ϕ0p
ϕ0r
ϕ
b0
ω
c
ωph
Ω
∇
∂Ω
∂(·)
∂t

stiffness coefficient of a mixture per unit volume
stiffness coefficient of a phase ph per unit volume
elastic swell index corresponding to a change of suction
plastic multiplier
parameter in Van Genuchten retention curve
eigenvalue
viscosity of a fluid phase f
Poisson ratio
hardening/softening parameter
density
density of a component c
liquid density reference value
density of mixture
density of a phase ph
vapour density
spectral radius
effective stress normal to a reference plane
total stress vector
averaged stress stress vector
effective stress vector
net stress vector
shear strength
peak shear strength
residual shear strength
friction angle
increase of friction angle due to suction
effective friction angle (in saturated conditions)
effective friction angle of a basal sliding surface
peack effective friction angle (in saturated conditions)
residual effective friction angle (in saturated conditions)
mobilised friction angle
angular frequency
mass fraction of a component c in a phase ph
total domain
vector differential operator
partial domain
partial derivative
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Pa/m2
Pa/m2
Pa
kg/sm
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
rad
rad
rad
rad
rad
rad
rad
rad− 1
m3
m2
-
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